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GOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN JR.

ENFORCEMENT AND COMPOUNDING
COMMITTEE MEETING MATERIALS
MARCH 26, 2015
I. PUBLIC COMMENT FOR ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA/AGENDA ITEMS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
Note: The committee may not discuss or take action on any matter raised during this public
comment section that is not included on this agenda, except to recommend whether to place the
matter on the agenda of a future meeting. [Government Code Sections 11125, 11125.7(a)]
II. ENFORCEMENT MATTERS
a. PRESENTATION: Kim Fleming on EMD Serono’s Program to Permit Patients to
Authenticate Medication Via Checking a Serial Number on a Medication Container Against
a Manufacturer’s Data Base
Attachment 1
At this meeting, Ms. Fleming has requested the opportunity to provide information about
EMD Serono’s smartphone application that allows a patient to scan the two dimensional
barcode to verify the authenticity of a prescription.
A copy of EMD Serono’s brochure is provided in Attachment 1.
b. PRESENTATION: Michael Galloway of MatchRx on Its Model to Enable the Transfer of
Prescription Medication in Short Supply Between Two Pharmacies
Attachment 2
At this meeting, a PowerPoint presentation will be provided by Michael Galloway regarding
the transfer of prescription medication in short supply between two pharmacies.
MatchRx is a private web‐based inter‐pharmacy marketplace for non‐controlled, non‐
expired overstocked prescription drugs and drugs in short supply. MatchRx maintains safe,
secure and detailed electronic transaction records, providing track and trace compliance for
dispenser‐to‐dispenser transactions.
A copy of the PowerPoint is provided in Attachment 2.
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c. PRESENTATION: Jan Hirsch, BSPharm, PhD of UCSD on a Research Proposal Pursuant to 16
California Code of Regulations Section 1706.5 to Permit Patients to Access Medications
from an Automated Storage Device Not Immediately Adjacent to a Pharmacy, and an
Assessment of the Research Design by Board Member Ramon Castellblanch, PhD
Attachment 3
Background
Several years ago, the board promulgated regulations (16 California Code of Regulation
section 1713) to allow for the use of automated delivery devices, which are markedly like
vending machines, to permit the furnishing of refill medication in specified circumstances,
to include the requirement that the patient must opt in to use the machine and that the
medication to be refilled through the machine is appropriate. [A copy of the regulation is
included in Attachment 3. The relevant section of the regulation is in bold.]
In recent years, the board has received several requests to use automated delivery devices
in a variety of settings including workplace clinics, hospital lobbies, other areas on a hospital
campus, and in employment locations. During each of these discussions, several concerns
were raised about whether the request would comply with current regulations and whether
the board had the authority to approve the request without specific regulatory changes. To
date the board has not approved any waivers since enactment of the regulation.
At the June 2013 committee meeting, representatives from Asteres and Sharp Healthcare
requested a revision to section 1713 to allow three separate pilot studies on the campuses
of Sharp, UCSD Health System and USC Hospital to expand the use of automated delivery
devices. At the July 2013 board meeting, Mr. Burgess, representing Asteres reminded the
board that section 1713(b) already allows the delivery of prescriptions to employees at their
worksite. An excerpt of the minutes of this part of the meeting is provided in Attachment 3.
Mr. Burgess proposed to revise section 1713(d)(6) to allow for the placement of automated
devices in a secure building controlled by a Board licensee at an alternate location readily
accessible for Board inspection, but not adjacent to a secure pharmacy area.
At the July 2013 board meeting where this proposal was discussed, the board asked that Dr.
Castellblanch provide assistance in developing a more traditional research protocol.
Following the meeting, Dr. Castellblanch did provide this review and his comments were
sent to the lead researcher at UCSD, Charles Daniels, for incorporation into a more robust
research proposal.
In November 2014, UCSD approved the Experimental Program/Research Study on
Automated Delivery Systems.
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At this meeting, Dr. Hirsh will provide a PowerPoint presentation that provides an overview
of the research study. A copy of the PowerPoint presentation is provided in Attachment 3.
Also in Attachment 3 is a copy of the Experimental Program/Research Study Proposal
Approval and Research Plan.
d. DISCUSSION: Drug Enforcement Administration’s Regulations for the Take Back of
Prescription Medication and Development of Regulations for Pharmacies and Reverse
Distributors Who Take Back Prescription Medication from Patients
Attachment 4
Background
On September 9, 2014, the DEA released its regulations on the take back of drugs from the
public – specifically the take back of controlled substances.
The final rule authorizes certain DEA registrants (manufacturers, distributors, reverse
distributors, narcotic treatment programs, retail pharmacies, and hospitals/clinics with an
on‐site pharmacy) to modify their registration with the DEA to become authorized
collectors. All collectors may operate a collection receptacle at their registered location, and
collectors with an on‐site means of destruction may operate a mail‐back program. Retail
pharmacies and hospitals/clinics with an on‐site pharmacy may operate collection
receptacles at long‐term care facilities. A copy of the final rule is provided in Attachment 4.
Also in Attachment 4 is a newspaper article providing information about one of the
country’s largest reverse distributors and criminal arrests.
At the December 2014 committee meeting, Ms. Herold provided an overview of the DEA’s
new drug take‐back regulations. Committee discussion included how an average person
would know which drugs are acceptable for disposal. The committee heard comments from
the public in which the board was asked not to place the collection burden on pharmacists.
A copy of Ms. Herold’s PowerPoint presentation is also provided in Attachment 4.
At the January Board Meeting, the board was advised that the committee would be working
on draft regulations for drug take back.
At this meeting, the committee will have a chance to review proposed components for a
California regulation for drug take back from pharmacies and reverse distributors. The
proposed components will be provided at the committee meeting.
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e. DISCUSSION: Evaluation of 16 CCR Section 1744 Regarding Required Warning Labels on
Prescription Container Labels
Attachment 5
Background
Prior to July 1, 2014, Pharmacy Law required a pharmacist to inform a patient orally or in
writing of the harmful effects of a drug: (1.) if the drug posed a substantial risk to the
person consuming the drug, when taken in combination with alcohol, or if the drug could
impair a person’s ability to drive a motor vehicle, and (2.) the drug was determined by the
Board of Pharmacy to be a drug or drug type for which the warning shall be given.
Assembly Bill 1136 (Levine), signed by the Governor on September 9, 2013, amended
existing law to require a pharmacist on or after July 1, 2014, to include a written label on a
prescription drug container indicating that the drug may impair a person’s ability to operate
a vehicle or vessel, if in the pharmacist’s professional judgment, the drug may impair a
person’s ability to operate a vehicle or vessel. The required label may be printed on an
auxiliary label that is affixed to the prescription container. The revised version of Business
and Professions Code section 4074, which AB 1136 amended, is provided in Attachment 5.
Section 1744 of the board’s regulations provides the specific classes of drugs which trigger a
pharmacist’s verbal or written notice to patients where a patient’s ability to operate a
vehicle (and now a vessel) may be impaired. This section has not been revised in a number
of years, so recently the schools of pharmacy were asked to provide comments to the list of
medications listed in this regulation.
A number of California’s schools of pharmacy provided comments. Those comments were
integrated in the first draft. This draft can be found in Attachment 5.
At the September 2014 committee meeting, the committee revised those comments into
the version that was referred to the board for action. This proposed version can be found in
Attachment 5.
However, at the October Board Meeting, the board sent the language back to the
committee for further discussion and review.
At the December 2014 committee meeting the committee heard legal guidance that the
board needs to update 4074(a) with the drugs or drug classes it believes should require a
warning label for posing a substantial risk when taken with alcohol, or for impairing one’s
ability to safely operate a vehicle or vessel.
Ms. Herold has proposed the following language for committee review and discussion
regarding changes from the prior proposal and indicated below in double underscore and
double strikeout.
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1744. Drug Warnings
Pursuant to Business and Professions Code Section 4074, a pharmacist shall inform the
patient or his or her representative of the harmful effects of certain drugs dispensed by
prescription. Whenever If a pharmacist exercising his or her professional judgment
determines that a drug may impair a person’s ability to operate a vehicle or vessel, the
pharmacist shall include a written label on the drug container indicating that the drug
may impair a person’s ability to operate a vehicle or vessel.
(a) The following classes are examples of drugs that may impair a person's ability to
drive a motor vehicle, vessel or operate machinery when taken alone or in
combination with alcohol and that require a written warning notice on the label:
(1) Muscle relaxants.
(2) Analgesics with central nervous system depressant effects.
(3) Antipsychotic drugs with central nervous system depressant effects including
phenothiazines.
(43) Antidepressants with central nervous system depressant effects.
(54) Antihistamines, motion sickness agents, antipruritics, antinauseants,
anticonvulsants and antihypertensive agents with central nervous system
depressant effects.
(65) All Schedule II, III, IV and V agents with central nervous system depressant
effects. or narcotic controlled substances as set forth in Health and Safety Code
at Section 11055 et seq. prescribed in doses which could have an adverse effect
on a person's ability to operate a motor vehicle.
(76) Anticholinergic agents and other drugs which may that impair vision.
(b) The following are examples of drugs which may have harmful effects when taken in
combination with alcohol. While these These may or may not affect a person's
ability to operate a motor vehicle they still require a written warning notice on the
label to alert the patient about possible problems:
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(1) Disulfiram and other drugs (e.g., chlorpropamide, metronidazole) which may
cause a disulfiram‐like reaction.
(2) Mono amine oxidase inhibitors.
(3) Nitrates.
(4) Cycloserine.
(5) Insulin (hypoglycemia) antidiabetic agents including insulin and sulfonylureas
(due to risk of hypoglycemia).
f. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION: Proposed Regulation for Pharmacies Aimed at
Reducing Losses of Controlled Substances
Attachment 6
Background
At the March 2014 Enforcement and Compounding Committee meeting, Chairperson
Gutierrez led a discussion of losses of controlled substances reported to the board as
required by California Pharmacy law. A pharmacy or a wholesaler must report any loss of
controlled substances to the board within 14 days.
The board’s staff compiled some statistics regarding drug losses reported to the board over
the last few years. Attachment 6 includes tables displaying the losses of controlled
substances reported to the board.
In 2013, 3.06 million dosage units of controlled substances were reported to the board as
lost. This includes 1.7 million units that were from a major manufacturer who had a truck
stolen.
Note: These numbers are only estimates provided by the entity when they first realize
there has been a loss. As such, the reported numbers are most likely significantly less than
actual losses.
The committee expressed concern about the significant losses and the need for more
stringent inventory controls in pharmacies to identify losses resulting from employee
pilferage. Comments from the committee included developing steps for inventory controls,
which could be done either by regulation, statute or policy and perhaps reconciling the top
ten drugs for the pharmacy.
At the January Board Meeting, the board reviewed proposed language from the committee.
The proposed language was rejected by the board and Chair Gutierrez and Ms. Herold
reported that the committee would continue to revise the language.
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At this meeting, after hearing comments from the board and the public at the January
Board Meeting, board staff has revised the proposed language into the version below.
1715.65 Monthly Inventory Counts of Controlled Substances
(a) Every pharmacy, and every clinic licensed under sections 4180 or 4190, shall
maintain a perpetual inventory for all controlled substances acquired by the
licensee. A perpetual inventory as used in this article shall mean an inventory
system whereby the pharmacy’s or clinic’s records about stock on hand for every
controlled substance acquired and dispensed are continuously updated to reflect
the actual quantity of stock on hand. Such an accounting will include all
acquisitions and all dispositions for each controlled substance.
(b) As an alternative to the maintenance of a perpetual inventory in subdivision (a), a
pharmacy or clinic must have a written policy that identifies a monthly
reconciliation process for the 10 highest volume controlled substances acquired by
the licensee in the last year (or as determined by the last DEA biennial inventory, or
as purchased by the pharmacy if there has been no biennial inventory taken). This
policy shall address reconciliation of all purchases and acquisitions, dispensings,
transfers and current inventory, including the inventory in quarantine for a reverse
distributor. The pharmacy or clinic shall perform a count of these 10 controlled
substances pursuant to this policy every month.
(c) The pharmacist‐in‐charge of a hospital pharmacy or of pharmacy servicing skilled
nursing homes wherever an automated drug delivery system is used shall review at
least once each month all controlled substances removed from or added into each
automated drug delivery machine operated by the pharmacy. Any discrepancy or
unusual access identified shall be investigated. Controlled drugs inappropriately
accessed or removed from the automated delivery shall be reported to the board
within 14 days.
(d) Losses of controlled substances identified by pharmacies from the perpetual
inventory or monthly audit shall be reported to the board as required by section
1715.6 and California Business and Profession Code section 4104.
(e) A clinic shall report to the board all losses detected from the perpetual inventory or
monthly audit undertaken pursuant to this section within 14 and no later than 30
days.
(f) The pharmacist‐in‐charge or consultant pharmacist for the clinic shall sign and date
each monthly reconciliation within 14 days of completion. These signed
reconciliations shall be retained by the licensed premises for three years and be
readily retrievable for review by the board.
(g) The pharmacist‐in‐charge or consultant pharmacist shall review all inventories and
reconciliations to establish and maintain secure methods to prevent losses of
dangerous drugs.
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Attachment 6 also includes the prior proposed language from the September and
December 2014 Enforcement and Compounding Committee meetings.
g. PRESENTATION: Demonstration by Carefusion on Drug Diversion Deterrent Reports
Available with Their Automation Storage Containers
At this meeting, a representative from Carefusion will provide an overview of the drug
diversion reports available with the use of their Pyxis automation.
h. DISCUSSION: Proposed Regulations for Third‐Party Logistics Providers; Proposed
Amendments to 16 California Code of Regulations Sections 1780 ‐1786
Attachment 7
Background
In 2014, the board sponsored legislation to enact provisions to license third‐party logistic
providers as a separate class and not as the board had previously done under the category
of wholesaler. This legislation was enacted by AB 2605 (Bonilla, Chapter 507, Statutes of
2014). This legislation was needed because federal law enacted in 2013 prohibited
licensure of third‐party logistics providers as wholesalers.
The board now needs to amend its regulations to ensure that third‐party logistics providers
also must adhere to board regulations for all drug distributors, whether they are a
wholesaler or third party‐logistics provider.
At this meeting, the committee will review and discuss proposed regulation requirement for
third‐party logistics providers that originate from drug wholesalers. The committee will also
review and discuss a proposed revised self‐assessment form that will be part of the process.
Attachment 7 contains a copy of the proposed regulation and self‐assessment for third‐
party logistics providers.
i. PRESENTATION: CURES Data on the Impact of the Federal Rescheduling of Hydrocodone
Combination Products from Schedule III to Schedule II
Attachment 8
The board’s staff has compiled the data regarding the number of oxycodone and
hydrocodone prescriptions dispensed before and after hydrocodone was rescheduled to
Schedule II in October.
Also in Attachment 8 is data regarding losses reported for hydrocodone and oxycodone
products during 2014.
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j. DISCUSSION: Regarding the Adoption of e‐Prescribing
Attachment 9
Background
E‐prescribing had been required for all New York State prescriptions effective March 27,
2015, pursuant to regulations adopted by New York State. Recent legislation has delayed
this implementation for one year, to March 27, 2016. At the last committee meeting, the
committee heard a presentation by New York’s Board of Pharmacy Executive Officer Larry
Mokhiber. A copy of the regulation is provided in Attachment 9.
Provided as background on this topic was a 2013 project report of two locations in
California that were pilot testing e‐prescribing. This report is provided in Attachment 9.
Attachment 9 also includes a copy of SureScripts, “Second Update Regarding Industry
Progress in Implementing Electronic Prescribing for Controlled Substances (EPCS).”
k. DISCUSSION: Regarding Duty Inspector
At the October 2014 Board Meeting, Ms. Herold reported that the board had reinstated the
duty inspector wherein one inspector is assigned to respond to emergent inquiries. The
duty inspector takes called from 9 AM to 11 AM on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
At this meeting, Dr. Dang will provide an update regarding how the duty inspector program
is progressing.
III. COMPOUNDING MATTERS
a. INFORMATION: Report of Sterile Compounding Pharmacy Inspections Conducted
Attachment 10
Supervising Inspector Janice Dang will provide information about sterile compounding
inspections and violations identified from December 1, 2014 through March 18, 2015.
Attachment 10 includes the data found as a result of sterile compounding inspections.
IV.

REMAINING MEETING DATES FOR 2015
 June 24, 2015
 September 2, 2015
 December to be determined
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At EMO Serano, your safety
is our first priority. That's why
we created Check My Meds™
a smartphone application to
help you and your healthcare
professional verify the integ rity
of EMO Serano prescriptions.

Safeguarding against
counterfeit drugs
In an effort to verify the authenticity of all
drugs dispensed to patients, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) wi ll require that
drug companies include a unique serial number
on each package of dru gs dispensed by 2017.
As part of a commitment to product integrity,
EMD Serano is implementing this program well
ahead of t he FDA's requi rement.

About EMD Serano
EMO Serono, a subsidiary of Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany, is a leading US biopharmaceutical
company focused exclusively on specialty care.
For more than 40 years, EMD Serono has integrated
cutting-edge science, innovative products and
devices, and industry-leading patient support and
access programs. EMO Serono has deep expertise
in neurology, fertility and endocrinology, as well as
a robust pipeline of potential therapies in neurology,
oncology, immunology and immuno-oncology.
Today, EMO Serono has more than 1,100 employees
around the country with commercial, clinical and
research operations based in the company's home
state of Massachusetts.
For more information,
please visit www.emdserono.com

EM D Serano has been a long-standing leader
in product integrity and patient safety, and
the Check My Meds™ app is just the latest
example of t hat. We are comm itted to doing
our part to safeguard patients and physicians
against cou nterfeiting.
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The Check My Meds™app allows
you to scan the two dimensional
barcode to verify the authenticity
of your prescription. From the app,
you can also link to EMD Serono's
patient support information.

Locate the two dimensional
barcode on the package and
select Scan at the bottom of
the screen.
Select History from main menu t o vi ew previous
Scans. History wil l display from most recent t o
oldest. You can delete history by holding down a
particular scan and selecti ng delete.
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Our Mission
Enhance Access, Transparency and Compliance
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Loca ing small quan i ies of difficul o find medica ions.
Minimize pharmaceu ical was e.

Members purchase small quantities of non-controlled, non-expired overstock from
other members to:
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Satisfy specific patient requirements.
Locate items temporarily in short supply.
Supplement limited buying resources.
Mitigate dramatic price increases of certain drugs.

The Result
Improved Drug Supply and Reporting
A growing community of members utilizing the marketplace to:
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Improve patient safety.
Satisfy patient need.
Mitigate supply chain constraints.
Sustain the financial health of their
small business.
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Improved Agency reporting
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Data is provided within 48 hours of request in paper or electronic form.
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MatchR Statistics
•

Estab ished February 2010
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Operate in over 30 states inc uding:
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•

3,700+ active members
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Processed over 250,000 transactions
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Advisors
Ron Bone
Ron Bone, Principal �
Ronald N Bone consulting LLC �
38511 Pinewood Drive �
Polson, MT 59860 �
p. 650-303-0724
e. ronaldnbone@gmail.com
Practice & Background: Ron Bone, recently retired from McKesson Corporation, spent 41 years with McKesson Corporation in various operations, sales,
and financial management positions. His responsibilities included regulatory affairs and leading the company's product security initiatives through the use
of electronic track-and-trace. Mr. Bone was a member of the Leadership Teams of GS1 Global Healthcare and GS1 US Healthcare and a Member of the
Industry Relations Council of HDMA. In 2007 he received the NEXUS Award for Lifetime Achievement from HDMA which is the industry’s highest honor
in the healthcare industry. In 2008, he spoke in support of the Safeguarding America’s Pharmaceutics Act before the Health Subcommittee, Energy and
Commerce Committee, US House of Representatives. He received his Bachelor of Science and MBA degrees from San Jose State University.

Nathan A. Brown
Nathan A Brown, Partner �
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP �
1333 New Hampshire Ave, N.W. �
Washington DC 20036-1564 �
p. 202-887-4245
f. 202-887-4288
e. nabrown@akingump.com
Practice & Background: Nathan A. Brown advises health industry participants with regard to medical devices, drugs and biologics, as well as
cosmetics and food products regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). His practice covers regulatory, compliance and policy
advice.
Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Brown served in several prominent roles with the FDA. Most recently, he was detailed by the FDA to serve as health
policy advisor to the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee to cover FDA issues. On behalf of HELP Committee
Chairman Tom Harkin (D-IA), Mr. Brown played a lead role negotiating and drafting the Drug Quality and Security Act of 2013 (drug
compounding and track and trace legislation). He advised committee leadership on a broad range of FDA-related legislative and oversight
matters, including device, drug and biologics issues, and met with stakeholders across the FDA-regulated industries. Education: J.D., Harvard
Law School, 1999; B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1996; B.A., University of Maryland, College Park, 1995.

Advisors
Donnie Calhoun
Donnie Calhoun R.Ph., President �
Calhoun Compounding Pharmacy �
1525 Greenbrier Dear Rd. �
Anniston, AL 36207 �
p. 256-237-8139
e. donniecalhoun@cableone.net
Practice & Background: Donnie Calhoun, 1987 graduate of Samford University School of Pharmacy, owns 2 pharmacies in Calhoun County. He serves on the
executive committee for the National Community Pharmacists Association and as a national director for Pharmacist’s Mutual Insurance Company. He served
as the past President of the National Community Pharmacists Association and 2012 President of the Alabama Board of Pharmacy. He also has served on the
National Home Infusion Association board of directors and Member Health’s P&T committee. He has served as President of the Alabama Independent
Drugstore Association and as a board member of the Alabama Pharmacy Association. He has been involved with teaching pharmacy students as an adjunct
professor of Samford and Auburn Schools of Pharmacy. Donnie has served on many pharmacy committees at a local, state and national level. He has been a
recipient of many awards including distinguished young pharmacist (1991) and the Alabama Pharmacy Association Pharmacist of the year award (2005).

Brian Dickerson
Brian Dickerson, Attorney at Law �
Roetzel & Andress �
600 14th Street NW, Suite 400 �
Washington, DC 20005 �
p. 202-625-0600
f. 202-338-6340
e. bdickerson@ralaw.com
Practice & Background: Brian Dickerson’s experience includes the representation of domestic and international manufacturers, suppliers and
distributors in defending governmental agency investigations into the manufacturing and distribution process and third party transactions causing
exposure to false claims and FCPA violations. He regularly conducts internal investigations to identify areas of risk and insure compliance. He provides
counsel on developing and implementing compliance programs for companies and their global operations.
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Advisors
Ned Milenkovich
Ned Milenkovich, Pharm.D, Attorney at Law
Much Shelist, P.C
191 North Wacker Drive, Suite 1800
Chicago, IL 60606
p. 312-521-2482
f. 312-521-2382
e. Nmilenkovich@muchshelist.com
Practice & Background: Ned Milenkovich is an Equity Principal of the Health, Drug & Pharmacy Practice at the Chicago office of Much Shelist, P.C. He
has extensive knowledge of all segments of the drug supply chain and assists manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and pharmacy benefit managers in
all facets of legal representation including regulatory, transactional, government investigation, and litigation matters. Previously, he was affiliated with
the Chicago office of Roetzel & Andress as Head of Drug & Pharmacy Practice and Partner, and earlier McDermott Will & Emery and Jones Day where
he practiced in health law groups. In addition to being a licensed attorney, Mr. Milenkovich is a registered pharmacist in Illinois and Ohio. Mr.
Milenkovich serves as a Member in Healthcare Practice at McDonald Hopkins Co. LPA's Chicago office. He is a member of the Illinois State Board of
Pharmacy in which he serves as a public official and is one of seven Illinois pharmacists charged with the public duty to protect the citizens of Illinois
with respect to pharmacy matters. He is a frequent lecturer at both legal and pharmaceutical industry events and is vice-chairman of the Illinois State
Board of Pharmacy. In addition, he writes a monthly legal/regulatory news column for the drug and pharmacy news magazine, Drug Topics. Mr.
Milenkovich received his J. D. from The John Marshall Law School (2000), Doctor of Pharmacy from The University of Illinois-Chicago (1997) and B.S. in
Pharmacy from The Ohio State University (1992).

Bob Carey
Bob Carey, President
Abraham & Roetzel LLC
600 14th Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005
p. 202-216-8727
f. 202-393-7701
e. bcarey@argovaffairs.com
Practice & Background: Bob Carey is the President of Abraham & Roetzel. He joined the firm in May 2012 bringing more than 27 years of government,
military, and private sector experience. Abraham & Roetzel is a bipartisan, full service government affairs and issue management firm, focusing on
energy and natural resources, regulatory affairs, transportation and civil infrastructure, health care, pharmaceuticals, tax policy, government budgets,
telecommunications, technology, defense, disaster and emergency management, crisis management, and government investigations.

TRANSACTION TRANSPARENCY
AND COMPLIANCE �
HOW IT WORKS �
• Seller receives an e-mail

• Order is complete
• Seller's account is Cfedited

10
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New Member Verification

·~ ,"-.~-1

Pharmacy completes online

Registration Verified

·r

NCPDP DataQ Database Validation
NCPDP number
DEA number
NPl number

Pharmacy classification
Owner name
Physical address
Upload Pharmacy License Image
DEA- pd f, status, expiration date

State - pdf, status, expiration date

Upload ACH Image
Signed by owner

Matched against license
Matched against check image
Upload Voided Check Image
Business name matches license
Account number matches ACH

ACH Authorization
Voided Check

M embership Complete

Membership Activated
Password Issued
QuickStartTrainingSessi on

Password issued with
login instructions

US i l

Scheduled

~

New Member
Welcome Pack

11

Posting New Items to the Marketplace
NDC
Lot No.
Exp Date

Posting Rejected

Posting
Page

No

Valid NDC
Original Packaging
Visible Lot Number
Not expired

Yes

Posting Rejected

Yes

Schedule I – IV and REM

NDC Verification through Medi-Span providing:
Name
Image
Dose form
Route of administration
Strength
Proprietary drug identifiers, packaging
Pricing – AWP, WAC, AAWP
Ingredients
Storage

Controlled Schedule I – IV and REM drugs
are prohibited from the marketplace.

No

Posting Rejected

Yes

12 Month Sales Limitation

The maximum sold of any NDC is 30
containers during a rolling 12 month
period. Themarketplace will
automatically restrict any posting in
excess of 30.

No

Posting Rejected

Yes

Previously Purchased
on MatchRX

Set price, quantity,
shipping method

Members cannot sell an item that was
previously purchased from the
marketplace.

Member sets price, quantity, and
shipping method. Price is required to be
at least 10% below prevailing WAC or
25% below AAWP.

Posting Submitted
to Markeplace

12
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The Posting Page
Ir-=:----.. -~
NOC Number

_,.,..,..,,_..., 92

00591-3159-01

w,.... e "-"-',oo

NATS

~ y.,.....,,....,.,,.,,,. .......

---~-.-.-c..,_,

...

~ -to..~,..,,.,.........,.. )

.. ...

Top WlshH•t ttem•
I conf rm th s tem was not purchased us ng a government
d scount program ( e 340b) or preferent al pr c ng, and was
acqu red from an Author zed Trad ng Partner per the
DSCSA.

-

Rf.Mt<Ol'R-"'-ceaMm<st>eUroneoeftoosmgTh•11<<>V~l"""•••-tomo<llfyo,remo,e

,.,,,.mg;,y...,_0<_,,_oen-"'-•.,., ..•..,.,.,,.,,.....,_,

The MatchR Marketplace

Savings

S4 1150 04

Quick Search

Exp. Da t e

.,.

Item Info

Min WAC Discount ..-

@

Seller Rating

•
•••••
•
$©0

$©

Brand & Generic

Strength

Packaging

"'•

•

My Searches

•••••

CA Enforcement & Compounding Committee
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Price
Uni1{eaJ

""'

S315.00
1212015

25%

BOX (30EA)

Sl0.50

w.n

$135.00
09/2015

30%
S<.50

*****

@00

SEARCH CLEAR

%off WAC

BOTTLE (30EA)

•

.,.

<MG
07/2016

BOTTLE (HIO EA)

..,.

$5.00
SO.OS
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The MatchR Marketplace

Qun::kSearch

A-Z

-

Recent Postini;is

-

Exp. Date

-

Min WAC Discount -

lemlnlo

Str engt h

SekrRati'I~@

Packagin g

Brand & Generic

-

My Searches

"'•

-

SEARCH CLEAR

e

Unit(ea)

•

0©0

•••••

C EFUROXJME AX]

68180..0303-60
L UPINPtlARMA9

!I

o ..--··

,0 ..--,-·--

PRAZOSIN HCL

A
C
: ......"II
NAPROXEN

I
!~:S~~~isRMI

.......

~--. ---
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.,._1'>' __

Buyer Checkout

0

I,]

0

I,]

•
0

•

-

0

575.00
TUBE (!l-.8GMJ

560.00
BOTTLE ( 100EA)

PHARMACEUTICALS

0

I',]

•

j

0

Shipping Method: @

570 .00
BOTTLE (100EA)

~ G<ound fST.32)

()

~

. 2Day\S9.89)

4'

~

. PrlorltyO-,,,lg~t(S28.90)
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MatchRX Order Flow - Seller

Marketplaa,

Order

~
emai l toSe lle r
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Buyer llank

Mat<hRX
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Seller Packing Slip and Shipping Label
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MatchRX Order Flow - Buyer

~
D<>llveryto

Buying Member

I

receipt

-1:z:,;_
\:\l~
~
ACH ~~

'"l .

,.,,.~
c~..;:ded/ >

Customer Service
l!<JyerBank

MatchR~
E>crow

,. , ~ '" s=}

coordinates return
and,dund

~-

Notification
ToSellcr

No

OrderCompklte

~,.,

redit-

ACH

~-
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Transaction Information
M

lELLER: ~7:.:RaSIID

-- -
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Accoun!Dlblttd.XXXXXX1CM1
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MatchR Operating in California
Third Party Logistics Provider: Business and Professions Code 4045
Definition: “Third-party logistics provider” means an entity that provides or
coordinates warehousing or other logistics services for a dangerous drug or
dangerous device in intrastate or interstate commerce on behalf of a manufacturer,
wholesaler, or dispenser of the dangerous drug or dangerous device, but does not
take ownership of the dangerous drug or dangerous device, nor have responsibility to
direct its sale or disposition.
Nonresident Third-Party Logistics Provider Requirements: Business and Professions
Code 4161(a)
A person located outside this state that (1) ships, sells, mails, warehouses, distributes,
or delivers dangerous drugs or dangerous devices into this state or (2) sells, brokers,
warehouses, or distributes dangerous drugs or devices within this state shall be
considered a nonresident wholesaler or a nonresident third-party logistics provider.

Questions and Next Steps

CA Enforcement & Compounding Committee
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Attachment 3

16 CCR 1713

1713 Receipt and Delivery of Prescriptions and Prescription Medications Must be To
or From Licensed Pharmacy
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this Division, no licensee shall participate in
any arrangement or agreement, whereby prescriptions, or prescription medications,
may be left at, picked up from, accepted by, or delivered to any place not licensed as a
retail pharmacy.
(b) A licensee may pick up prescriptions at the office or home of the prescriber
or pick up or deliver prescriptions or prescription medications at the office of or a
residence designated by the patient or at the hospital, institution, medical office or clinic
at which the patient receives health care services. In addition, the Board may, in its sole
discretion, waive application of subdivision (a) for good cause shown.
(c) A patient or the patient’s agent may deposit a prescription in a secure
container that is at the same address as the licensed pharmacy premises. The pharmacy
shall be responsible for the security and confidentiality of the prescriptions deposited in
the container.
(d) A pharmacy may use an automated delivery device to deliver previously
dispensed prescription medications provided:
(1) Each patient using the device has chosen to use the device and signed a
written consent form demonstrating his or her informed consent to do so.
(2) A pharmacist has determined that each patient using the device meets
inclusion criteria for use of the device established by the pharmacy prior to delivery of
prescription medication to that patient.
(3) The device has a means to identify each patient and only release that
patient’s prescription medications.
(4) The pharmacy does not use the device to deliver previously dispensed
prescription medications to any patient if a pharmacist determines that such patient
requires counseling as set forth in section 1707.2(a)(2).
(5) The pharmacy provides an immediate consultation with a pharmacist,
either in-person or via telephone, upon the request of a patient.
(6) The device is located adjacent to the secure pharmacy area.
(7) The device is secure from access and removal by unauthorized individuals.
(8) The pharmacy is responsible for the prescription medications stored in the
device.
(9) Any incident involving the device where a complaint, delivery error, or
omission has occurred shall be reviewed as part of the pharmacy's quality assurance
program mandated by Business and Professions Code section 4125.
(10) The pharmacy maintains written policies and procedures pertaining to the
device as described in subdivision (e).
(e) Any pharmacy making use of an automated delivery device as permitted by
subdivision (d) shall maintain, and on an annual basis review, written policies and
procedures providing for:
(1) Maintaining the security of the automated delivery device and the dangerous
drugs within the device.

(2) Determining and applying inclusion criteria regarding which medications are
appropriate for placement in the device and for which patients, including when
consultation is needed.
(3) Ensuring that patients are aware that consultation with a pharmacist is
available for any prescription medication, including for those delivered via the
automated delivery device.
(4) Describing the assignment of responsibilities to, and training of, pharmacy
personnel regarding the maintenance and filing procedures for the automated delivery
device.
(5) Orienting participating patients on use of the automated delivery device,
notifying patients when expected prescription medications are not available in the
device, and ensuring that patient use of the device does not interfere with delivery of
prescription medications.
(6) Ensuring the delivery of medications to patients in the event the device is
disabled or malfunctions.
(f) Written policies and procedures shall be maintained at least three years
beyond the last use of an automated delivery device.
(g) For the purposes of this section only, "previously-dispensed prescription
medications" are those prescription medications that do not trigger a non-discretionary
duty to consult under section 1707.2(b)(1), because they have been previously
dispensed to the patient by the pharmacy in the same dosage form, strength, and with
the same written directions.

Presentation

Study of Expanded
Use of an Automated
Delivery Device

26 March 2015
Jan D. Hirsch, BPharm, PhD
UCSD Skaggs School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences
Kim Allen, BPharm Sharp Rees-Stealy Pharmacy

Overview
Public Board Meeting – July 31, 2013
Motion: Waive California Code of Regulations Section 1706.5 and allow Asteres to
install one automated dispensing machine in Sharp Headquarters for a period of 6
month. As a provision of the waiver Asteres must provide a more substantive
research report and Sharps Headquarters must become licensed as a pharmacy
subject to waivers of certain conditions (i.e. bathrooms, skinks etc.)
• M/s: Zee/Veale
• Support: 8 Oppose: 1 Abstain: 0
January, 2014
Upon closer examination of the law, the board’s staff could not license a kiosk in a
corporate office as a pharmacy. New proposal for placement of kiosk in licensed
hospital (Sharp Memorial Hospital).
March, 2014 - Sharp IRB Approval

San Diego_ _
November, 2014 - UCSD IRB Approval

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Overview
• ScriptCenter kiosk will be placed on ground floor of secured
licensed facility [Sharp Memorial Hospital (SMH)]
• Prescriptions will be filled by Sharp
Rees-Stealy (SRS) & transported daily
to kiosk (0.2 mi. away)
• SMH Employees and dependents
volunteer to use Kiosk
• 18 month waiver request
• 6 month active study period

UC San Diego_ _
ScriptCenter = “kiosk” remainder of slides

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Sharp Memorial Hospital

Sharp Memorial Hospital employee entrance located on ground
floor. Secure access only.

San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Patient Issues
Risks to Kiosk Participants

Benefits to Kiosk Participants

• May not routinely come to
pharmacy for face-to-face
interaction
• May be concerned about use
of phone consultation and
reduce # of questions

• Rapid & convenient access to
new prescriptions following
phone consultation
• Convenient 24/7 access to
refill medications
• 24/7 access to a pharmacist

Study to examine benefits vs. risks
UC San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

UCSD IRB Approval
140464X

UN IVERSITY OF CALIFORN IA, SAN DIEGO
HUMAN RESEARCH PROTECT IONS PROGRAM

TO:

Dr. Jan Hirsch

RE:

Proj ect # 140464X
Experimenta l Program/Research Study on Automated Deli very Systems (Asteres
ScriptCenter Ki osk) in a Li censed Facility for Empl oyee Prescriptions

Dear Dr. Hirsch:
The above-referenced proj ect was reviewed and approved by one of this in stitution's Institutional
Review Boards in accordance with the req uirements of the Code of Federal Regulations on the
Protection of Human Subjects (45 CF R 46 and 21 CFR 50 and 56), including its relevant Subparts.
This approval, based on the degree of risk, is for 365 days from the date of IRB rev iew and
ap prova l unless otherwise stated in thi s letter. The regul ation s require that continuing rev iew be
conducted on or before the I-year anni versary date of the IRB approva l, even though the research
act ivity may not begi n until some time after the IRB has given approval.
It was determined that thi s project presents no more than minimal ri sk to human subjects in that the
probab ility and magn itude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater in and of
themselves than those ordi nari ly encountered in daily li fe or during the performance of routine
physica l or psychologica l examinations or tests .
This study was reviewed through the exped ited review procedure as authorized by 45 CF R 46.110
and 2 1 CF R 56. 110 and falls under the fo ll owi ng research category: (5) Research in volving
materials (data, documents, records, or specimens) that have been collected, or will be collected
solely for non-research purposes (such as medica l treatment or di agnos is).
The waiver of HIPAA and consent for this study are rev iewed and provi ded by Sharp Hea lthcare
IRB.
Date of IRB review and approval: 11/20/2014
On beha lfoft he UCS D Instituti onal Review Boards,

UC San Diego_ _
Anthony Magi l, M.D.
Director
UCSD Hum an Research Protections Program
ucsd.edu
(858) 657-5 100; hr

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Sharp IRB Approval
SHARl~
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14 0182
AJ:(gnay-h en
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E-mail: research/alsharp.com
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January 28, 20 15
Sheila Alignay-R.ivera, PhannD
Shatp Rees Stealy (SRS) Pharmacy
2929 Medical Center Drive

Morch 27, 2 014

Sh eila .0.1;,,.,~v-Rivera., PbannD

Good morning, Dr. Alignay-Rivera ...
I am pleased to inform you that the above-referenced study may begin at the facility or facilities listed on the
attached IRB determination letter.
The IRB approved documents for use during the conduct of this project are also attached:
The document(s) with "CLEAN" in the file name must be used as your starting point for any future revisions
The document(s) with "STAMPED" in the file name confirm the exact content approved by the IRB
- - 1,, . 1. 1.a .~- - - · •;,

•
•

Pre-Implementation Questi.o mJaire - Sha!p E mployee PrefereiDCe Snn'e}' ( UIMer2014 )
Post-lmp lemel!l.,atiou Qu•51ionnme (1 8MM_0 14)

Thank you and p lease feel free. to contact me at 85&-499-4836, if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

This sc.tion w,!I be repornd to all committee member.; at the J:m11Siy 15, 2014 m eenn g.
Tile fullowm.g sit:e (s) am.cl site p eISmmel ere apprO\red:
Ca1yn L. Burgess, C[P
!RB Specialist

Sites:
! emoria!
Rees- Steal)'
Principol [nns~otor : Sheila A.1.ignay-Rivera, PbannD

UC San Diego_ _

Shld~- Coordinot o,: None

Snb-im·esti~tors , nd Other Site Perso nnel:
D"-'1-iels, C!iru:Jes P!ill
.-"Jll"II, llim iLllb
l.:rufe<, Debby H.. PlwmD
Morales:, H ector, Jr. Pharnill

~tcPberson, Emily BS
Kboj :ili, Najla M . RP I!., M Sc

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Study Intent
Examine prescription retrieval & medication
information-seeking behavior
- kiosk vs. regular counter pharmacy patients
Principal Investigator
Jan D. Hirsch, BSPharm, PhD

Co-Principal Investigator
Charles Daniels, BSPharm, PhD

Associate Professor of Clinical Pharmacy

Professor of Clinical Pharmacy

University of California, San Diego
Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences

• Co-Investigators:
Kim Allen BPharm. Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS) Pharmacy Manager
Sheila Alignay-Rivera, PharmD. SRS Pharmacy
San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL PHARMACY
ESA and Medication Safety pharmacist
PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
OF

AND

Study Rationale
• One component of patient adherence behavior is related to their
ability to have timely access to medications after prescribing
• Patient access to medications at their place of work will improve
their ability to start quickly, and refill regularly
• A dispensing pharmacy at most places of work is not practical
• Use of an automated delivery device may provide more timely
access to prescribed medications
• Study is to observe behavior of SMH employees and dependents
who have volunteered to use Kiosk
• No informed consent for the study
• Study uses only de-identified data from normal operations of SRS
• Qualifies for waiver of consent (e.g. No PHI, impractical to consent in workflow)

San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Research Questions
Primary: Is patient primary adherence (prescription retrieval
rate; all prescriptions) greater for kiosk vs.
- Historical and concurrent regular counter rate?
- Rx retrieval rate based on Return to Stock (RTS) rate per month
RTS rate = # Rxs RTS after 14 days/# Rxs filled

Secondary: Kiosk vs. Regular Counter Patients
- Is number or nature of questions for pharmacists during consultation
for new prescriptions different? (consultation log)
- What is mean time from fill (RPh verified) to pick up?

Kiosk patients:
- Satisfaction with access to pharmacist for questions & convenience

Sharp Memorial Hospital employees:

UC San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

- Would kiosk be beneficial and increase primary adherence?

Quasi-experimental with
non-randomized control group

Study Design
- Pre-Kiosk Implementation Survey (Sharp Employees)

Kiosk Start
Month 1

6 months pre-kiosk

Month 6
Kiosk

Regular Counter

- RTS rate
- Consultation Log
- Time to Pick-up
- Kiosk Patient Satisfaction

- RTS rate*

Regular Counter
- RTS rate*
- Consultation Log (1 week sample pts w/ new Rxs)
- Time to Pick-up*

San Diego_ _
RTS = Return to Stock

* For employees and dependents

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Pre-Kiosk Implementation
Survey
Do you pick up your or your family's prescriptions from a Sharp Rees-Stealy pharmacy?
(Yes/No)
2.If no, how do you get your prescriptions? (Mail order/Pick up at another Pharmacy/I don't pick up
any prescription medications)
3. I would benefit from being able to pick up prescriptions at Sharp Memorial Hospital. (Strongly
Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree)
4. If I had easier access to my prescriptions, I would be more likely to pick up my medications.
(Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree)
5.Where is your usual work location? (Check one of 5 locations)

UC San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Quasi-experimental with
non-randomized control group

Study Design
- Pre-Kiosk Implementation Survey (Sharp Employees)

Kiosk Start
Month 1

6 months pre-kiosk

Month 6
Kiosk

Regular Counter

- RTS rate
- Consultation Log
- Time to Pick-up
- Kiosk Patient Satisfaction

- RTS rate*

Regular Counter
- RTS rate*
- Consultation Log (1 week sample pts w/ new Rxs)
- Time to Pick-up*

San Diego_ _
RTS = Return to Stock

* For employees and dependents

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Consultation Log

Is number or nature of questions for
pharmacists during consultation
for new prescriptions different?

Patient has:
(nTitf' in numbf'r)

NewRxs

Inn·oduction (Build a Relationship)

Action (Incorporate Patient's

ndustanding)

Closing (Safety . ·et sn·ategy)

Re.fill

Rxs
Call day & time:
Call duration :
Consult:
_

(< h«k on•}

Counier for regular patient

_Phone for regular patient
_

Phone for kiosk patient

Consult Initiated by:
(drdt- onr)

Pharmacist

I . Introduce self
2. Explain role of pharmacist
3. Confum patient ID
4. D iscuss consult purpose:
• Structure
Desired length

Yes or No
Yes or 0
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

5. Has the patient previously talked with a
pharmacist about this/these medication(s)?

Yes or No

.
.

6. Invite patient to discuss:
Medication concerns
• Health related concerns

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

Patient

1. What med is for:
2. How to talce med:
Time of day
Length of therapy
Missed dose
3. What to expect:
Efficacy
DOI
S/E
4. Invite patient to teach back:
Patient understands
Questions answered
5. Lifestyle and prevention:
Additional information
Referral

.
.•
.
.•
.•
.
•

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
YesorNo, N/A
Yes or No, N/A
Yes or No, N/A

1. What to do if patient had difficulties following the plan: Yes or No
2. Future appointment or contact provided:
Yes or No
3. Opportunity to ask additional questions:
Yes or No
PHARMACIST ASK PATIENT
Do you have any more questions about your medication(s) I
haven't answered yet? (check No/Yes and write in number)
- - - - No
- - - - Yes
Write in Number of Questions
What questions did the patient have?

Pharmacist-Assessment
Ability to build theraeeutic relationshie \vith patient:
otAble
Partially Able
Fully Able
0
1
2
3
4

Ability to establish a management elan with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able
0
1
2
3
4

Based on Medication‐Related consultation Framework (MRCF)
Tawab AT, et al. Patient Education and Counseling. 2011. 83 (3), 451-7.

Ability to n!!g_otiate "sa{§!J!. netting_" strate~es with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able
0
1
2
3
4

UC San Diego_ _
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Quasi-experimental with
non-randomized control group

Study Design
- Pre-Kiosk Implementation Survey (Sharp Employees)

Kiosk Start
Month 1

6 months pre-kiosk

Month 6
Kiosk

Regular Counter

- RTS rate
- Consultation Log
- Time to Pick-up
- Kiosk Patient Satisfaction

- RTS rate*

Regular Counter
- RTS rate*
- Consultation Log (1 week sample pts w/ new Rxs)
- Time to Pick-up*

San Diego_ _
RTS = Return to Stock

* For employees and dependents

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Kiosk Patient Satisfaction
Do you feel your questions were answered regarding the prescriptions you picked up today?
(Y es/No/Not Applicable)
If you have questions for a pharmacist regarding the prescriptions you picked up today, do you
know where to call? (Yes/No)
Is the convenience of after-hours prescription pick up an important reason to use this pharmacy?
(Yes/No)
Is the ScriptCenter a main reason for you to use the SRS Pharmacy? (Yes/No)

UC San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Sample Size Calculation
• Based on primary outcome – Return to Stock rate
• Mean = 5.5% (Dec 2012-Nov 2013)
• Hypothesize for kiosk 2.0%

• Sample size estimate: 820 prescriptions
• About 140 Rxs/month at kiosk
• Current Rxs regular counter per 6 months = 18,000
•
•
•
•

6,000 for employees/dependents
Assume 60% Sharp Memorial Hospital
3,600 in 6 months = 600 per month
140 Rxs about 20% current monthly volume to switch to kiosk

• About 6 months kiosk operation

San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
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Projected Timetable
• Q3 2015

Pre-kiosk data collection
Invitation to participate in new program

• Q4 2015

Implement Kiosk device
Refine data collection tools & process
Deployment of program/enroll patients

• Q1 & Q2 2016

Post-kiosk implementation
Data collection and analysis

• Q3 2016

Report Results to Board
San Diego_ _
SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Questions?

San Diego_ _
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July 2013 Meeting Excerpt

b. Request from Sharp Healthcare on a Waiver of 16 California Code of Regulations Section
1713(d) to Permit Expanded Use of Automated Prescription Dispensing Machines
Relevant Regulation
California Code of Regulations Section 1713 establishes the requirements for use of an
automated prescription delivery device and provides the condition under which it can be used.
Under the current regulation the device can be used to furnish refill medications in specified
circumstances. These circumstances include, that the patient must opt in to use the machine,
the medication to be refilled through the machine is appropriate.
California Code of Regulations Section 1706.5 allows the board to waive particular regulation
requirements to allow for experimental plans or programs for drug handling, teaching, and
research or to develop better moths involving the ethical practice of pharmacy.
Background and Previous Committee Discussion
In 2009‐10, Pharmacist Consultant Philip Burgess, on behalf of a manufacturer of one of these
machines (Asteres), sought an exemption to permit the use of these machines in areas away
from adjacent to the licensed pharmacy premises. The board did not approve the request, and
requested more information about how and where the kiosks would be used. One concern was
that the board considered that it lacked the ability to provide the exemption sought (which
would have required a regulation change). There was no further interest pursued by Asteres
after the January 2010 meeting.
Further, at the Committee’s March 14, 2013 meeting, Al Carter, representing Walgreens,
discussed a request that would allow for Walgreens to place kiosks in workplace clinics.
Mr. Carter provided an overview of the types of services that are provided at the clinic and how
Walgreens would provide medication. Mr. Carter highlighted that the kiosk would not be
stored in the clinic, but would be housed across the street in a separate building. The board did
not approve the request, indicating there was insufficient evidence to act.
During the committee meeting, the committee heard a presentation from representatives from
Asteres and Sharp HealthCare discussing the need to revise CCR section 1713 to expand the use
of automated delivery devices. The presentation included a request to allow three separate
pilot studies on the campuses of Sharp, UCSD Health System and USC Hospital to review the use
of automated delivery devices. The committee was reminded that section 1713(b) already
allows the delivery of prescriptions to employees at their worksite.
Specifically the proposal would revise section 1713(d)(6) to allow for the placement of
automated devices in a secure building controlled by a board licensee at an alternate location
readily accessible for board inspection, but not adjacent to a secure pharmacy area.

In response to questions by the committee members about the location of the devices,
members were advised that the devices would not have to be on the premises of a licensee but
could be at corporate offices, for example, a non‐licensed facility.
In addition, the proposal seeks to revise section 1713(d) to also allow the dispensing of --new
prescriptions delivered from automated devices as the delivery system allows the ability to load
filled prescriptions in the device. This would only occur after a pharmacist provided
consultation, and proper documentation has been reviewed and saved. The prescriptions
would not be released to the patients until the patients had been counseled by a pharmacist via
telephone (adjacent to the device).
The committee heard information on the uses of these devices and was provided pictures. It
was noted that in one location employee utilization of the device had grown from 13 percent to
44 percent.
The committee was provided information about the security measures for the device including
a camera which takes a photo of every patient as well as the requirement to collect signatures
of the patient. The device also weighs over 1,350 pounds and is bolted to the ground. The
committee was advised that more than 700,000 prescriptions have been delivered without
incident in other states.
The committee was provided with information about Sharp’s current structure including seven
hospitals, seven retail pharmacies and 22 clinics in San Diego serving 200,000 patients.
Representatives stated that use of the automated devices align with their vision of providing
patient/employee‐centered care to the 3000 employees who work in their corporate offices
and noted that although their pharmacy is only two miles away, getting to the pharmacy can be
difficult due to work schedules and heavy traffic. The committee was provided photos of the
proposed location of the device and advised that that the building in which the device would be
placed has 24‐hour security and requires a badge for entry.
The committee discussed the logistics from the patient’s perspective including that a patient
could drop off a paper prescription through a slot in the device which would subsequently be
picked up and delivered to the pharmacy the following day when the device is serviced.
Counsel discussed whether the board could act on the request because current law does not
allow for the storage of dangerous drugs at a location not licensed by the Board. In response
proponents of the proposal argued that current law allows for the delivery of prescription
medications to a patient at his or her office and that the Board should focus on delivery of
medications as opposed to the storage of medications.
In response to committee questions, the committee was advised that Sharp planned to have
only one pharmacy responsible for filling and delivering prescriptions to an automated device.

The committee heard a second proposal in which Sharp would use the same pharmacy to
deliver prescriptions to an automated device located at Sharp Memorial Hospital Campus to
dispense discharge medications. Sharp envisions a patient being counseled by a pharmacist at
the bedside or over the phone, receiving an access code, then being discharged and obtaining
their prescriptions from the automated device. The device allows for the use of a credit or
debit card for payment. The committee was advised that Sharp does provide next‐day home
delivery via mails, but prefers delivery via an automated device because the device is secure in
that it allows for the tracking of who picks up their medications and who does not.
The committee was advised that delivery transaction date is kept forever and there is no purge
criteria. Further, the committee was advised that the data includes a full audit trail which
includes a photo of the person picking up the prescription and the signature log.
The presenters were advised to create a formal proposal for the board to review including
specifying some parameters from the school explaining parts such as what measurements they
would take and how long the pilot study would last. It was also suggested that two separate
proposal may be appropriate based on the proposed locations being licensed.
The committee was reminded that the board has limited authority to waive a regulation based
on an experimental program pursuant to the requirements listed in section CCR 1706.5. The
results of the experimental program would have to demonstrate to the board that the
automated device is safe and that a regulation revision would be advantageous.
Included in the meeting materials were the relevant regulations as well as the written proposal
and supporting materials submitted by Asteres, Sharp HealthCare and UCSD as well as
information on prior board discussion on the use of these machines.
Discussion at Board Meeting
Phil Burgess, consultant for Asteres, Kim Allen, Sharp Health Care, and Sara Lake, Asteres,
provided a formal presentation on the waiver request to allow for new prescriptions to be
delivered from an automated kiosk location in a non‐pharmacy location. The presentation and
related documents were provided in the meeting materials.
Dr. Gutierrez asked if the proposal would include new prescriptions for employees being
dispensed at the machine. Mr. Burgess confirmed that it would.
Ms. Veale asked where the phone that would be used if a patient needed to talk to a
pharmacist. Ms. Lake answered that no phone would be attached to the machine, an alert
would appear on the machine providing the phone number for someone to call and the
prescription would be placed on hold until the call was made.
Dr. Castellblanch asked if controlled substances would be dispensed. Mr. Burgess answered
that they would. Ms. Allen provided that at this time controlled substances would not be
dispensed.

Mr. Law asked if refrigerated medications would be dispensed. Mr. Burgess responded that no
refrigerated items would be dispensed at the machine.
Mr. Burgess clarified that this system is “opt‐in” and the patient is told what will and will not be
dispensed from the machine.
Ms. Allen reported that Sharps feels the machine will offer easier access to their medications.
President Weisser and Dr. Castellblanch expressed concern that anyone with a Sharps
employee badge could get to the machine and get medication for someone other than
themselves. Mr. Burgess clarified that there is 24/7 security on site and you need a pin number
and thumb print to be dispensed your medication from the machine.
Dr. Wong asked if there was a cost saving for the patients to use the machine. Ms. Allen
responded that there is no incentive, except convenience, to use the machine.
Chairperson Gutierrez asked what the physical pharmacy hours are and what would happen if a
patient needed a consultation after hours. Ms. Allen reported that they are 8:30am‐5:30pm
Monday through Friday and a pharmacist would be on call for after hour needs.
Mr. Burgess commented that increased access to medications improves patient health, and
that is the goal of the machine.
Dr. Castellblanch asked if patient health would be measured in the study. Ms. Lake responded
that a survey would be on the machine, but it would focus on satisfaction with the machine, not
improvement in health.
Mr. Zee asked council to clarify if the board had the authority to grant the waiver. Ms. Shellans
expressed her opinion that the board does not have the authority to allow drugs to be stored or
dispensed from a location not associated with a licensed pharmacy because it is a statutory
requirement in 1410 and 1437. She also commented that she is concerned about how the study
is being conducted, in that a private corporate entity is running the experiment while the school
is simply monitoring and reporting.
Mr. Burgess disagreed with counsel’s opinion that the location of the machine would need to
be licensed as a pharmacy as the drugs are being kept there solely for patient pick‐up. He
explained that in his opinion using the same logic, drug delivery companies like UPS would have
to be licensed with the board.
Mr. Room asked if Sharps would be willing to become licensed as it may address some of the
board’s concerns. Ms. Allen responded that they would be willing to consider it.
Dr. Wong asked if the board approved the waiver then any pharmacy would be able to use a
machine. Mr. Burgess responded that the request was only for a 6 month pilot of one machine
and at the end of the 6 months the board could review the results and deny the request for the
program to continue.

Dr. Castellblanch expressed his concern that the study proposal does not meet academic
standards. Ms. Lake commented that in order for UCSD and Sharp to fully get behind the study
they need indication from the board that the project could move forward.
Ms. Herold commented that she feels the board needs to recognize that council has advised
that the board does not have the authority because they are asking to waive a statute not a
regulation. She agreed that the study needs to be more robust.
Mr. Burgess provided that they are willing to work on the issues raised by the board and come
before the board again prior to beginning the study to ensure that the issues have been
resolved to the board’s satisfaction.
Ms. Veale asked if Sharps chooses to get licensed as a pharmacy if they would have to meet all
the requirements required for a pharmacy (sinks, bathrooms, etc.). Ms. Herold commented that
the board could waive some of these requirements.
Dr. Castellblanch asked counsel what the board’s liability would be if they vote to violate a
statute. Mr. Room responded that he did not think the board would have any liability; however,
Ms. Shellans expressed her opinion that they could be held criminally liable.
Mr. Law commented that new technology is a good way to give patients more access; however,
he is concerned about the possibility of language barriers being a problem with the use of the
machines.
Ms. Herold asked who would be at fault if there was an error in the dispensing at the machine.
Mr. Burgess commented that the pharmacist‐in‐charge would be responsible.
Elizabeth Shitaki, registered nurse, commented that she feels there are too many uncertainties
for the board to approve the waiver and added that taking away direct contact with a
pharmacist will harm the patient.
Dr. Steve Grey, Kaiser Permanente, commented that current law allows for the delivery of
medications to a patient’s place of employment and the use of technology will make this
already existing practice safer.
Allison Fuller, pharmacist‐in‐charge, expressed her concern with the use of these machines in
retail pharmacies.
Dennis McAllister, Arizona Board of Pharmacy, commented that this is not new technology and
he does not feel that a study is needed.
Motion: Waive California Code of Regulations Section 1713(b) and allow Asteres to install one
automated dispensing machine in Sharp Headquarters for a period of 6 months. As a provision
of the waiver Asteres must provide a more substantive research report and draft an agreement
giving the board unlimited access to the location and study data.

M/S: Zee/Veale
Support: 4

Oppose: 5

Abstain: 0

Ms. Veale and Chairperson Gutierrez asked if adding the requirement for the location to
become licensed as a pharmacy would change the board’s decision.
Motion: Waive California Code of Regulations Section 1706.5 and allow Asteres to install one
automated dispensing machine in Sharp Headquarters for a period of 6 month. As a provision
of the waiver Asteres must provide a more substantive research report (meeting academic
standards and approved by the board) and draft an agreement giving the board unlimited
access to the location and study data. In addition the location at Sharps Headquarters must
become licensed as a pharmacy subject to waivers of certain conditions (i.e. bathrooms, skinks
ect.)
M/s: Zee/Veale
Support: 8

Oppose: 1

Abstain: 0
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1.

PROJECT TITLE

Experimental Program/Research Study on Automated Delivery Device (Asteres ScriptCenter Kiosk) in a
Licensed Facility for Employee Prescriptions
2.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

Jan D. Hirsch, BSPharm, PhD, Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences
3.

FACILITIES

Sharp Rees-Stealy Pharmacy
Sharp Memorial Hospital, San Diego, CA
UCSD Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences
4.

ESTIMATED DURATION OF THE STUDY

18 months
5.

LAY LANGUAGE SUMMARY OR SYNOPSIS (no more than one paragraph)

Patients, or their agents, who are obtaining prescription medications from a pharmacy typically present
themselves at the prescription counter of the filling pharmacy, to pick up their filled prescription. At that point
they may ask questions about the prescriptions from the pharmacist who is available on-site. Some variations
to this scenario include delivery to home. Most pharmacies have limited hours of operation that may limit the
patient or family member from picking-up the prescription at a time that is most convenient for the patient, thus
potentially causing delays or failure to pick-up new or refilled prescriptions. The investigators wish to study
the impact of an existing technology on patient prescription related activity in a new setting, with 24 hour per
day, 7 day per week access to improve access and potential adherence to medication regimen.
6.

SPECIFIC AIMS

Examine the impact of a patient-specific, commercially available, automated prescription delivery device
(kiosk), on study participant behaviors, when placed in a location with 24 hour per day, 7 day per week access.
Investigators will examine subject prescription retrieval behavior, and medication information-seeking
activities in this setting. This will be compared to those behaviors in a traditional regular counter pharmacy
pick-up setting.
The questions to be studied are:
Primary:
Is patient prescription retrieval rate greater with 24/7 access through the automated prescription delivery device
(kiosk) as compared to the historical and concurrent regular pharmacy counter rate?

Secondary:
Do employees of Sharp Memorial Hospital (SMH) believe ability to pick up prescriptions at work would be
beneficial and increase their adherence to medications?
Are patients who use the automated prescription delivery kiosk satisfied with their access to a pharmacist for
questions and the convenience of the kiosk?
What is the mean time from prescription fill, to patient pick-up at the automated prescription delivery kiosk as

compared to the same time interval for prescriptions at the regular pharmacy counter?
Is the number or nature of questions for the pharmacist during consultation for new prescriptions different for
prescriptions obtained in an on-worksite automated prescription delivery kiosk vs. the regular pharmacy counter?
7.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

In the past ten years, pharmacies have incorporated automation technology to support improvements of safety
and accountability1. Automation includes barcoding for filling, restocking, returns and dispensing in order to
improve efficiency, safety and accuracy 2. In 2005 and 2006, the California State Board of Pharmacy granted
a waiver to allow the use of automated delivery systems in pharmacies to deliver refill medications even after
the pharmacy has closed3. This was followed by changes in regulations to allow this on a long-term basis
when placed in the pharmacy but outside of the locked prescription area.3 This allowed somewhat expanded
prescription access hours within the commercial establishment. In addition, states such as Arizona 5 and
Illinois 6 have adopted their own regulations to allow for the delivery of not only previously dispensed
prescriptions but also new prescriptions after appropriate counseling has taken place and the placement of
these devices away from the pharmacy.
Research indicates that low or non-adherence to medication therapy is a major healthcare cost and quality
problem. Low medication adherence has clinical and economical outcomes7. The cost of non-adherence to the
U.S healthcare system is estimated at $100-$300 billion annually8. One potential impact of prescription process
automation is improved medication adherence behaviors.

Study Logic:
• One component of patient adherence behavior is related to their ability to have timely access to
medications after prescribing.
• Patient access to medications at their place of work may improve their ability to start their new
medications quickly and refill them regularly.
• A full scale dispensing pharmacy at most places of work is not practical.
• Use of an automated prescription delivery kiosk may provide more timely access to prescribed
medications.
The intent of this study is to expand knowledge of the potential of the automated prescription delivery kiosk
technology in a more accessible setting to improve patient behaviors through increased convenience, without
reducing access to pharmacists for important consultation.
8.

PROGRESS REPORT

Not applicable
9.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

The study will use a quasi-experimental research design (Campbell & Stanley) using a non-randomized control
group. Subjects will be Sharp Memorial Hospital employees and their dependents who have volunteered to
utilize an automated prescription pick-up kiosk (not randomized assignment) vs. those who chose to continue to
use the standard in-pharmacy pick-up process.
UCSD researchers will be involved in design of the study, analysis of the data, development of the research
report for presentation or publication.
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The study period for the kiosk (ScriptCenter) stationed at Sharp Memorial Hospital (SMH) will be six months.
The kiosk will be delivering both new and refilled medications to patients at all hours of the day according to
SMH and Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS) operating policy and procedures. As background information (not part of
the study); new prescriptions in the kiosk require mandatory consultation with the pharmacist, and pharmacists
will use their professional judgment to determine whether a refilled prescription will require consultation. All
consultations for new prescriptions will take place during pharmacy business hours. For additional questions,
a pharmacy service phone number will be noted on the kiosk; the call will be answered by the Sharp ReesStealy (SRS) Pharmacy during business hours and an on-call pharmacist after hours.
The following measures will be used:
1. A pre-kiosk implementation survey (via blast email to all SMH employees with link to Survey
Monkey) will assess the needs of the employees. This 5-question survey will be conducted as part of
the normal operating procedures of SMH on a completely voluntary basis. No employee identifiers
will be collected. The 5 questions are:
1. Do you pick up your or your family’s prescriptions from a Sharp Rees-Stealy pharmacy?
(Yes/No)
2.If no, how do you get your prescriptions? (Mail order/Pick up at another Pharmacy/I don’t pick up
any prescription medications)
3. I would benefit from being able to pick up prescriptions at Sharp Memorial Hospital. (Strongly
Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree)
4. If I had easier access to my prescriptions, I would be more likely to pick up my medications.
(Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree)
5.Where is your usual work location? (Check one of 5 locations)

2. A post-kiosk implementation survey will assess kiosk patient satisfaction. The 4-question survey
will be part of the normal operating procedures of the ScriptCenter at the completion of a kiosk
session. Participation is voluntary. No patient identifiers will be collected with these questions.
The 4 questions are:
Do you feel your questions were answered regarding the prescriptions you picked up today?
(Yes/No/Not Applicable)
If you have questions for a pharmacist regarding the prescriptions you picked up today, do you
know where to call? (Yes/No)
Is the convenience of after-hours prescription pick up an important reason to use this pharmacy?
(Yes/No)
Is the ScriptCenter a main reason for you to use the SRS Pharmacy? (Yes/No)

3. A proxy for primary adherence (i.e. patient does fill prescription) will be prescription return to stock
rate in pre-kiosk period, and in the post-kiosk period for kiosk prescriptions and regular counter
pick-up prescriptions. This is a summary measure, based on new and refill prescriptions, that is
calculated as part of SRS pharmacy normal operating procedures. No patient identifiers will be
recorded.
The pre-kiosk return to stock rate will be calculated on a monthly basis over the 6 months prior to
Biomedical IRB Application Instructions
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kiosk opening as monthly # Rxs returned to stock after 14 days/# Rxs filled over month period.
The post-kiosk return to stock rates will be calculated for:
- Kiosk prescriptions over 6 months of kiosk operation, on a monthly basis, as # Rxs returned to
stock after 14 days/# Rxs filled over month period.
- Regular counter prescriptions over the same time period as the post-kiosk return to stock rate.
Calculated on a monthly basis, as # Rxs returned to stock after 14 days/# Rxs filled over month
period.
4. Time from prescription fill, to patient pick-up at the kiosk as compared to time from prescription fill
to patient pick-up at regular pharmacy counter. This is a summary measure, including new and refill
prescriptions, that is calculated as part of SRS pharmacy normal operating procedures. No patient
identifiers will be recorded.
- prescription fill defined as time when pharmacist verifies the prescription
- this statistic will be calculated monthly only for employees or dependents at the regular counter
(these patients already have a flag in the pharmacy dispensing system that is used to allow them
to receive discounts)
- the statistic will also be calculated monthly for all patients using the kiosk (who must by default
be employees or dependents)
5. A pharmacist consultation log will be used by the pharmacist to document timing and nature of
patient consultation sessions for new prescriptions. (Log is attached at end of research plan) No
patient identifiers will be recorded on this form.
The pharmacist consultation log will be completed by the pharmacist for each patient at the kiosk
with a new prescription. While prescription counseling for new prescriptions is part of the normal
operating procedures of SRS pharmacy (and required by law), documentation of the counseling
sessions is not as detailed as needed for this study. Therefore a sampling plan to collect the
pharmacist log information will be used for patients receiving new prescriptions at the regular
pharmacy counter.
The average kiosk volume is estimated to be approximately 35 prescriptions per week (see Human
Subjects sample size calculation); with about 40% being new prescriptions that require counseling
(i.e. not continuing medications with new prescription number; with no change in directions etc.;
based on current regular counter proportion of new vs refill). Thus the number of pharmacist
consultations for new prescription at the kiosk is estimated to be about 14 per week (allowing for
patients to have multiple new prescriptions but only one pharmacist consultation session). Thus,
over the 6-month study period there will be approximately 336 (56/month x 6 months) pharmacist
consultation sessions for new kiosk prescriptions.
A sampling plan will be used to capture an equal number of pharmacist counseling sessions for
patients with new prescriptions at the pharmacy regular counter. The current weekly volume at the
regular pharmacy counter is about 471 new prescriptions (1,884 new Rxs per month) pharmacy
operates 5 days per week). The pharmacist will use the log to document each counseling session for
a patient with a new prescription during a one-week period at the mid-point of the study. Although
this is expected to exceed the needed sample size (see below), collecting data for an entire week for
all new prescription counseling sessions will reduce bias that may occur if specific times or day or
days were selected.
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A total of 412 counseling sessions in each group will allow 90% power, alpha 0.05 to detect a 10
point difference in percentage of patients responding “no” to the question “Do you have any more
questions about your medication(s) I haven’t answered yet? At the end of the counseling session
(assuming 80% vs. 70%).
A pretest of the proposed log will be conducted prior to implementation. Any changes will be sent
to the IRB for final approval.
10.

HUMAN SUBJECTS

Employees or dependents of Sharp Healthcare who have prescriptions filled at Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS)
Pharmacy for themselves or family members during the study period using either the regular pharmacy counter
or the automated prescription delivery kiosk (ScriptCenter). We expect the participant mix will be similar to
the Sharp Healthcare workforce with regard to age, gender, health status, and ethnic background. With the
exception of age > 18 years old, which is standard operating procedure at SRS Pharmacy, there are no
restrictions on which employees or dependents can utilize either prescription pick-up method.
A total of 820 kiosk prescription release events is the estimated sample size needed for the comparison of return
to stock rates (primary objective) over 6 months for the kiosk vs. regular counter: 0.9 power, alpha of 0.05
based upon baseline return to stock rate of 5% at SRS Pharmacy regular counter and a hypothesize rate of 2%
at the kiosk. This target will require an average of approximately 35 prescriptions per week (140/month) at the
kiosk which is reasonable to expect given current pharmacy prescription volume. During the 6 month period
from 4/01/14-9/30/14, 18,000 prescriptions were dispensed at the regular pharmacy counter; 6004 of these
prescriptions were for Sharp employees (employees with discount attached to their profile; but not all of these
are Sharp Memorial Hospital employees; may not include dependents if employees did not add the discount
plan tagged to their prescription). Assuming about 60% of these prescriptions were for Sharp Memorial
Hospital employees (the target population for the kiosk) equates to 600 per month (3600/6mos). The
140/month kiosk volume would be slightly more than 20% of current volume moved to the kiosk. This
estimate does not include expected increased prescription volume in the kiosk due to its convenience for
employees.
11.

RECRUITMENT AND PROCEDURES PREPARATORY TO RESEARCH

There will be no recruitment for this study. Study subjects will have already chosen to use either the regular
pharmacy counter or the automated kiosk based on Sharp Healthcare marketing communications. This study
will use retrospective de-identified data from the normal operations of the Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS) Pharmacy.
12.

INFORMED CONSENT

A waiver of informed consent is being requested. The investigators believe that this study meets the
requirements for a waiver:
a) The use or disclosure of Protected Health Information (PHI) involves no more than minimal risk.
- There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers
b) Granting of waiver will not adversely affect privacy rights and welfare of the individuals whose records
will be used.
- There will be no effect on patients using regular counter or kiosk prescription dispensing process.
There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.
c) The project could not practicably be conducted without a waiver.
- Due to the patient workflow in the dispensing pharmacy, it is not practical to conduct a consent
process for all patients using the regular counter nor the kiosk without major inconvenience to patients
and disruption of the patient care process
d) The project could not practicably be conducted without use of PHI.
- This research study does not involve PHI or any other person-identifiable data..
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e)

f)

g)
h)

13.

- There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.
The privacy risks are reasonable relative to the anticipated benefits of research.
- The expected knowledge to be gained from this study outweighs the very low risk posed to patients
using either prescription pick-up method since there will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided
to researchers.
There is an adequate plan to protect identifiers from improper use and disclosure.
- There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.
Data will be kept on a password protected database and individuals responding to any of the surveys
will be coded with a study identification number with no linkage to any patient identifiers (PHI or other)
All research staff will have completed the human research training module and HIPAA module that
covers improper use and disclosure of data.
There is an adequate plan to destroy the identifiers at the earliest opportunity.
- There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.
PHI will not be re-used or disclosed for other purposes.
- There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.

ALTERNATIVES TO STUDY PARTICIPATION

There will be no recruitment for this study. Study subjects will have already chosen to use either the regular
pharmacy counter or the automated kiosk based on Sharp Healthcare marketing communications. This study
will use retrospective de-identified data from the normal operations of the Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS) Pharmacy.
14.

POTENTIAL RISKS

There is minimal risk to patients for which retrospective, de-identified data from their use of the either
prescription pick-up method will be used for this study.
- There will be no effect on patients using regular counter or kiosk prescription dispensing process.
- The is a very low risk posed to patients using either prescription pick-up method since there will be no
identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers
15. RISK MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES AND ADEQUACY OF RESOURCES

This study will use retrospective de-identified data from the normal operations of the Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS)
Pharmacy. There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.
Data will be kept on a password protected database, on password protected computers, and individuals
responding to any of the surveys will be coded with a study identification number with no linkage to any
patient identifiers (PHI or other). Any hardcopy questionnaires will be kept in a locked file cabinet within the
office of the Principal Investigator. All research staff will have completed the human research training module
and HIPAA module that covers improper use and disclosure of data.
16. PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY CONSIDERATIONS INCLUDING DATA ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT

This study will use retrospective de-identified data from the normal operations of the Sharp Rees-Stealy (SRS)
Pharmacy. There will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers.
Data will be kept on a password protected database, on password protected computers, and individuals
responding to any of the surveys will be coded with a study identification number with no linkage to any
patient identifiers (PHI or other). Only the Principal Investigator or her designee will have access to the study
data for analyses.
All research staff will have completed the human research training module and HIPAA module that covers
improper use and disclosure of data.
Biomedical IRB Application Instructions
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17. POTENTIAL BENEFITS

This study is expected to provide actionable results that will better enable pharmacists in other settings to
decide on the best use of automated prescription delivery systems. Patients using the automated kiosk or the
regular pick-up counter will not derive direct benefits from this study. However they may benefit indirectly
from future automated prescription delivery interventions developed or implemented in the Sharp Memorial
Hospital system based on results of this study.
18. RISK/BENEFIT RATIO
There is a very low risk posed to patients using either prescription pick-up method since there will be no
identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers. The expected knowledge to be gained, and possible
changes to pharmacy practice, from this study outweighs the very low risk posed to patients using either
prescription pick-up method since there will be no identifiable data (PHI or other) provided to researchers
19. EXPENSE TO PARTICIPANT

Study subjects will not incur any added expense.
20. COMPENSATION FOR PARTICIPATION

No compensation will be provided to participants.
21. PRIVILEGES/CERTIFICATIONS/LICENSES AND RESEARCH TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES








PI Dr. Hirsch is a Ph.D. on faculty at the School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (SPPS) who will
perform all study operational and oversight activities including directly overseeing the research project,
including data collection, storage, analysis, and conclusions, protection of data, and management of the UCSD
student working as research assistants on the project;
Co-PI Charles E. Daniels, Ph.D. will serve as the co-PI and as such be involved with study design,
interpretation of results and reporting.
Co-investigator Kim Allen, Pharmacist, Manager of Sharp Rees-Stealy Pharmacy will serve as study liaison
to Sharp Rees-Stealy staff;
Co-investigator Sheila Alignay-Rivera, Pharm.D., Sharp Rees-Stealy Pharmacy will supervise data collection
on site at SRS Pharmacy;
Casee Barnes, PharmD Candidate 2016, will participate in study design, data analysis and reporting.

22. BIBLIOGRAPHY
12-

Novek J (2000). Hospital pharmacy automation: collective mobility or collective control? Social Science & Medicine. 51(4):491–503.
Shack, J., Tulloch, S. (2008), Integrated pharmacy automation systems lead to increases in patient safety and significant reductions in
medication inventory costs [Shore Memorial Hospital] (Case Study). Fairport, NY: Shack & Tulloch, Inc
3- State Board Of Pharmacy Department Of Consumer Affairs Enforcement Committee Meeting Minutes Date: June 4, 2013.
4- California Code of Regulations
5- The Arizona State Board Of Pharmacy, Minutes Of A Regular Meeting Held On November 14, 2012.
6- Section 1330.510 Telepharmacy: Automated Pharmacy Systems; “Kiosk” To Go Into Effect 2014
Illinois Register, 2009.33(39):12904-13571
7- Methods for evaluation of medication adherence and persistence using automated databases. By Andrade.S, et.al. Pharmacoepidemiology and
Drug Safety,2006. 15(8):565–574
8- Improving Prescription Medicine Adherence Is Key To Better Health Care. Taking Medicines as Prescribed Can Lower Costs and Improve
Health Outcomes [PDF document]. The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA). Jan 2011.
9- Medication Adherence: WHO Cares? By Marie T. Brown and Jennifer K. Bussell. Mayo Clin Proc. 2011 April; 86(4): 304–314
10- Hirsch J, Oen A, Robertson S, Nguyen N, Daniels CE. Patient request for pharmacist counseling and satisfaction: Automated Prescription
Delivery System vs. Regular Pick-Up Counter. Journal of the American Pharmacists Association. 2009; 49:73-77.
11- Campbell DT and Stanley JC. Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research. Haughton Mifflin, 1963
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23. FUNDING SUPPORT FOR THIS STUDY
Supported by SSPPS Start Up Funds
24. BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS TRANSFER AGREEMENT

Not applicable
25. INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG FACT SHEET AND IND/IDE HOLDER

Not applicable
26. IMPACT ON STAFF

None
27. CONFLICT OF INTEREST

None of the investigators have financial interest in the automated dispensing kiosk or other known related
organizations. There are no known conflicts of interest.
28. SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANCER-RELATED STUDIES

Not applicable
29. OTHER APPROVALS/REGULATED MATERIALS

Not applicable
30. PROCEDURES FOR SURROGATE CONSENT AND/OR DECISIONAL CAPACITY ASSESSMENT

Not applicable

Version date: May 11, 2011
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Patient has:
(write in number)

_____________ New Rxs

Introduction (Build a Relationship)

Action (Incorporate Patient’s Understanding)

Closing (Safety Net Strategy)

_____________ Refill
Rxs
Call day & time:
Call duration:

Consult: (check one)

1. Introduce self
2. Explain role of pharmacist
3. Confirm patient ID
4. Discuss consult purpose:

Structure

Desired length

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

5. Has the patient previously talked with a
pharmacist about this/these medication(s)?

Yes or No

6. Invite patient to discuss:

Medication concerns

Health related concerns

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

____Counter for regular patient
____Phone for regular patient
____ Phone for kiosk patient

Consult Initiated by:
(circle one)

Pharmacist
Patient

1. What med is for:
2. How to take med:

Time of day

Length of therapy

Missed dose
3. What to expect:

Efficacy

DDI

S/E
4. Invite patient to teach back:

Patient understands

Questions answered
5. Lifestyle and prevention:

Additional information

Referral

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No, N/A
Yes or No, N/A
Yes or No, N/A

1. What to do if patient had difficulties following the plan: Yes or No
2. Future appointment or contact provided:
Yes or No
3. Opportunity to ask additional questions:
Yes or No
PHARMACIST ASK PATIENT
Do you have any more questions about your medication(s) I
haven’t answered yet? (check No/Yes and write in number)
________ No
________ Yes
Write in Number of Questions _______________
What questions did the patient have?

Pharmacist-Assessment
Ability to build therapeutic relationship with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able
0
2
4
3
1

Ability to establish a management plan with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able
1
2
0
3
4

Ability to negotiate “safety netting” strategies with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able
0
1
2
4
3

Comments
Patient has:
(write in number)

_____________ New Rxs

Introduction (Build a Relationship)

Action (Incorporate Patient’s Understanding)

Closing (Safety Net Strategy)

_____________ Refill
Rxs
Call day & time:
Call duration:
Consult: (circle one)
Counter
Phone
Initiated by: (circle one)
Pharmacist
Patient

1. Introduce self
2. Explain role of pharmacist
3. Confirm patient ID
4. Discuss consult purpose:

Structure

Desired length

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

5. Has the patient previously talked with a
pharmacist about this/these medication(s)?

Yes or No

6. Invite patient to discuss:

Medication concerns

Health related concerns

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

Rx Pickup: (circle one)
Counter

1. What med is for:
2. How to take med:

Time of day

Length of therapy

Missed dose
3. What to expect:

Efficacy

DDI

S/E
4. Invite patient to teach back:

Patient understands

Questions answered
5. Lifestyle and prevention:

Additional information

Referral

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No, N/A
Yes or No, N/A
Yes or No, N/A

1. What to do if patient had difficulties following the plan: Yes or No
2. Future appointment or contact provided:
Yes or No
3. Opportunity to ask additional questions:
Yes or No
PHARMACIST ASK PATIENT
Do you have any more questions about your medication(s) I
haven’t answered yet? (check No/Yes and write in number)
________ No
________ Yes
Write in Number of Questions _______________
What questions did the patient have?

Kiosk
Pharmacist-Assessment
Ability to build therapeutic relationship with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able

Ability to establish a management plan with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able

Ability to negotiate “safety netting” strategies with patient:
Not Able
Partially Able
Fully Able

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

Comments
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Government Contractor, Its Owner, and Two
Employees Charged in Multi-Million-Dollar Fraud
Scheme
U.S. Attorney's Office
October 29, 2014

Eastern District of Pennsylvania
(215) 861-8200

PHILADELPHIA-Devos Ltd., doing business as Guaranteed Returns ("Guaranteed Returns"), in
Holbrook, NY, its Chief Executive Officer, Dean Volkes, and two others were charged by indictment,
unsealed today, in a multi-million dollar scheme to defraud customers, including the government.
Volkes, 51, of Port Jefferson, NY, Donna Fallon, 50, of Miller Place, NY, and Ronald Carlino, 66, of
Deer Park, NY, are all charged in a conspiracy to obstruct justice and were arrested this morning,
announced United States Attorney Zane David Memeger.
The indictment alleges that more than $116 million worth of drug products had been returned for
refund and more than $14 million of those drugs belonged to federal government agencies, including
the Department of Defense and the Veterans Administration. Other victims include numerous
hospitals, pharmacies, and long-term care facilities.
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Fallon serves as Chief Financial Officer for Guaranteed Returns and Carlino is an Information
Technology employee. All four defendants are charged with conspiring to obstruct justice by
concealing and destroying records involved in a Defense Department investigation, six counts of
obstruction of justice, and three counts oflying to federal agents about those records. Volkes,
Guaranteed Returns, and Fallon are also charged with money laundering conspiracy. Volkes and
Guaranteed Returns are charged in 18 counts ofwire fraud, 14 counts of mail fraud and one count of
conversion of government property.
According to the indictment, Guaranteed Returns was in the business of managing the returns of
pharmaceutical products for healthcare providers, including the Department of Defense (DoD) and the
Veterans Administration. Manufacturers of pharmaceutical products frequently allow expired drugs to
be returned for a refund. Guaranteed Returns handled this process for healthcare provider clients in
exchange for a fee based on a percentage of the return value.
The indictment charges that Guaranteed Returns promised its clients that it would hold the clients'
"indate" (not yet expired) drug products until they expired, and then return them on the clients' behalf,
in exchange for a fee. Instead, according to tlie indictment, Guaranteed Returns, at the direction of
CEO Dean Volkes, stole a significant portion of the "indate" drug products that it received from its
clients; returned the drugs to the manufacturers; and kept the resulting refund money for itself and
Dean Volkes.
The indictment further alleges that during the course of the scheme, a federal grand jury sitting in tliis
district began investigating the diversion of funds under a contract with the DoD. During tliat
investigation, an agent from the Defense Criminal Investigative Service met with Dean Volkes and
served him with a grand jury subpoena requiring Guaranteed Returns to turn over records related to
tlie DoD contract. Volkes and other Guaranteed Returns employees stated that they would comply with
the subpoena. Instead, it is charged that with tlie help of Donna Fallon and Ronald Carlino, they
destroyed some records and concealed others, and tlien lied to the investigating agents about why the
records were not produced.
"The defendants in tliis case found a way to defraud the government, hospitals, pharmacies, and long
term care facilities by exploiting the system for returning expired drugs to pharmaceutical companies,"
said Memeger. "My office will continue to aggressively prosecute and seek to recover illegal proceeds
from those who use our precious health care dollars to enrich themselves at the expense of everyone
else."
"Fraud against the government amounts to stealing from American taxpayers, in service of pure
greed," said FBI Special Agent-in-Charge Edward J. Hanko said. "The FBI takes that very seriously,
and we're committed to tracking and shutting down financial fraud schemes."
If convicted of all charges, defendant Guaranteed Returns faces a possible fine of over $200 million
along with a $4,400 special assessment; Volkes faces a maximum possible statutory sentence of 810
years in prison, a fine of over $200 million, three years of supervised release, and a $4,400 special
assessment; Fallon faces a maximum possible statutory sentence of 160 years in prison, a fine of over
$200 million, three years of supervised release, and a $1,100 special assessment; and Carlino faces a
maximum possible statutory sentence of140 years in prison, a $2.5 million fine, tliree years of
supervised release, and a $1,000 special assessment.
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Investigation. It is being prosecuted by Assistant United States Attorneys Nancy Rue and Paul Shapiro.
An Indictment is an accusation. A defendant is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.
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U.S. NEWS

U.S. to Allow Pharmacies to Take Back Unused
Prescription Drugs
New Regulation Will Allow People to Mail Back Unused Pills
By DEVLIN BARRETT
Updated Sept. 8, 2014 7:42 p.m. ET

The government will now allow pharmacies and clinics to accept unused prescription medicine as a way to stop them from ending
up on the street. WSJ's Devlin Barrett discusses on the News Hub with Sara Murray. Photo: AP

Federal authorities will soon allow pharmacies and clinics to take back customers' unused prescription
drugs such as opioid painkillers in an effort to get addictive medications off the street.
The change, to be issued in new Drug Enforcement Administration regulations effective next month, will
address a long-standing complaint from people fighting opioid addiction that government rules make it
difficult to safely dispose of unused pills.
Under current rules for controlled substances, even a pharmacy that fills a painkiller prescription can't
take back unused pills. Instead, consumers can flush unused drugs or throw them out in the trash,
though both those options are discouraged because of environmental worries. They can also hand in
unused pills to law-enforcement agencies that participate in special drug-take-back programs.
While pharmacies haven't generally wanted the hassle of
being responsible for old pills, some are expected to heed
the government's call, in part to show they are making a
good-faith effort to keep drugs out of the wrong hands.
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Attorney General Eric Holder announced the new rule in a
video posted on the Justice Department's website, noting
Devlin Barrett and WSJ T his Morning's
that
close to four in 10 teens who misused prescription
Gordon Deal discuss this pill return program
drugs obtained them from family medicine cabinets. "These
00:00 1
shocking statistics illustrate that prescription drug addiction
06:15
and abuse represent nothing less than a public health
crisis," he said in the video message. "Every day, this crisis
touches-and devastates-the lives of Americans from every state, in every region, and from every
background and walk of life."
The new rule, which covers all prescription drugs, will also allow people to mail unused pills for collection.
It wasn't immediately clear how many businesses would offer the service to its customers. Any pills
collected will be destroyed.
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Hydrocodone pills, also known as Vicodin, are arranged for a photo at a pharmacy in Montpelier, Vt. on
Tuesday, Feb. 19, 2013. ASSOCIATED PRESS

The DEA runs its own pill-take-back events. A nationwide effort in April brought in 390 tons of
prescription drugs at more than 6,000 sites, according to the Justice Department.
CVS Health Corp. is considering the new regulations, a spokeswoman said, noting the company already
participates in drug take-back programs involving local police departments and the DEA. The chain also
offers customers postage-paid envelopes to mail back unused pills.
A Walgreen Co. spokesman said the company's pharmacies offer a product that renders pills unusable
and safe to toss in the trash, as well as envelopes to mail them to a disposal facility. "We are studying the
DEA's new regulatory requirements and considering the options they present to us," he said.
In 2011 , more than half of the 41 ,300 unintentional overdose deaths in the U.S. involved prescription
drugs, and opioids-a group of painkillers that include oxycodone and hydrocodone-were involved in
nearly 17,000 of those, according to the Justice Department.
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Laurey Collins Burris of Shelburne, Vt., who lost her 25-year-old son to an overdose, called the
government move "an amazing step forward in getting these drugs off the streets."
Painkiller addiction has led some addicts to seek cheaper highs from heroin, and that is what killed Ms.
Burris' son Zachary last October. Getting pills out of homes will make it harder for teenagers and adults
to start down that road, she said.
Avi Israel, a Buffalo, N.Y. , man whose son killed himself after a battle with prescription drug addiction,
said he was skeptical of the rule change, and feared it will invite new forms of abuse.
'Taking the pills back to pharmacies, I think that will open a Pandora's box. It's going to create problems
where there's temptation there, there's money to be made," said Mr. Israel, who has advocated instead
for every police station to have a drop-off box for prescription drugs.
Write to Devlin Barrett at devlin .barrett@wsj.com
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This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. Distribution and use of this material are governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright law.
For non-personal use or to order m ultiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit
www.djreprints.com
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Rule Text
List of Subjects
2 1 CFR Part 1300
Chemicals, Drug traffic co ntrol.
21 CFR Part 1301
Adm inistrative practice a nd procedure, Drug traffic control, Security measures.
2 1 C FR Part 1304
Drug traffic control, Repo rting and recordkeeping requirements.
2 1 CFR Part 1305
Drug traffic control.
2 l CFR Part 1307
Drug traffic control.
2 1 CFR Part 13 17
Drug traffic contro l, Security measures.
For the reasons stated in the preamble, the DEA amends 2 1 CFR c hapter II as fo llows:

PART 1300-DEFINITIONS
1-2. The autho rity citation for paii 1300 is rev ised to read as follows:
A uthority: 2 1 U.S.C . 802,82 1, 822,829, 87 1(b), 951 , 958(f).
3 . In § 1300.01 , amend paragraph (b) as fo llows:
a. Rev ise the introductory text;
b. Add a definitio n of "Collection" in alphabetical order;
c. Revise the last sentence in the definiti on of " Freight forwarding fac ility";
d. Add a defin ition of "Reverse distribute" in a lphabetica l order; and
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e. Revise the definition of"R everse distributor" .
The revisions and additions read as follows:

§ 1300.01 Definitions relating to controlled substances.

* * * * *
(b) As used in parts 130 1 through 1308, 1312, and 1317 of this chapter, the fo llowing
terms shall have the meanings specified:

* * * * *
Collection means to receive a controlled substance for t he purpose of destruction from an
ultimate user, a person lawfully entitled to dispose of an ultimate user decedent' s p roperty, or a
long-term care fac ility on behalf of an ultimate user w ho resides or has resided at that facility.
The term collector means a registered manufacturer, distri butor, reverse distributor, narcotic
treatment program, hospita l/clinic wit h an on-site pharmacy, or retail pharmacy that is authorized
under this c hapter to so receive a controlled substance for the purpose of destruction.

* *

*

*

*

Freightforwardingfacifity

*

* *

For p urp oses of this definiti on, a d istributing

registrant is a person w ho is registered w ith the Admi nistration as a manufacturer, distributor
(excluding reverse d istributor), and/o r impo1ter.

* * * * *
Reverse distribute means to acquire controlled substances from another registrant or law
enforceme nt for t he purpose of:

(I) Return to the registered manufacturer or another registrant authorized by the
manufacturer to accept returns on the manufacturer' s behalf; or
(2) Destruction.
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Reverse distributor is a person registered with the Admini strati on as a reverse distributor.

* * * *

*

4. Add § 1300.05 to read as fo llows:

§ 1300.05 Definitions relating to the disposal of controlled substances.
(a) Any term not defined in this pa1t or elsewhere in this chapter shall have the definition
setfo1th in section 102 of the Act (2 1 U.S.C. 802).
(b) As used in part l 317 of this chapter, the following terms shal I have the meanings
specified:

Employee means an employee as defined under the general common law of agency.
Some of the factors relevant to the determination of employee status include: the hiring party 's
right to control the manner and means by w hich the product is accomplished; the skill required;
the source of the instrumentalities and tools; the location of the work; the duration of the
relationship between the parties; whether the hiring party has the ri ght to ass ign additional
proj ects to the hired party ; the extent of the hired party's discretion over w hen and how long to
work; the method of payment; the hired party's role in hiring and paying assistants; w hether the
work is part of the regular business of the hiring party; whether the hiring paity is in business;
the provision of employee benefits; and the tax treatment of the hired party. Other applicable
factors may be considered and no one factor is dispositive. The foll owing criteria w ill determine
w hether a person is an employee of a registrant for the purpose of disposal: the person is directly
paid by the registrant; subject to direct oversight by the registrant; required, as a condition of
employment, to follow the registrant's procedures and guide lines pertaining to the handling of
controlled substances; s ubject to rece ive a performance rating or performance evaluation on a
regular/routine basis from the registrant; subject to d isciplinary action by the registrant; and
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required to render services at the registrant' s reg istered location.

Law enforcement o.f!,cer means a person who is described in paragraph (l ), (2) or (3) of
this definition:
( I) Meets all of the fo llowing criteria:

(i) Employee of e ither a law enforcement agency, or law enforcement component of a
Federal agency;
( ii) Is under the d irection and control of a Federal, State, triba l, or local government;
(iii) Acting in the course of his/he r offici al duty; and
(iv) Duly sworn and given the authority by a Federal, State, triba l, or loca l government
to carry firearms, execute and serve warrants, make arrests without warrant, and make seizures
of prope1ty;
(2) Is a Veterans Health Administration (VHA) poli ce officer authorized by the
Depa1tment of Veterans Affairs to participate in collection activities conducted by the VHA ; or
(3) Is a Department of Defense (DOD) police officer authorized by the DOD to
pa1ticipate in collection activities conducted by the DOD.

Non-retrievable means, for the purpose of destruction, the condition or state to whic h a
controlled substance shall be rendered fo llowing a process t hat permanently alters that controlled
substance's physical or chemical condition or state through irreversi ble means and thereby
renders the controlled substance unavailable and unusable for all practical purposes. The process
to achieve a non-retrievable condition or state may be unique to a substance ' s chemical or
physical prope1ties. A controlled substance is considered " non-retrievable" when it cannot be
transformed to a physical or chemical condition or state as a controlled substance or control led
substance ana logue. The p urpose of destruction is to render the controlled substance(s) to a non-
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retrievable state and thus prevent diversion of any such substance to illic it purposes.

On-site means located on or at the physical p remises of t he registrant' s registered
location. A controlled substance is destroyed on-site w hen destruction occurs on the p hysical
premises of the destroy ing registrant' s registered location. A hospital/clinic has an on-site
pharmacy when it has a pharmacy located on the p hysical premises of the registrant's registered
location.

PART 1301-REGISTRATION OF MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND
DISPENSERS OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
5. The authori ty c itation for pa11 130 1 is revised to read as fo llows:
Authority: 21 U.S.C . 821, 822, 823, 824, 831, 87 l (b), 875,877, 886a, 95 1, 952, 953,
956, 957,95 8,965.
6. In § 1301. 13, rev ise paragraphs (e)(I )(i) and (ii) to read as follows:

§ 1301.13 Application for registration; time for application; expiration date; registration
for independent activities; application forms, fees, contents and signature; coincident
activities.

* *

*

(e)

*

*

*

*

*

( 1)

Business
Activity
(i)
Manufacturing

Controlled
Substances
Schedules
I-V

DEA
Application
Forms
New- 225
Renewal225a

Application Registration
Period
Fee($)
(years)
3,047
1
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Coincident
Activities
Allowed
Schedules ]-V:
May
d istribute that
substance or
class for
w hich
registration

was issued;
may not
distribute any
substance or
class for
which not
reg istered.
Schedu les II- V:
May conduct
chemical
analysis and
preclinical
research
(inc luding
quality
control
analysis) with
substances
listed in those
schedules for
which
authorization
as a mfr. was
issued.

(ii) D istributing

Schedules
1- V

New-225
Renewal225a

1,523

1

May acquire
Sch edules IIV control led
substances
from
collectors for
the purposes
of
destruction.

*******
*

*

*

*

*

7. In § 1301.25, revise paragraph (i) to read as fo llows:
§ 1301.25 Registration regarding ocean vessels, aircraft, and other entities.

* * * * *
(i) Controlled substances acquired and possessed in accordance with this section shall be
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distributed only to persons under the general supervision of the medical officer employed by the
owner or operator of the vesse l, a ircraft, or othe r entity, except in accordance with patt 13 17 of
this chapter.
8. Rev ise§ 1301. 51 to read as fo llows:

§ 1301.51 Modification in registration.
(a) A ny registrant may apply to modify his/h er registration to authorize t he hand ling of
additional controlled substances or to change hi s/her name or address by subm itting a w ritten
request to the Registration Unit, D rug Enforcement A dministration. See the Table of DEA
Mailing Addresses in § 132 1.01 of this chapter for the current ma iling address. Additionally,
such a request may be submitted on-line at www.DEAdiversion.usdoj .gov.

( 1) The request shall contain:
(i) T he registrant's name, add ress, and registration number as printed on the certificate of
registration;
(i i) The substances and/o r schedules to be added to the registration or the new name or
address; and
(ii i) A signature in accordance w ith § l 30 l.1 3U).
(2) If the registrant is seeking to handle additional controlled substances listed in
Schedule 1 fo r the purpose of research or instructiona l activiti es, the registrant shall attach three
copies of a research protocol describing each research project involv ing the additional
substances, or two copies of a statement describing the nature, extent, and duration of such
instructional activities, as appropriate.
(b) Any manufacturer, d istributor, reverse distributor, narcotic treatment program,
hospital/clinic with an on-site pharmacy, or retail pharmacy registered pursuant to this pa1t, may
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app ly to modify its reg istration to become authorized as a collector by submitting a written
request to the Registration Unit, Drug Enforcement Administration. See the Table of DEA
Mailing Addresses in § 132 1.0 l of thi s chapter for the current mai ling address. Additionally,
such request may be submitted on-line at www.DEAdiver sion.usdoj. gov.

(1) The request shall contain:
(i) The registrant's name, address, and registration number as printed on the cettificate of
registration;
(i i) The method(s) of collection the registrant intends to conduct (collection receptac le
and/o r mail-back program); and
(iii) A signature in accordance w ith § 1301.130).
(2) If a hospita l/c linic w ith an on-s ite pharmacy or retail pharmacy is apply ing fo r a
modification in registration to authorize such registrant to be a collector to maintai n a collection
receptacle at a long-term care facility in accordance with § 1317.80 of this c hapter, the request
shall a lso include the name and physica l location of each long-term care faci lity at which the
hospital/clinic with an on-s ite pharmacy, or the retail pharmacy, inte nds to operate a collection
receptacle.
(c) No fee sha ll be required fo r modification. The request for modification s hall be
handled in the sam e ma nner as an appl ication for registration. If the modification of registration
is approved, the Administrator shall issue a new certificate of registration (DEA Form 223) to the
registrant, who sha ll maintain it with the o ld certificate ofregistratio n until expiration.
9. In § 1301.52, revise the last sentence of paragraph (c) and add paragraph (t) to read as
follows:

§ 1301.52 Termination of reg istration; transfer of registration ; distribution upon
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discontinuance of business.

* *

*

* *

(c) * * * Any contro lled substances in his/her possession may be disposed of in

accordance with part 13 l 7 of th is chapter.
*

* *

*

*

(t) Any registrant that has been authorized as a collector and desires to di scontinue its

co llection of controlled substances from ultimate users shall notify the Administration of its
intent by submitting a written notification to the Registration Unit, Drug Enforcement
Administration. See the Table of DEA Mai ling Addresses in § 1321.01 of this chapter for the
current mailing address. Add itiona lly, such notice may be submitted on-line at
www.DEAd iversion.usdoj .gov. When ceasing collection activities of an authorized mail -back
program, the registrant shall provide the Administration with the name, registered address, and
registration number of the collector that will receive the remaining mai l-back packages in
accordance with § 13 I 7.70( e)(3) of this chapter.
10. In§ 130 1.71, add paragraph (f) to read as fo llows:
§ 1301.71 Security requirements generally.

*

*

*

*

*

(t) A collector shall not employ, as an agent or employee who has access to or influence

over controlled substances acquired by collection, any person who has been convicted of any
fe lony offense relating to controlled substances or who, at any time, had an application for
registration with DEA denied, had a DEA registration revoked or suspended, or has surrendered
a DEA registration for cause. For purposes of this subsection, "for cause" means in lieu of, or as
a consequence of, any Federal or State administrative, civil, or crimina l action resulting from an
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investigation of the ind iv idua l's hand ling of contro lled substances.
11. In § 1301.72, revise paragraph (a) introductory text to read as fo llows :

§ 1301.72 Physical security controls for non-practitioners; narcotic treatment programs,
and compounders for narcotic treatment programs; storage areas.
(a) Schedules I and II. Raw materia l, bulk materials awaiting further processing,
fini shed products which are controlled substances listed in Schedule I or 11 (except GHB that is
manufactured or distributed in accordance w ith an exemption under section 505(i) of the Federal
Food Drug and Cosmetic Act which sha ll be subj ect to the requ irements of paragraph (b) of this
section), and sealed mail-back packages and inner line rs acq uired in accordance w ith part 13 17
of t his chapter, shall be stored in one of the fo llow ing secured areas:
*

*

*

*

*

12 . In § 1301.74, add paragraph (m) to read as fo llows:

§ 1301.74 Other security controls fo r non-practitioners; narcotic treatment programs and
compounders for narcotic treatment programs.
*

* * * *
(m) A reverse distributor shall not employ, as an agent or employee who has access to or

influence over controlled substances, any person who has been convicted of any felony offense
re lating to controlled substances or w ho, at any time, had an application for registration with the
DEA denied, had a DEA registration revoked or suspended, or has surrendered a DEA
registration for cause. For purposes of this subsection, "fo r cause" means in lieu of, or as a
consequence of, any Federal or State administrative, civil, or crim inal action resulting from an
investigation of the individual' s handling of controlled substances.
13. In § 1301.75, redes ignate paragraphs (c) and (d) as paragraphs (d) and (e) and add a new
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paragraph (c) to read as fo llows:

§ 1301. 75 Physica l security controls for practitioners.

* * * * *
(c) Sealed mai l-back packages and inner liners collected in accordance with pati 13 17 of
this chapter sha ll only be stored at the registered location in a securely locked, substantially
constructed cabi net or a securely locked room w ith controlled access, except as authorized by
§ 13 17 .80(d).
*

*

*

*

*

14. In § 1301.76, revise paragraph (c) to read as fo llows:
§ 1301. 76 Other security controls for practitioners.
*

*

*

*

*

(c) Whenever the registrant distributes a controlled substance (without being registered
as a distri butor as permitted in §§ 130 1.1 3(e)(1), 1307. 11 , 1317 .05, and/or 1317.l 0 of this
chapter), h e/she sha ll comply with the requirements imposed on non-practitioners in
§ 130 1.74(a), (b), and (e).

*

*

*

*

*

PART 1304-RECORDS AND REPORTS OF REGISTRANTS
15. T he a uthority c itat ion for part 1304 is rev ised to read as fo llows:
A uthority: 2 1 U.S.C. 82 1, 827, 83 1, 87 1(b), 958(e)-(g), and 965, unless otherwise noted .
16. Amend § 1304.03 by revising the first and second sentences of paragraph (a) to read as
fo llows:

§ 1304.03 Persons required to keep records and file reports.
(a) Every registrant, includ ing collectors, shall maintain the records and inventories and
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shall file the reports required by this part, except as exempted by this section. Any registrant that
is authorized to conduct other activities without being registered to conduct those activities,
pursuant to §§ 130 l.22(b), 1307 .1 1, 1307. l 3, or part 1317 of this chapter, shall maintain the
records and inventories and shall fil e the repo1ts required by th is pa,t for persons registered or
authorized to conduct such activities.

* * *

* * * * *
17. In § 1304.04, add paragraph (a)(3) to read as follows:
§ 1304.04 Maintenance of records and inventories.

*

(a)

*

*

(3) A col lector that is authorized to maintain a collection receptacle at a long-term care
facili ty shall keep all records required by this part relating to those collection receptacles at the
registered location, or other approved central location.
*

* *

*

*

18. In § 1304.11 , revise paragraphs (e) introductory text and (e)(2) and (3) and add paragraphs
(e)(6) and (7) to read as fo llows:
§ 1304.11 Inventory requirements.

* * * * *
(e) Inventories ofmanufacturers, distributors, registrants that reverse distribute,

importers, exporters, chemical analysts, dispensers, researchers, and collectors. Each person

registered or authorized (by§§ 1301.1 3, 1307.1 1, 1307.13, or part 1317 of this chapter) to
manufacture, distribute, reverse distribute, dispense, import, export, conduct research or
chemica l analysis with contro lled substances, or collect controlled substances from ultimate
users, and required to keep records pursuant to § 1304.03 shall include in the inventory the
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info rmatio n listed be low.

* * * * *
(2) Inventories ofdistributors. Each pe rson registered o r autho rized to distribute
controlled substances shall inc lude in the inventory the same info rmation required of
manufacturers purs uant to parag raphs ( e)(1 )(iii) and (iv) of this sectio n.
(3) Inventories ofregistrants that reverse distribute. Each person registered or
autho rized to reverse d istribu te controlled substances sha ll inc lude in the inventory, the
fo llow ing informatio n:
(i) The na me of the substai1ce, and
(ii) The tota l quantity of the substance:

(A) For controlled substances in bulk fo rm, to the nearest metric unit weight cons istent
with unit size;

(B) For each controlled substance in finished form: each fini shed fo rm of the substa nce
(e .g ., l 0-milligram tablet o r l 0-millig ram concentratio n per fluid o unce o r m illiliter); the number
of units o r volume of each fini shed form in each commerc ia l container (e .g., 100-tablet bottle o r
3-milliliter via l); and the number of commercial containers of each such fin ished form (e.g., four
100-tablet bottles or six 3-millili te r vials); and

(C) For controlled substances in a commercia l container, carton , crate, dru m, or other
receptacle that has been op en ed : if the substance is listed in Sched ule I or II, make an exact
count or measure of the contents; or if the substance is listed in Schedule III, JV, o r V, make a n
estimated count or measure of the contents, unl ess the conta iner ho lds m ore than 1,000 tablets or
cap sules in w hich case an exact count of the contents shall be made; o r
(iii) F or controlled s ubstances acqu ired from co llectors and law enforcement: the
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number and s ize (e.g., five IO-ga llon liners, etc.) of sealed inner liners on hand, or
( iv) Fo r controlled substances acq uired from law enforcement: the number of sea led
ma il-back packages on hand.

* * * * *
(6) Inventories ofdispensers and researchers. Each person registered or authorized to
dispense or conduct research with controlled substances shall include in the invento ry the same
information required of manufacturers pursuant to paragraphs (e)(l )(iii) and (iv) of th is section .
In determining the num ber of units of each fini shed form of a controlled substance in a
commercial container that has been o pened, the dispenser or researcher sha ll do as fo llows:
(i) lfthe substance is listed in Schedules I or II, make an exact count or measure of the
contents; or
(ii) If the substance is listed in Schedule Ill, IV , or V, make an estimated count or
measure of the contents, unless the container ho lds more than 1,000 tablets or capsules in which
case he/she must make an exact count of the contents.
(7) Inventories ofcollectors. Each registrant authorized to collect controlled substances
from ultimate users sha ll include in the inventory the fo llowing information:
(i) For registrants authorized to collect through a m a il-back progra m, the record sha ll
include the following information about each unu sed ma il-back package and each returned mail
back package on hand awaiting destruction:
(A) T he date of t he inventory;
(8) The number of mail-back packages; and

(C) The unique ide ntification number of each package on hand, w hether unused or
awaiting destruction.
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(ii) For registrants autho rized to col lect through a collectio n receptacle, the record shall
includ e the fo llowing informatio n about each unused inner liner on hand a nd each sea led inner
liner on hand awaiting destruction:
(A) T he date of the inventory;

(B) The number and s ize of inner liners (e.g., five 10-gallo n liners, etc.);
(C) The unique identificati on number of each inner liner.
19. In § 1304.2 1, revise paragraphs (a), (c), and (d) and add paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§ 1304.21 General requirements for continuing records.
(a) Every registrant required to keep records pursuant to § 1304.03 sha ll maintain, on a
current basis, a complete and accurate record of each substance manufactured, impo11ed ,
received , sold, de livered, expo11ed, or otherwise disposed of by him/ he r, and each inner liner,
sea led inner li ner, and unused and returned mail-back package, except that no registrant shall be
required to maintain a perpetual inventory.

* * * * *
(c) Separate records shall be maintained by a reg istrant for each independent activity and
co llection activity for which he/she is registered or authorized, except as provided in
§ 1304 .22(d).
(d) In recording dates of rece ipt, impo11ation, d istributio n, exportation, other transfers, o r
destruction, the date on which the controlled substances are actua lly received, impo11ed,
di stributed, exported, otherw ise transferred, o r destroyed sha ll be used as the date of receipt,
impo rtation, d istributio n, expo11atio n, transfer, or destructio n (e.g., invoices, packing s lips, or
DEA Form 4 1).
(e) Record ofdestruction. In additio n to any other recordkeeping requirements, any
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registered person that destroys a controlled substance pursuant to § 1317.95(d), or causes the
destruction of a contro lled substance pursuant to § 13 l 7.95(c), sha ll maintain a record of
destruction on a DEA Form 41. The records shall be complete and accurate, and include the
name and signature of the two employees ,,vho witnessed the destruction. Except, destruction of
a controlled substance dispensed by a practitioner for immediate administration at the
practitioner's registered location, when the substance is not fully exh austed (e.g., some of the
substance remains in a vial , tube, or syringe after adm inistration but cannot or may not be further
utilized), shall be properly recorded in accordance with § 1304.22(c), and such record need not
be maintained on a DEA Form 41.
2 0. In § 1304.22, revise the section heading, introductory text, and paragraph (e) and add
paragraph (t) to read as follows:
§ 1304.22 Records for manufacturers, distributors, dispensers, researchers, importers,

exporters, registrants that reverse distribute, and collectors.
Each person registered or authorized (by §§ 1301.1 3(e), 1307.11 , 1307 .13, or part 13 17
of this chapter) to manufacture, d istribute, dispense, import, export, reverse distribute, destroy,
conduct research with controlled substances, or collect controlled substances from ultimate users,
shall maintain records with the information listed in paragraphs (a) through (f) of this section.

* * * * *
(e) Records for registrants that reverse distribute. Each person registered or authorized
to reverse distribute controlled substances shall maintain records with the follow ing information
for each controlled substance :
(1 ) For controlled substances acquired for the purpose of return or recall to the

manufacturer or another registrant authorized by the manufactu rer to accept returns on the
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manufacturer's be half p ursuant to part 13 J 7 of this chapte r:

(i) The date of receipt; the name and quantity of each controlled substance received; the
name, address, and registration number of the person from whom the substa nce was received;
a nd the reason for return (e.g., recall or return); and
(ii) The date of return to the manufacturer or other registrant a uthorized by the
manufacturer to accept returns on the manufacturer's beha lf; the name and qua ntity of each
controlled substance returned; t he name, address, and registration number of the person from
whom the substance was received; the name, add ress, and registration number of the registrant to
whom the s ubstance was returned ; and the method of return (e.g., common or contract carrier) .
(2) For controlled substances acquired from registrant inventory for destruction pursuant
to§ 1317.05(a)(2), (b)(2), and (b)(4) of this chapter:
(i) T he date ofreceipt; the nam e and quantity of each controlled substance received; and
the name, address, and registration numbe r of t he person from whom the substance was received;
and
(ii) The date, p lace, and method of destruction; the name and quantity of each controlled
substance destroyed ; the na me, address, and registration number of the person fro m whom the
substance was received; and the name and sig natures of the two employees of the registrant that
w itnessed the destruction.
(3) The total quantity of each controlled substance shall be recorded in accordance with
the fo llowing:
(i) For controlled substances in bulk form : to the nearest metric unit weight or volume
consistent with unit size;
(ii) For controlled substances in finished form: each finished form (e.g., I O-milligram
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ta blet or 10-mi lligram concentration per fl uid ounce o r millilite r); the number of units or volume
of fin ished form in each commercial container (e.g., 100-tablet bottle or 3-milliliter vial); and the
number of commerc ia l containers of each such finis hed form (e.g., fo ur I 00-tablet bottles or s ix
3-millilite r vials); and
(iii) For contro lled substances in a commercia l contai ner, ca1ion, crate, drum, or other
receptacle t hat has been opened: if the substance is listed in Sched ule [ or lI make an exact count
or m easure of the contents ; or if the substance is listed in Schedule llf, JV, o r V, make a n
estimated count or measure ofthe contents, unless the container ho lds more than 1,000 tablets o r
capsu les in which case an exact count of t he contents shall be made.
(4) For each sealed inner liner acq uired from collectors or law enfo rcement and each
sea led ma il-back package acquired from law enforcement pursuant to § 13 17.55 of this chapter:
(i) The num ber of sealed inner li ners acquired from other persons, incl udi ng the date of
acq uisition, the number and, for sealed inner liners the s ize (e.g., five I 0-gallon liners, etc.), of
a ll sealed inner liners and ma il-back packages acquired to inventory, the unique identification
number of each sealed inner liner and mail-back package, and the name, address, and, for
registrants, the registration number of the person from whom the sealed inner li ners and m ail
back packages were received, and
(ii) The date, p lace, and method of destruction; the number of sealed inner liners and
mail-back packages destroyed; the name, address, and, for registrants, the registration number of
the person from w hom the sealed inner liners and ma il-back packages were received; the number
and, for sealed inner liners the size (e.g., five 10-gallon liners, etc.), of a ll sealed inner liners and
mail-back packages destroyed; the un ique identification number of each sealed inner line r and
sealed mail-back package destroyed; and the name and signatures of the two employees of the
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registrant that witnessed the destruction.
(5) For a ll records, the record of receipt shall be maintained together with the
corresponding record ofreturn or destruction (DEA Form 41 ).
(f) Records/or collectors. Each person registered or autho rized to col lect contro lled
substances from ultimate users sha ll maintain the following records :

(1) Mail-Back Packages:
(i) For unused packages that the collector makes ava ilable to ultimate users and other
authorized non-registrants at the collector's registered address: the date made available, the
number of packages, and the unique identification number of each package;
(ii) For unused packages prov ided to a third party to make available to ultimate users and
other authorized non-registrants: the name of the third party and physical address of the location
receiving the unused packages, date sent, and the number of unused packages sent w ith the
corresponding unique identification numbers;
(iii) F or sealed mail-back packages received by the collector: date of receipt a nd the
unique identification number on the individual package; and
(iv) For sealed mail-back packages destroyed o n-s ite by the col lector: number of sea led
mail-back packages destroyed, the date and method of destruction, the unique ide ntification
number of each mail-back package destroyed, and the names and s ignatures of the two
employees of the registrant w ho witnessed the destruction.
(2) Co llection receptacle inner liners :
(i) Date each unused inner liner acquired, unique identification number and s ize (e.g., 5gallo n, 10-gallon, etc.) of each unused inner liner acquired;
(ii) Date each inner liner is installed, the address of the location wh ere each inner liner is
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installed, the unique identification number and size (e.g., 5-gallon, 10-gallon, etc.) of each
installed inner liner, the registration number of the collector, and the names and signatures of the
two employees that w itnessed each installation;
(i ii) Date each inner liner is removed and sea led, the address of the location from which
each inner liner is removed, the unique identification number and size (e.g. , 5-gallon, 10-gallon,
etc.) of each inner liner removed, the registration number of the collector, and the names and
signatures of the two employees that witnessed each removal;
(iv) Date each sea led inner liner is transferred to storage, the unique identificatio n
number and size (e.g., 5-gall on, 10-ga llon, etc.) of each sealed inner liner stored, and the names
and signatures of the two employees that transferred each sealed inner liner to storage;
(v) Date each sealed inner liner is transferred for destruction, the address and registration
number of the reverse distributor or distributor to whom each sealed inner liner was transferred ,
the unique identification number and the size (e.g., 5-gallon, l 0-gallon, etc.) of each sealed inner
liner transferred, and the names and signatures of the two employees that transferred each sealed
inner liner to the reverse distributor or distributor; and
(v i) For sealed inner liners destroyed on-site by the collector: the same information
required of reverse distributors in paragraph (e)(4)(ii) of this section.
2 1. In § 1304.25, revise the section heading and paragraphs (a)(9) and (b)(9) to read as follows:
§ 1304.25 Records for treatment programs that compound narcotics for treatment
programs and other locations.
*

*

*

(a)

*

*

* * *

(9) The quantity disposed of by destruction, includ ing the reason , date, and manner of
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destruction .

(b)

*

* *

(9) The number of units of fini shed forms a nd/o r commercial conta iners destroyed in any
manne r by the registrant, inc lud ing the reason, date, and manner of destruction.

22. A mend § 1304.33 by re vising the section heading and p aragraph (f) and adding paragraph
(g) to read as fo llows:

§ 1304.33 Reports to Autom ation of Reports and Consolidated Orders System (ARCOS).

* * * * *
(f) Exceptions. (1) A registered institutional practitioner that repackages or relabels
exclusively for distribution or that distributes exclusively to (for dispensing by) agents,
employees, o r affiliated institutional p ractitioners of the registrant may be exempted from filing
repo1ts under this secti on by apply ing to the A RCOS Unit of the Administration.

(2) Registrants that acquire recalled controlled substances from ultimate users pursuant
to§ 13 17.85 of this chapter may repo1t as a sing le transaction all recalled contro lled substance s
of the same name a nd fini shed fo rm (e.g ., a ll 10-milligram tablets or a ll 5-milligram
concentration per fluid ounce or milliliter) received from ultimate users fo r the purpose of
reporting acq uisition transactions.
(g) Exemptions. (1 ) Co llectors that acquire contro lled substances from ultimate users are
exempt from the ARCOS repotting requirements only with respect to controlled substances
collected through m ail-back program s and collection receptacles fo r the p urpose of disposal.

(2) Reverse distributors and dist ri butors that acquire controlled substances p ursuant to §
1317.SS(a) or (b) of this chapter are exempt from the ARCOS reporting requ irements in this
secti on w ith regard to any controlled substances acq uired p ursuant to § 13 17.SS(a) or (b) of this

17 1

chapter.
*

*

*

*

*

PART 1305-ORDERS FOR SCHEDULE I AND II CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
23 . The authority citation fo r patt 1305 continues to read as follows :
Authority: 2 1 U.S.C. 821 , 828, 87 l (b), unless otherw ise noted .
24. In § 1305.03, add paragraphs (e), (f), and (g) to read as follows:

§ 1305.03 Distributions requiring a Form 222 or a digitally signed electronic order.

*

*

*

*

*

(e) Deliveries to an authorized DEA registrant by an ultimate u ser, a long-te rm care
facility on behalf of an ultimate user who resides or has resided at that facility, or a person
authorized to dispose of the ultimate user decedent's property .
(f) Distributio ns to reverse distributors and distributors by collectors and law
enforcement pursuant to § 13 17 .55 of thi s chapter.
(g) Deliveries of controlled substances from ultimate use rs for the purpose of reca lls
pursuant to § 1317.85 of this chapter.

PART 1307- MISCELLANEOUS
25 . T he aut ho rity citation for part 1307 continues to read as follows:
Authori ty: 2 1 U.S .C. 821 , 822(d), 87 1(b), unless otherw ise noted.
26. In § 1301. 11 , revise section head ing and remove and reserve paragraph (a)(2).
The revision reads as fo llows:

§ 1307.11 Distribution by dispenser to another practitioner.
*

*

* *

*

§ 1307.12 [Removed]
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27. Remove§ 1307.12.
28 . Rev ise § 1307.1 3 to read as fo llows:

§ 1307.13 Incidental manufacture of controlled substances.
Any registered manufacturer who, inc identa lly but necessa rily, manufactures a contro lled
substance as a result of the manufacture of a controlled substance or basic c lass of controlled
substance fo r which he is registered and has been issued an individual man ufacturing quota
pursuant to part 1303 of this chapter (if such substance or class is Iisted in Schedule I o r 11) shall
be exempt from the requirement ofregistration pursuant to part 130 1 of thi s chapter and, if such
incidenta lly manufactured substan ce is listed in Schedule I o r Il, shall be exempt from the
requ irement of an individua l manufacturing quota pursuant to part 1303 of this chapter, if such
substances a re di sposed of in accordance with pait 13 17 of this chapte r.

§ 1307.21 [Removed]
29. Remove§ 1307.2 1.
30. In § 1307.22, rev ise the section heading and the first sentence to read as fo llows :

§ 1307.22 Delivery of surrendered and forfeited controlled substances.
A ny controlled substance surrendered by de li very to the Administratio n under part 13 17
of thi s chapter o r forfe ited pursuant to sectio n 5 11 of the Act (21 U.S.C. 88 1) may be de]ivered
to any depa1tment, bureau, o r other agency of the United States or of any State upon proper
applicatio n add ressed to the Office of D ivers io n Control, Drug Enforcement Adm inistratio n.

*

*

*

3 1. Add part 13 17 to read as fo llows:

PART 1317- DISPOSAL
Sec.
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1317.01

Scope.
S UBPART A - DISPOSAL OF CONTROLLED S UBSTANCES BY REGI STRANTS

1317.05
13 17.10
1317.15

Registrant disposal.
Registrant return or reca ll.
Reverse distributor registration requi rements and authorized activities.

SUBPARTB- DlSPOSAL OF CONTROLLED S UBSTANCES COLLECTED FROM U LTIMATE
USERS AND OTHER NON-REGISTRANTS

13 17.30
13 17.35
13 17.40
13 17.55
13 17.60
1317.65
13 17.70
13 17.75
1317.80
13 17.85

Authorization to co llect from non-registrants.
Collection by law enforcement.
Registrants authorized to co llect and authorized collection activities.
Reverse di stributor a nd distributor acquisition of controlled s ubstances
from collectors or law enforcement.
lnner liner requirements.
Take-back events.
Mail-back programs.
Co llection receptac les.
Co llection receptacles at long-term care fac ilities.
Ultimate user delivery for the purpose of recall or investigational use of
drugs.
S UBPART C -D ESTRUCTION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

1317.90
1317.95

Methods of destruction.
Destruction procedures.

Authority: 2 1 U.S.C. 821 , 822, 823, 827, 828, 87l(b), and 958.

§ 1317.01 Scope.
T his pait sets forth the rules for the delivery, co llection, and destruction of damaged,
expired, returned, recalled, unused, or otherwise unwanted controlled substances that are
lawfully possessed by regish·ants (subpart A) and non-registrants (subpart B). The purpose of
such ru les is to provide prompt, safe, and effective disposal methods whi le providing effective
contrnls against the divers ion of controlled substances.
SUBPART A - DISPOSAL OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES BY REGISTRANTS
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§ 1317.05 Registrant disposal.
(a) Practitioner ;nvenlory. A ny registered practitio ner in lawful possession of a
contro lled substance in its inventory that des ires to dispose of that substance sha ll do so in one of
the fo llow ing ways:
( 1) Promptly destroy that controlled substance in accordance with subpa rt C of this part
using an on-site method of destructi on;
(2) Promptly deliver that contro lled substance to a reverse distributor's registered
location by common or contract carrier pick-up or by reverse distributor pick-up at the
registrant's registered location;
(3) For the purpose of return or recall, promptly deliver that controlled substance by
common or contract carrier pick-up or pick-up by other registrants at the registrant's registered
location to: the registered person from w hom it was obtained, the registered manufacturer of the
substance, or another registrant authorized by the manufacturer to accept returns or recalls on the
manufacturer' s behalf; or
(4) Request assistance from the Specia l Agent in Charge of the Admi nistration in the
area in which the practiti oner is located.
(i) The request shall be made by s ubmitting one copy of the DEA Form 41 to the Special
Agent in Charge in the practitioner ' s area. The DEA Form 41 shall list the contrnlled substance
or s ubstances which the registrant desires to dispose.
(ii) The Special Agent in Charge shall instruct the registrant to dispose of the controlled
substance in one of the fo llowing manners:
(A) By transfer to a registrant authorized to transport or destroy the substance;
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(B) By delivery to a n agent of the Administration or to the nearest office of the
Administration; or
(C) By destruction in the presence of an agent of the Adm in istration or other authorized
person.
(5) ln the event that a practitioner is required regularly to di spose of controlled
substances, the Special Agent in Charge may authorize the practitioner to dispose of s uch
substances, in accordance w ith subparagraph (a)(4) of this section, without prior application in
each instance, on the condition that the practitioner keep records of such disposals and file
periodic reports with the Specia l A gent in Charge summariz ing the di sposa ls. The Spec ia l Agent
in Charge may place such condition s as he/she deems proper on practitioner proced ures
regarding the disposal of controlled substances.
(b) Non-practitioner inventory. Any registrant that is a non-practitioner in lawful
possession of a controlled substance in its inventory that desires to dispose of that s ubstance shall
do so in one of the fo llowing ways:

(1) Promptly destroy that controlled substance in accorda nce with subpart C of this pa11
using an on-site method of destruction;
(2) Promptly deliver that conh·olled substance to a reverse distributor's registered
location by common or conh·act carrier or by reverse di stributor pick-up at the registrant's
registered location;
(3) For the purpose of return or reca ll, promptly de liver that controlled substance by
common or contract carrier or pick-up at the registrant' s registered location to: the registe red
person from whom it was o btained, the registered manufacturer of the substance, or another
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registrant authorized by the manufacturer to accept returns or recalls on t he manufacturer' s
beha lf; or
(4) Promptly transpo1i that control led substance by its own means to the registered
location of a reverse distributor, the location of destruction, or the registered location of any
person authorized to receive that controlled substance for the purpose of return or reca ll as
described in paragra ph (b)(3) of this section.
(i) If a non-practitioner transports controlled substances by its own means to an
unregistered locatio n for destruction, the non-practitioner shall do so in accordance with the
procedures set forth at § 1317 .95(c ).
(ii) lf a non-practitioner transports controlled substances by its own means to a reg istered
location for any authorized purpose, transpo11ation shall be directly to the authorized registered
location and two emp loyees of the transpo1iing non-practitioner shall accompany the contro lled
substances to the registered destination location. Directl y transpo1ied means the substances shall
be constantly moving towards their final location and unnecessary or unre lated stops and stops of
an extended duration shal I not occur.
(c) Collected controlled substances. A ny co llector in lawful possession of a controlled
substance acquired by collection from an ultimate user or other authorized non-registrant person
sha ll dispose of that substance in the fol low ing ways:

(1 ) Mail-back program. Upon receipt of a sealed mail-back package, the collector shall
promptly:

(i) Destroy the package in accordance with subpa1i C of this pa1i usi ng an on-site method
of destruction; or
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(ii) Secure ly store the package and its contents at the collector's registered location in a
manner consistent with § 1301.75(c) of this chapter (for practitioners), or in a manner consistent
with the security requ irements for Schedu le II contro lled substances (for non-practitioners) until
prompt on-site destruction can occur.
(2) Collection receptacles. Upon removal from the permanent outer container, the
collector sha ll seal it and promptly:
(i) Destroy the sealed inner liner and its contents;
(ii) Secure ly store the sealed inner liner and its contents at the collector' s registered
location in a manner consistent with § l301.75(c) of this ch apter (for practitioners), or in a
manner consistent with§ 1301.72(a) of this chapter (for non-practitioners) until prompt
destruction can occur; or
(iii) Securely store the sealed inner liner and its contents at a long-te rm care fac ility in
accordance with § 1317.80(d).
(iv) Practitioner methods ofdestruction . Co llectors that are practitioners (i.e., reta il
pharmacies a nd hospitals/clinics) shall dispose of sealed inner liners and their contents by
utilizing any method in paragraph (a)( l ), (a)(2), or (a)(4) of this section, or by delivering sealed
inner liners and their contents to a distributor' s registered location by common or contract carrier
p ick-up or by distributor pick-up at the collector's authorized collection location.
(v) Non-practitioner methods ofdestruction. Co llectors that are non-practitioners (i.e.,
manufacturers, d istributors, narcotic treatment programs, and reverse distributors) shall dispose
of sealed inner li ners and their contents by utiliz ing any method in paragraph (b)( l ), (b)(2), or
(b)(4) of this section, or by delivering sealed inner line rs and the ir contents to a distributor's
reg istered location by common or contract carrier or by distributor pick-up at the collector's
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authorized collectio n location for destruction. Freight forwarding facilities may not be util ized to
transfer sea led inner liners and the ir contents.

§ 1317.10 Registrant return or recall.
(a) Each registrant sha ll maintain a record of each return or recal l transaction in
accordance with the informatio n required of manufacturers in § 1304 .22(a)(2)(iv) of thi s chapter.
(b) Each registrant that de livers a controlled substance in Schedule I or [I for the purpose
of return or reca ll s ha ll use an order form in the manner described in part 1305 of this chapter.
(c) De liveries fo r the purpose of return or recall may be made through a freight
forward ing fac ility operated by the pe rson to whom the contro lled s ubstance is be ing returned
provided that advance notice of the return is provided and de livery is directly to an agent or
employee of the person to w ho m the controlled substance is being returned.
~

1317.15 Reverse distributor registration requirements and authorized activities.
(a) Any person that reve rse distributes a controlled s ubstance shall be registered w ith the

Administration as a reverse di stributor, unless exempted by law or otherwise authorized pursuant
to t his chapter.
(b) A reverse distributor sha ll acquire controlled substances from a registrant pursuant to

§§ 13 17.05 and 13 l 7.55(a) and (c) in the fo llowing manner:
(1) Pick-up controll ed substances from a registrant at the registrant' s registered location
or authorized collection site; or
(2) Receive controlled substances de livered by common or contract carrie r or del ivered
directly by a non-practitio ner registrant.
(i) Delivery to the reverse distri butor by an authorized registrant directly or by comm on
or contract carrier may only be made to the reverse distributor at the reverse distributor ' s
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registered location . Once en route, such de liveri es may not be re-routed to any other locati on or
p erson, regardless of registration status.
(ii) A ll controlled substance de liveries to a reverse distributor shall be personally
received by an employee of the reverse distributor at the registered location.
(c) U pon acquis ition of a controlled substance by de livery or pick-up, a reverse
distributo r shall:

(1) Immedi ately store the controlled substance, in accordance w ith the security controls
in parts 1301 and 1317 of this chapter, at the reverse distributor ' s registered location or
immediately transfer the controlled substance to the reverse distributor's registered location for
secure storage, in accordance with the security controls in patt s 1301 and 1317 of this chapter,
until timely destruction or prompt return of the contro lled substance to the registered
manufacturer or other reg istrant autho rized by the manufacturer to accept returns or recalls on
the manufacturer 's behalf;
(2) Promptly de liver the controll ed substance to the manufacturer or a nothe r registrant
authorized by the manufacturer to accept returns or recalls on the manufacturer' s behalf; or
(3) Timely destroy the controlled substance in a manne r authorized in subpa1t C of this
pa rt.
(d) A reverse distri butor shall destroy or cause the destruct io n of any contro lled
substance received for the purp ose of destructio n no later than 30 calendar days after receipt.
S UBPART B - DISPOSAL OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES COLLECTED F ROM U LTIMATE U SERS
AND OTHER NON-REGISTRANTS

§ 1317.30 Authorization to collect from non-registrants.
(a) The fo llowing persons a re a ut horized to collect controlled substances from ultimate
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users and other non-registrants for destruction in compliance with thi s chapter:
(1) Any registrant authorized by the Admini stration to be a collector pursuant to
§ 13 17.40; and
(2) Federal, State, tribal, or local law enforcement w hen in the course of official duties
and pursuant to § 13 17.35.
(b) The following non-reg istrant persons in lawful possession of a contro lled substance
in Schedules II, III, JV, or V may transfer that substance to the authorized persons listed in
paragraph (a) of thi s section, and in a manner authorized by this part, for the purpose of disposal:

(1) An ultimate user in lawful possession of a controlled substance;
(2) Any p erson lawfully entitled to d ispose of a decedent's property if that decedent was
an ultimate user who died while in lawful possession of a controlled substance; and
(3) A long-term care fac ility o n behalf of an ultimate user w ho res ides or resided at such
long-term care faci lity and is/was in lawful possession of a controlled substance, in accordance
with§ 13 17.80 only.
§ 1317.35 Collection by law enforcement.
(a) Federal , State, tribal, or local law enforcement may collect controlled substances
from ultimate users and persons lawfully entitled to dispose of an ultimate user decedent's
property using the fo llowing collection m ethods:

(1) Take-back events in accordance with § 13 17.65;
(2) Mail-back programs in accordance w ith § 1317.70; or
(3) Collection receptacles located inside law enforcement's physical address.
(b) Law enforcement that conducts a take-back event or a mail-back program or
ma inta ins a collection receptacle should maintain any records ofremova l, storage, or destruction
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of the controlled substances collected in a manner that is consistent w ith that agency's
recordkeeping requirements for illi cit contro lled substances ev idence.
(c) Any controlled substances collected by law enforcement through a take-back event,
ma il-back program, or co llection receptac le should be stored in a manner that prevents the
diversion of controlled substances and is cons istent w ith that agency's standa rd procedures for
stori ng illicit controlled substances.
(d) Any controlled substances collected by law enforce ment through a take-back event,
mail-back program, or collection receptacle should be transferred to a destruction location in a
manne r that prevents the diversio n of controlled s ubstances and is cons istent with that agency' s
standard procedures for transferring illic it controlled substances.
(e) Law enforcement that transfers controlled substances co llected from ulti mate users
pursuant to thi s part to a reverse distri butor for destruction should ma inta in a record that contains
the fo llowing information: if a sealed inner line r as descri bed in § 13 17.60 is used, the unique
identificatio n number of the sea led inner liner transferred, and the size of the sealed inner liner
transferred (e.g., 5-gallon, I 0-gallon, etc.); if a mail-back package as described in§ 1317.70 is
used, the unique identification number of each package; the date of the transfer; and the name,
address, a nd registration number ofthe reverse di ~tributor to w hom the controlled substances
were transferred.

§ 1317.40 Registrants authorized to collect and authorized collection activities.
(a) Manufacturers, d istributo rs, reverse distributors, narcotic treatment programs,
hospitals/clinics w ith an on-s ite pharmacy, and reta il pharmacies that desire to be collectors shal l
modify their registration to obta in authorization to be a collector in accorda nce w ith § 1301.51 of
this chapter. Authorization to be a co llector is subject to renewal. If a registrant that is
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authorized to co llect ceases activ ities as a co llector, such registrant shall notify the
Administration in accordance with § 130 1.52(f) of this cha pter.
(b) Collection by registrants shall occur only at the fo llowing locations:
(1) Those registered locations of manufacturers, distributors, reverse distri butors,
narcotic treatment programs, hospitals/cl inics with an on-site pharmacy, and retai l p harmac ies
that are authorized for collection; and
(2) Long-term care facil ities at which registered hospitals/clinics or reta il pharmacies are
authorized to ma intain collection receptacles.
(c) Collectors may conduct the fo llowing activities:
(1) Receive and destroy mail-back packages pursuant to§ 1317.70 at an authorized
registered location that has an on-site method of destruction;
(2) Install, manage, and maintain collection receptacles located at their authorized
coll ection location(s) pursuant to §§ 1317. 75 and 13 17.80; and
(3) Promptly dispose of sealed inner liners and thei r contents as prov ided for in
§ 13 17 .05(C)(2).

§ 1317.55 Reverse distributor and distributor acquisition of controlled substances from
collectors or law enforcement.
(a) A reverse distributor is authorized to acquire controlled substances from law
enfo rcement that collected the substances from ultimate users. A reverse distributor is
authorized to acquire controlled substa nces collected thro ugh a col lection receptacle in
accordance with §§ 13 17.75 and 13 17.80.
(b) A distributor is authorized to acq uire controlled substances co llected through a
collection receptacle in accordance w ith §§ 1317 .75 and 1317.80.
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(c) A reverse distTibutor or a distri butor that acquires contro lled substances in
accordance w ith paragraph (a) or (b) of this section shal l:
(1) Acquire the contro lled substances in the manner authorized for reverse distributo rs in

§ 13 17. l S(b)( l ) a nd (2);
(2) Dispose of the controlled substances in the manner authorized for reverse distributors

§ 13 17. 1S(c) and (d); and
(3) Secure ly store the contro lled substances in a manner consistent with the security
requirements for Schedule 1I controlled substances until time ly destruction can occur.

§ 1317.60 Inner liner requirements.
(a) An inner liner sha ll meet the fo llowing requirements:
( 1) The inner liner shall be waterproof, tamper-evident, and tear-resistant;
(2) The inner liner shall be removab le and sealable immediately upon removal w ithout
empty ing or touching the contents;
(3) The contents of the in ner liner shall not be v iewable from the outside when sealed;
(4) The size of the inner liner shall be c learly marked on the outside of the liner (e.g., 5gallon, 10-ga llon, etc.); and
(5) The inner liner sha ll bear a permanent, uniq ue identification number that enables the
inner liner to be tracked.
(b) Access to the inner liner shall be restricted to employees of the col lector.
(c) The inner liner shall be sealed by two employees immediately upon removal from the
permanent outer container and the sealed inner liner shall not be opened, x -rayed, analyzed, or
otherw ise penetrated.

§ 1317.65 Take-back events.
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(a) Federa l, State, tribal, or local law enforcement may conduct a take-back event and
collect controlled substances from ultimate users a nd persons lawfu lly entitled to dispose of an
ultimate user decedent's property in accordance with thi s section. A ny person may partner with
law enforcement to hold a co llection take-back event in accordance with this sectio n.
(b) Law enforcement sha ll appoint a law enforcement officer employed by the agency to
oversee the co llection. Law enforcement officers employed and authorized by the law
enforcement agency or law enforcement component of a Fede ral agency conducting a take-back
event shall mainta in contro l and custody of the col lected substances fro m the time the substances
are collected from the ultimate user or person authorized to dispose of the ultimate user
decedent's property until secure transfer, storage, or destruction of the control led substances has
occurred.
(c) Each take-back event should have at least one receptacle for the co llection of
controlled substances. The collection receptacle should be a securely locked, substantial ly
constructed container with a n outer container and a removable inner liner as specified in

§ 13 17.60 of this chapter. The outer conta iner should include a small opening that allows
contents to be added to the inner liner, but that does not allow re mova l of the inner liner's
contents.
(d) Only those controlled substances listed in Schedule Tl, III, IV, o r V that are lawfu lly
possessed by an ultimate user or person entitled to dispose of a n ultimate user decedent's
property may be collected. Controlled and non-controlled substances may be collected together
and be coming led , although comingling is not required .
(e) Only ultimate users and persons entitled to dispose of an ultimate user decedent's
prope rty in lawful p ossessio n of a controll ed substance in Schedule II , Ill, IV, or V may tra nsfer
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such substances to law enforcement during the take- back event. No other person may handle the
controlled substances at any time.

§ 1317.70 Mail-back programs.
(a) A mail-back program may be conducted by Federal, State, tribal, or local law
enfo rcement or any collector. A collector conducting a ma il-back program shall have and utilize
at their registered location a method of destruction consistent with § 1317 .90 of this chapter.
(b) Only th ose controlled substances listed in Schedule IJ , IIJ, lV, or V that are lawfully
possessed by an u ltimate user or person lawfu lly entitled to dispose of a n ultimate user
decedent's property may be collected. Controlled and non-control led substances may be
co llected together and be comingled, a lthough comingling is not required.
(c) Collectors or law enforcement that conduct a mail-back program shall make packages
ava ilable (for sale or for free) as specified in this paragraph to ultimate users and persons
lawfully entit led to d ispose of an ultimate user decedent' s property, for the collection of
controlled substances by common or contract carrier. Any person may pa1tner with a collector or
law e nforcement to make suc h packages available in accordance w ith this section . The packages
made available shall meet the fo llowing spec ifications:
( I) The package sha ll be nondescript and shal l not inc lude any markings or other
information that might indicate that the package contains controlled substances;
(2) T he package sha ll be water- and spill-proof; tamper-evident; tear-resistant; and
sealable;
(3) The package sha ll be preaddressed w ith and delivered to the collector' s registered
address or the partic ipating law enforcement's p hysical address;
(4) The cost of shipping the package shall be postage paid;
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(5) The package shall have a unique identification number that enables the package to be
tracked ; and
(6) The package shall include instructions for the user that indicate the process for
mai ling back the package, the substances that can be sent, notice that packages may only be
mailed from within the customs territory of the United States (the 50 States, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico), and notice that only packages prov ided by the collector w il l be
accepted fo r destruction.
(d) Ultimate users and persons lawfully entitled to dispose of an ultimate user decedent's
property shall not be requ ired to provide any personally identifiable information when mailing
back contro lled substances to a co llector. The co llector or law enforcement may implement a
system that a llows ultimate users or persons lawfully entitled to dispose of an ultimate user
decedent's property to notify the collector or law enforcement that they are sending one of the
designated packages by giv ing the un ique identification number on the package.
(e) A col lector that conducts a mail-back program pursuant to paragraph (a) shall:
(l) Accept only those contro lled substances contained within packages that the collector
made available for the co llection of controlled substances by mail and packages that are lawfully
forwarded to the collector pursuant to paragraph (e)(3) of this section .
(2) Within three business days ofreceipt, notify the Fie ld Division Office of the
Administration in their area of the receipt of a package that likely contains controlled substances
that the collector did not make available or did not agree to receive pursuant to subparagraph
(e )(3) of this section.
(3) W hen di scontinuing activities as a collector or ceasing an author ized mail-back
program:
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(i) Make a reasonable effo1i to notify the public prior to discontinuing such activities or
ceasing the authorized mail-back program; and
(i i) Obtain the written agreement of another collector that has a nd utilizes at its
registered location a method of destruction consistent with § 13 17.90 of this chapter to receive
a ll rema ining mail-back packages that were di sseminated but not returned and arrange for the
forwarding of on ly such packages to that location.

(f) On ly law enforcement offi cers emp loyed by the law enforcement agency or law
enforcement component of a Federal agency and employees of the collector sha ll handle
packages rece ived through an authorized mail-back program. Upon receipt of a mail-back
package by a col lector conducting a mail-back program, the package shall not be opened, x
rayed, analyzed, or otherw ise penetrated.

§ 1317.75 Collection receptacles.
(a) Collectors or Federal, State, tribal, or local law enforcement may manage and
maintain co llection receptacles for disposal.
(b) O nly those contro lled substances listed in Schedule IT, III , IV, or V that are lawfu lly
possessed by an ultimate user or other a uthorized non-registrant person may be collected .
Controlled and non-controlled substances may be collected together and be comingled, although
comingling is not required.
(c) Collectors shall only allow ultimate users and other authorized non-registrant persons

in lawful possession of a controlled substance in Schedule II, III, IV, or V to deposit such
substances in a collection receptacle at a registered location. Collectors shall not permit an
ultimate user to transfer such substance to any person for any reason . Once a substance has bee n
deposited into a collection receptacle, t he substance shall not be counted , sorted, inventoried, or
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otherwise indiv idually handled.
(d) Collection receptacles shall be securely placed and maintained:
(1) Inside a co llector's registered location, inside law enforcement's physical location, or
at an authorized long-term care faci I ity;
(2) At a registered locati on, be located in the immediate proximity of a designated area
w here controlled substances are stored and at w hic h an emp loyee is present (e.g., can be seen
from the pharmacy counter). Except as fo llows:
( i) At a hospital/clinic: a collection receptacle sha ll be located in an area regularl y
monitored by employees, and shall not be located in the proximity of any area where emergency
or urgent care is provided;
(i i) At a narcotic treatment program: a collection receptacle sha ll be located in a room:
that does not contain any other controlled substances and is secure ly locked with control led
access;
(ii i) At a long-term care faci lity: a collection receptacle shall be located in a secured
area regularly m onitored by long-term care faci li ty emp loyees.
(e) A controlled substance collection receptacle shall meet the following design
spec ifications:
(1) Be securely fastened to a permanent structure so that it cannot be removed;
(2) Be a secure ly locked, substantially constructed conta iner with a pe rmanent outer
container and a removable inner liner as specified in § 13 17 .60 of th is chapter;
(3) The outer container shall include a small opening that a llows contents to be added to
the inner lin er, but does not a llow removal of the inne r liner's contents;
(4) T he o uter contai ner shal l prominently display a sign ind icati ng that only Schedule II-
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V controlled and non-controlled substances, if a collector chooses to coming le substances, are
acceptabl e substances (Schedule I controlled substances, controlled substances that are not
lawfully possessed by the ultimate user, and other illic it or da ngerous substances are not
permitted); and

(f) Except at a narcotic treatment program, the small open ing in the outer contai ner of
the collection receptacle sha ll be locked or made otherwise inaccessible to the public when an
employee is not p resent (e.g., w hen the pharmacy is c losed), or when the co llection receptacle is
not being regularly m onitored by long-term care facility employees.
(g) T he installation and removal of the inner liner of the collection receptacle shall be
perfo rmed by or unde r the supervision of at least t\vo employees of the authorized co llector.

§ 1317.80 Collection receptacles at long-term care facilities .
(a) A long-term care facility may dispose of controlled substances in Schedu les TI, III ,
IV, and V on beha lf of an ultimate user who resides, or has resided, at such long-term care
facility by transferring those controlled substances into an authorized col lection receptacle
located at t hat long-term care fac ility. When disposing of such contro lled substances by
transferring those substances into a collection receptacle, such d isposal shal l occur immediately,
but no longer than three business days after the d iscontinuation of use by the u ltimate user.
Discontinuation of use inc ludes a permanent d iscontinuation of use as directed by the prescriber,
as a result of the resident's transfer from the long-term care fac ility, or as a result of death.
(b) On ly authorized retail pharmacies and hospitals/clinics with an on-site pharmacy may
insta ll, manage, and maintain co llection receptacles at long-term care fac ilities and remove, seal,
transfer, and store, or supervise the removal, sealing, transfer, and storage of sealed inner liners
at long-term care fac ilities. Collectors authorized to install, manage, and ma intai n collection
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receptacles at long-term care facilities shall comply with all requirements of this chapter,
including §§ 1317 .60, 1317 .75, and 13 17.80.
(c) The insta llation, remova l, transfer, and storage of inner liners shall be perfo rmed
either: by or under the supervision of one employee of the authorized collector and one
supervisor-level emp loyee of the long-term care facility (e.g., a charge nurse or superv isor)
designated by the authorized collector; or, by or under the supe rvision of two employees of the
authorized collector.
(d) Upon remova l, sealed inner liners may o nly be stored at the long-term care fac ility
for up to three business days in a securely locked, substantially constructed cabinet or a securely
locked room w ith contro lled access until transfer in accordance with § 131 7.05(c)(2)(iv).
(e) Neither a hospital/clinic w ith an on-site pharmacy nor a reta il pharmacy sha ll operate
a collection receptacle at a long-term care facility until its registration has been modified in
accordance with § 1301.51 of this chapter.

§ 1317.85 Ultimate user delivery for the purpose of recall or investigational use of drugs.
(a) In the event of a product reca ll, an ultimate user in lawful possession of a controlled
substance listed in Schedule II, III, IV, or V may de liver the recalled substance to the
manufacturer of the substance or another registrant a uthorized by the manufacturer to accept
recalled contro lled substances on the manufacturer's beha lf.
(b) An ultimate user who is p articipating in an investigational use of drugs pursuant to 2 1
U.S.C . 355(i) and 360bU) and w ishes to deliver any unused controlled substances received as
pa1t of that research to the registered dispenser from w hich the ultimate user obtained those
substances may do so in accordance with regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services pursuant to 2 1 U.S .C. 355(i) and 360bU).
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SUBPART C -

DESTRUCTION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

§ 1317.90 Methods of destruction.
(a) A ll controlled substances to be destroyed by a registrant, or caused to be destroyed by
a registrant pursuant to § 13 17.95(c), sha ll be destroyed in compli ance w ith appl icable Federal,
State, tribal, and loca l laws and regulatio ns and shall be rendered non-retrievable.
(b) Where mult iple controlled substances are coming led, the method of destruction shall
be sufficient to render all such controlled s ubstances non-retrievable. When the actual
substances collected for destruction a re unknown but may reasonably inc lude controlled
substances, the method of destruction sha ll be sufficient to render non-retrievable any contro lled
substance li kely to be present.
(c) The method of destruction shall be consistent w ith the purpose of rendering a ll
controlled substances to a non-retrievable state in order to prevent diversion of any such
substance to illic it purposes and to protect the public health and safety.

§ 1317.95 Destruction procedures.
The destruction of any controlled substance shall be in accordance with the following
requirements :

(a) Tran~fer to a person registered or authorized to accept controlled substances for the

purpose ofdestruction. lf the controlled substances are transferred to a person registered or
authorized to accept the controlled substances for the purpose of destruction, two employees of
the transferri ng registrant shall load and unload or observe the loading and unloading of any
controlled substances until transfer is complete.
(b) Transport to a registered location. If t he contro lled substances are transported by a
registrant to a registered location for s ubsequent destruction, the fo llowing procedures shal l be
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followed:
(1) Transportation sha ll be directly to the registered location (the substances sha ll be
constantly moving towards the ir fina l location and unnecessary or unrelated stops and stops of a n
extended duration sha ll not occur);
(2) Two employees of the transpo1t ing registra nt shall accompany the controlled
substances to the registered location;
(3) Two employees of the transpo1ting registrant sha ll load and un load or observe the
loading and un loading of the contro lled substances until transfer is complete;
(c) Transport to a non-registered location. If the controlled substances are transpo1ted
by a registrant to a destruction location that is not a registered location, the follow ing procedures
sha ll be fo llowed:

( 1) Transp ortation sha ll be directly to the destruction location (the substances sha ll be
constantly moving towa rds t he ir fi na l destruction location and unnecessary or unrelated stops
and stops of an extended duration sha ll not occur);
(2) Two employees of the transporting registrant shall accompany the controlled
substances to the destruction location;
(3) Two employees of the transporting registrant shall load and unload or observe the
loading and unloading of the contro lled substances;
(4) Two employees of the transpo1ting registrant shall handle or observe the handling of
any controlled substance unti l the substance is rendered non-retrievable; and
(5) Two employees of the t ranspo1t ing registrant shall personally w itness the destruction
of the controlled substance until it is rendered non-retrievable.
(d) On-sUe destruction. If the controlled substances are destroyed at a registrant' s
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registered location utilizing an on-s ite method of destruction, the fo llowing procedures shall be
followed :
(1) Two employees of the registrant shall hand le or observe the handling of any
controlled substance unti l the substance is rendered non-retrievable; and
(2) Two e mployees of the registrant shal l personally w itness the destruction of the
controlled substance until it is rendered non-retrievable.

Dated: August 25, 2014

Michele M. Leonhart,

Administrator.
[FR Doc. 2014-20926 Filed 09/08/20 14 at 8:45 am; Publication Date: 09/09/2014J
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DEA Drug Take Back
Requirements
Virginia Herold
December 17, 2014

DEA Regulations
• Released in early September 2014.

Who May Donate Drugs to Take Back
• Patients
• Estate
• Long-Term Care

Generally
• Do not count or sort collected drugs
• Do not store “liners” that have been filled and
removed from the locked and secured containers
(receptacles) more than 3 days in secure, locked
locations
• “Employees” are specifically defined in the
requirements, and collectors cannot employ
anyone convicted of a felony related to controlled
substances, or had a DEA permit denied,
surrendered or revoked

Who Can Operate Drug Take Back
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Law Enforcement
Manufacturers
Distributors
Reverse Distributors
Narcotic Treatment Programs,
Hospitals /Clinics with Onsite Pharmacies
Retail Pharmacies

Law Enforcement
• Through take-back events
• Mail Back
• Collection Receptacles inside their facilities
• Must maintain records of removal, storage and
destruction.
• Must store in a manner to prevent diversion and
consistent for storing illicit controlled substances

Law Enforcement
• Items collected by law enforcement and
transferred to reverse distributors shall e
recorded and maintained in records

Manufacturers, Distributors
Reverse Distributors, Narcotic
Treatment Programs, Hospitals /Clinics
with Onsite Pharmacies, Retail
Pharmacies

Requirements
• Must obtain collector status from DEA, and
notify DEA if cease to collect
• Hospital/clinic with pharmacy or retail
pharmacy may operate collection receptacles
at long-term care facilities

Collectors
• Collectors may
– Receive and destroy mail back IF onsite
destruction exists at location
– Install, manage and maintain collection
receptacles
– Promptly dispose of sealed liners

Collection Receptacles
• Only authorized and DEA registered entities
may use
• Once drug is placed in receptacle, the item
cannot be counted or removed separately

Location of Receptacles
• Must be securely installed so the container
cannot be removed
• Placed in an inside location
• Visible to employees, but not in emergency
areas

Receptacles
• Be locked, with an inner liner
• Receptacle shall allow deposit of drugs into
inner liner, without removal or access to drugs
already deposited
• Outside container shall have text advising it is
OK to collect Schedule II-V drugs, but not
Schedule I drugs

Inner Liners
Must be:
• waterproof, tamper evident and tear resistant
• Removable and sealable without emptying
• Able to prevent viewing of contents when
removed from collection receptacles
• Size of liner must be clearly marked (e.g., in
gallons)
• Bear a permanent, unique identification number

Inner Liners
• Access to liner must be restricted to
employees of the collector (“employees” are
defined in the act)
• Inner liner must be sealed and witnessed by 2
employees upon removal from collection
receptacle.
• Liners shall not be opened, x-rayed, analyzed
or penetrated

Mail Back
• Any entity accepting mail back
envelopes/packages containing drugs must have
a method onsite appropriate to destroy the drugs
• Packages shall be nondescript and not include
markings
• Packages must be water and spill proof, tamper
evident, tear resistant and sealable
• Packages must be preaddressed and delivered to
collectors registered address

Mail Back
• Postage prepaid
• Unique identification number for each
package
• Contain instructions for users to mail back
drugs
• Patients and estates do not need to identify
themselves

Collectors with Mail Back
• Collect envelopes and packages
• Advise DEA of receipt of packages that did not
agree to receive

Collection at Long-Term Care
• Within 3 days of discontinuance, death or
discharge of a patient, unused drugs must be
inserted into the collection bin
• Only a pharmacy or hospital/clinic with a
pharmacy may install mange and maintain a
collection bin in a long-term care facility
(these entities must also become registered
with the DEA as collectors)

Long-Term Care
• Only DEA registered entities as collectors may
remove drugs from receptacles
• Removal of liner may occur only with two
employees
– One employee may be a supervisor of employee
at the collector location and one of long-term care
facility
Or
– 2 employees of the collector location

Long-Term Care
• Upon removal, sealed liners may only be
stored at long-term care facility up to 3
business days in a securely locked cabinet

Reverse Distributors
• Requirements established for drugs collected
from pharmacies (not take back from patients)
These requirements are separate from
drug take back requirements
• Requirements establish if Rev Dist. accept mail
back packages and liners

Reverse Distributors
• Requirements established if Rev Dist. accept
mail back packages and liners
– Date of receipt of sealed liners or mail back
packages, and quantity
– Unique identifier of each liner or package
– Size of sealed liner (e.g., 5 or 10 gallon)
– Name and registration number of entity
submitting

Record Keeping Requirements
• Collectors must record and keep for 3 years
– Number of liners obtained
– Date of acquisition, capacity size (e.g., 5 or 10
gallon)
– Unit identifier of each liner
– Name, address and DEA registration number of
from whom the liner was received
– Names of signatures of 2 employees of registrant
witnessing destruction.

Destruction
• 2 employees must load or unload any
controlled substances until the transfer is
complete
• When transferred to destruction location:
2 employees must transport or
use of a common carrier

Miscellaneous & Generally
• Sealed mail back packages and inner liners
shall ONLY be stored at registered location in a
securely locked cabinet or room
• Every registrant who is a collector shall retain
records and inventories and file reports.
Records must be kept for 3 years

The Future
• The board will develop regulations for its
licensees involved in drug take back
– Reverse distributors
– Pharmacies

• Work needs to be done on liners and unique
identifiers for the liners
• For immediacy, encourage the use of mail
back envelopes

Attachment 5

B&PC 4074

Page 1 of 1

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE - BPC
DIVISION 2. HEALING ARTS [500 - 4999.129] ( Division 2 enacted by Stats. 1937, Ch.
399. )
CHAPTER 9. Pharmacy [4000 - 4426] ( Chapter 9 repealed and added by Stats. 1996, Ch.
890, Sec. 3. )
ARTICLE 4. Requirements for Prescriptions [4070 - 4078]

( Article 4 added by Stats. 1996, Ch. 890, Sec.

3. )

4074.

(a) A pharmacist shall inform a patient orally or in writing of the harmful effects of a drug
dispensed by prescription if both of the following apply:

(1) The drug poses substantial risk to the person consuming the drug when taken in combination
with alcohol or the drug may impair a person’s ability to drive a motor vehicle, whichever is
applicable.
(2) The drug is determined by the board pursuant to subdivision (c) to be a drug or drug type for
which this warning shall be given.
(b) In addition to the requirement described in subdivision (a), on and after July 1, 2014, if a
pharmacist exercising his or her professional judgment determines that a drug may impair a person’s
ability to operate a vehicle or vessel, the pharmacist shall include a written label on the drug container
indicating that the drug may impair a person’s ability to operate a vehicle or vessel. The label required
by this subdivision may be printed on an auxiliary label that is affixed to the prescription container.
(c) The board may by regulation require additional information or labeling.
(d) This section shall not apply to a drug furnished to a patient in conjunction with treatment or
emergency services provided in a health facility or, except as provided in subdivision (e), to a drug
furnished to a patient pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 4056.
(e) A health facility shall establish and implement a written policy to ensure that each patient shall
receive information regarding each drug given at the time of discharge and each drug given pursuant
to subdivision (a) of Section 4056. This information shall include the use and storage of each drug,
the precautions and relevant warnings, and the importance of compliance with directions. This
information shall be given by a pharmacist or registered nurse, unless already provided by a patient’s
prescriber, and the written policy shall be developed in collaboration with a physician, a pharmacist,
and a registered nurse. The written policy shall be approved by the medical staff. Nothing in this
subdivision or any other law shall be construed to require that only a pharmacist provide this
consultation.
(Amended by Stats. 2013, Ch. 304, Sec. 1. Effective January 1, 2014.)

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/printCodeSectionWindow.xhtml

9/11/2014

16 CCR 1744

Proposed 1744 Language
with Comments From
Pharmacy Schools

Proposed Language with Comments from Pharmacy Schools
1744. Drug Warnings.
Pursuant to Business and Professions Code Section 4074, a pharmacist shall inform the patient or
his or her representative of the harmful effects of certain drugs dispensed by prescription.
(a) The following classes of drugs may impair a person's ability to drive a motor vehicle or operate
machinery when taken alone or in combination with alcohol:
(1) Muscle relaxants.
(2) Analgesics with central nervous system depressant effects.
(3) Antipsychotic drugs with central nervous system depressant effects including
phenothiazines.(one commenter left the strike out in)
(4) Antidepressants with central nervous system depressant effects.
(5) Antihistamines, motion sickness agents, antipruritics, antinauseants, anticonvulsants and
antihypertensive agents with central nervous system depressant effects.
(6) All Schedule II, III, IV and V central nervous system depressant or narcotic controlled
substances opioids or sedative‐hypnotic as set forth in Health and Safety Code at Section
11055 et seq. prescribed in doses which could have an adverse effect on a person's ability
to operate a motor vehicle.
(7) Anticholinergic agents and other drugs which may impair vision.
(8)Ramelteon (Sedation)
(9) Minoxidil (Hypotension)
(10) Phosphodiesterase V inhibitors (hearing and visual impairment)
(11) Bromocriptine (dizziness and fatigue exacerbates alcohol)
(b) The following are examples of drugs which may have harmful effects when taken in
combination with alcohol. These may or may not affect a person's ability to operate a motor
vehicle.
(1) Disulfiram and other drugs (e.g. chlorpropamide, sulfonylureas, cephalosporins,
trimethoprim, isoniazid, isotretinoin, griseofulvin, ketoconazole, metronidazole) which may
cause a disulfiram‐like reaction.
(2) Mono amine oxidase inhibitors.
(3) Nitrates.
(4) Cycloserine
(5) Verapamil (enhanced alcohol intoxication)
(6) Insulin (hypoglycemia) antidiabetic agents including insulin and sulfonylureas (due to risk of
hypoglycemia)
(7) Niacin (increased risk of flushing and pruritis)
(8) Erythromycin (may increase absorption of alcohol
Or/and
(b)(2) Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (due to the risk of hypertensive crisis if the alcohol
contains significant amounts of tyramine (some beer, red wine)
(b)(3)Nitrates due to the risk of additive cardiovascular effects.
Or/And
(c) Cortiscosteroids (BEERS list to avoid in the elderly)
(d) Dipydridamole (BEERS list to avoid in the elderly)

Proposed 1744 Language
from the September 2014
Committee Meeting

Proposed Language – September 2014

1744. Drug Warnings.
Pursuant to Business and Professions Code Section 4074, a pharmacist shall inform the patient
or his or her representative of the harmful effects of certain drugs dispensed by prescription. If
a pharmacist exercising his or her professional judgment determines that a drug may impair a
person’s ability to operate a vehicle or vessel, the pharmacist shall include a written label on
the drug container indicating that the drug may impair a person’s ability to operate a vehicle or
vessel.
(a) The following classes are examples of drugs that may impair a person's ability to drive a
motor vehicle, vessel or operate machinery when taken alone or in combination with alcohol:
(1) Muscle relaxants.
(2) Analgesics with central nervous system depressant effects.
(3) Antipsychotic drugs with central nervous system depressant effects including
phenothiazines.
(4) Antidepressants with central nervous system depressant effects.
(5) Antihistamines, motion sickness agents, antipruritics, antinauseants, anticonvulsants
and antihypertensive agents with central nervous system depressant effects.
(6) All Schedule II, III, IV and V agents with central nervous system depressant effects. or
narcotic controlled substances as set forth in Health and Safety Code at Section 11055
et seq. prescribed in doses which could have an adverse effect on a person's ability to
operate a motor vehicle.
(7) Anticholinergic agents and other drugs which may impair vision.
(b) The following are examples of drugs which may have harmful effects when taken in
combination with alcohol. These may or may not affect a person's ability to operate a motor
vehicle:
(1) Disulfiram and other drugs (e.g., chlorpropamide, metronidazole) which may cause a
disulfiram‐like reaction.
(2) Mono amine oxidase inhibitors.
(3) Nitrates.
(4) Cycloserine.
(5) Insulin (hypoglycemia) antidiabetic agents including insulin and sulfonylureas (due to
risk of hypoglycemia).

Attachment 6

DEA 106 Reports by License Category
Category

2011

2012

2013

2014

Pharmacy

376

460

943

1,437

Hospital

115

104

230

195

Wholesaler

33

35

58

84

Out of State Distributor

1

6

8

4

Correctional Facility

10

5

2

9

Clinic

1

2

0

2

Non Resident Pharmacy

0

1

0

0

Drug Room

0

0

1

0

Other

0

0

2

1

Totals

536

613

1,244

1,732

Sum of Units by Loss Type - 2014
Loss Type

Sum of Quantity

% of Grand Total

Employee Pilferage

487,712

32%

Night Break-In

452,360

29.8%

Other

257,488

16.9%

Armed Robbery

238,036

15.7%

Lost In Transit

54,094

3.6%

Customer Theft

30,502

2%

1,520,192

100%

Totals

Proposed Language from
the September 2014
Committee Meeting

Proposed Language ‐ September 2014
1715.65 Monthly Inventory Counts of Fastest Moving Controlled Substances
(a) Every June 30th, each pharmacy and clinic licensed by the board shall identify its top 10
controlled substances dispensed by the licensee as measured in dosage units in the
prior 12 months (July 1 – June 30).
(b) Effective July 1 and each month thereafter until the next June 30 (for a total of 12
months), the pharmacy or clinic shall count and reconcile the inventory of the top 10
controlled substances identified pursuant to subdivision (a). This reconciliation shall
include for each of the controlled substances:
(1) The inventory recorded on the first of the preceding month
(2) The additions to inventory made in the preceding month (e.g., purchases, transfers
in, will‐call items that were never handed out that were counted as dispositions the
prior month)
(3) The dispositions (e.g., dispensing, saleable returns to a wholesaler, drugs provided
to a reverse distributor for destruction) from inventory made in the preceding
month
(4) The drugs in quarantine waiting for the reverse distributor,
(5) The final inventory count on the first of the month
(6) The pharmacy shall attempt to reconcile overages or shortages. Shortages must be
reported to the board.
(7) The name of the individual conducting the inventory and date the inventory
required by this subdivision was performed
(c) Losses of controlled substances identified from the monthly audit shall be reported to
the board as required by section 1716.5 and Business and Professions Code section
4104.
(d) The pharmacist‐in‐charge or consultant pharmacist for the clinic shall sign each monthly
inventory performed under this section indicating he or she has reviewed the inventory
taken.
(e) The pharmacist‐in‐charge or consultant pharmacist shall perform a quality assurance
review of the monthly and annual inventories to establish secure methods to prevent
losses of all dangerous drugs.

Proposed Language from
the December 2014
Committee Meeting

Proposed Language – December 2014
1715.65 Monthly Inventory Counts of Fastest Moving Controlled Substances
(a) Every pharmacy, and every clinic licensed under sections 4180 or 4190, shall maintain a
perpetual inventory for all controlled substances acquired by the licensee.
(b) As an alternative to the maintenance of a perpetual inventory, a pharmacy or clinic must
have a policy that identifies a monthly reconciliation process for the ten highest volume
controlled substances purchased by the licensee. This policy shall address
reconciliation of all purchases and acquisitions, dispenses, pharmacy inventory,
including inventory in quarantine for the reverse distributor for the previous 30‐day
period.
(c) Losses of controlled substances identified from the monthly audit shall be reported to
the board as required by section 1716.5 and Business and Professions Code section
4104.
(d) The pharmacist‐in‐charge or consultant pharmacist for the clinic shall sign and date each
monthly reconciliation within 14‐days of completion.
(e) The pharmacist‐in‐charge or consultant pharmacist shall perform a quality assurance
review of all inventories and reconciliations to establish and maintain secure methods to
prevent losses of all dangerous drugs.

Attachment 7

Article 10. Wholesalers Dangerous Drug Distributors
1780. Minimum Standards for Wholesalers.
The following minimum standards shall apply to all wholesale and third-party logistics provider
establishments for which permits have been issued by the Board:
(a) A wholesaler and a third-party logistics provider shall store dangerous drugs in a secured and lockable
area.
(b) All wholesaler and third-party logistics provider premises, fixtures and equipment therein shall be
maintained in a clean and orderly condition. Wholesale and third-party logistics provider premises
shall be well ventilated, free from rodents and insects, and adequately lighted. Plumbing shall be in
good repair. Temperature and humidity monitoring shall be conducted to assure compliance with the
United States Pharmacopeia Standards (1990, 22nd Revision).
(c) Entry into areas where prescription drugs are held shall be limited to authorized personnel.
(1) All facilities shall be equipped with an alarm system to detect entry after hours.
(2) All facilities shall be equipped with a security system that will provide suitable protection against
theft and diversion. When appropriate, the security system shall provide protection against theft
or diversion that is facilitated or hidden by tampering with computers or electronic records.
(3) The outside perimeter of the wholesaler premises shall be well-lighted.
(d) All materials must be examined upon receipt or before shipment.
(1) Upon receipt, each outside shipping container shall be visually examined for identity and to
prevent the acceptance of contaminated prescription drugs or prescription drugs that are otherwise
unfit for distribution. This examination shall be adequate to reveal container damage that would
suggest possible contamination or other damage to the contents.
(2) Each outgoing shipment shall be carefully inspected for identity of the prescription drug products
and to ensure that there is no delivery of prescription drugs that have been damaged in storage or
held under improper conditions.
(e) The following procedures must be followed for handling returned, damaged and outdated prescription
drugs.
(1) Prescription drugs that are outdated, damaged, deteriorated, misbranded or adulterated shall be
placed in a quarantine area and physically separated from other drugs until they are destroyed or
returned to their supplier.
(2) Any prescription drugs whose immediate or sealed outer or sealed secondary containers have been
opened or used shall be identified as such, and shall be placed in a quarantine area and physically
separated from other prescription drugs until they are either destroyed or returned to the supplier.
(3) If the conditions under which a prescription drug has been returned cast doubt on the drug's safety,
identity, strength, quality or purity, the drug shall be destroyed or returned to the supplier unless
testing or other investigation proves that the drug meets appropriate United States Pharmacopeia
Standards (1990, 22nd Revision).
(f) Policies and procedures must be written and made available upon request by the board.
(1) Wholesale and third-party logistics provider drug distributors shall establish, maintain, and adhere
to written policies and procedures, which shall be followed for the receipt, security, storage,
inventory and distribution of prescription drugs, including policies and procedures for identifying,
recording, and reporting losses or thefts, for correcting all errors and inaccuracies in inventories,
and for maintaining records to document proper storage.

(2) The records required by paragraph (1) shall be in accordance with Title 21, Code of Federal
Regulations, Section 205.50(g). These records shall be maintained for three years after
disposition of the drugs.
(3) Wholesale and third-party logistics provider drug distributors shall establish and maintain lists of
officers, directors, managers and other persons in charge of wholesale drug distribution, storage
and handling, including a description of their duties and a summary of their qualifications.
(4) Each wholesaler and third-party logistics provider shall provide adequate training and experience
to assure compliance with licensing requirements by all personnel.
(g) The board shall require an applicant for a licensed premise or for renewal of that license to certify that
it meets the requirements of this section at the time of licensure or renewal.
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4043, 4051, 4053,
4054, 4059, 4120, 4160, 4161 and 4304, Business and Professions Code.
1780.1. Minimum Standards for Veterinary Food-Animal Drug Retailers.
Not relevant to third-party logistics providers

1781. Exemption Certificate.
A registered pharmacist, or an designated representative or designated representative –3PL
certified in accordance with Section 4053, 4053.1 or 4054 of the Business and Professions Code
shall be present and in control of a manufacturer's or ,wholesaler's or a third-party logistics
provider’s licensed premises during the conduct of business.
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4053, 4053.1 or 4054,
Business and Professions Code.
1782. Reporting Sales of Drugs Subject to Abuse.
All manufacturers, and wholesalers and third-party logistics providers shall report to the Board or its
designee, up to twelve (12) times a year, all sales of dangerous drugs subject to abuse as designated by the
Board for reporting, in excess of amounts to be determined by the Board from time to time. Reports shall
be made within thirty (30) days of the request in the form specified by the Board.
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code; and Section 26692, Health and Safety
Code. Reference: Sections 4081 and 4332, Business and Professions Code; and Section 26692, Health
and Safety Code.
1783. Manufacturer, or Wholesaler or Third-Party Logistics Provider Furnishing Drugs and
Devices.
(a) A manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party logistics provider shall furnish dangerous drugs or
devices only to an authorized person; prior to furnishing dangerous drugs and devices to a person not
known to the furnisher, the manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party logistics provider shall contact the
board or, if the person is licensed or registered by another government entity, that entity, to confirm the
recipient is an authorized person.
(b) “Authorized person” means a person to whom the board has issued a permit which enables the permit
holder to purchase dangerous drugs or devices for use within the scope of its permit. “Authorized person”
also means any person in this state or in another jurisdiction within the United States to the extent such
furnishing is authorized by the law of this state, any applicable federal law, and the law of the jurisdiction
in which that person is located. The manufacturer or wholesaler furnishing to such person shall, prior to

furnishing the dangerous drugs and devices, establish the intended recipient is legally authorized to
receive the dangerous drugs or devices.
(c) Dangerous drugs or devices furnished by a manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party logistics
provider shall be delivered only to the premises listed on the permit; provided that a
manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party logistics provider may furnish drugs to an authorized person or
an agent of that person at the premises of the manufacturer, or wholesaler if (1) the identity and
authorization of the recipient is properly established and (2) this method of receipt is employed only to
meet the immediate needs of a particular patient of the authorized person. Dangerous drugs or devices
may be furnished to a hospital pharmacy receiving area provided that a pharmacist or authorized
receiving personnel signs, at the time of delivery, a receipt showing the type and quantity of the
dangerous drugs or devices so received. Any discrepancy between the receipt and the type and quantity of
dangerous drugs and devices actually received shall be reported to the delivering manufacturer, or
wholesaler or third-party logistics provider by the next business day after the delivery to the pharmacy
receiving area.
(d) A manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party logistics provider shall not accept payment for or allow
the use of an entity's credit to establish an account for the purchase of dangerous drugs or devices from
any person other than: (1) the owner(s) of record, chief executive officer, or chief financial officer listed
on the permit for the authorized person; and (2) on an account bearing the name of the permittee.
(e) All records of dangerous drugs or devices furnished by a manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party
logistics provider to an authorized person shall be preserved by the authorized person for at least three
years from the date of making and shall, at all times during business hours, be open to inspection by
authorized officers of the law at the licensed premises. The manufacturer, or wholesaler or third-party
logistics provider shall also maintain all records of dangerous drugs or devices furnished pursuant to this
section for at least three years from the date of making and shall, at all times during business hours, keep
them open to inspection by authorized officers of the law at the premises from which the dangerous drugs
or devices were furnished.
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4043, 4059, 4059.5,
4080, 4081, 4120, 4160, 4161, 4163 and 4304, Business and Professions Code; and Section 11209,
Health and Safety Code.
1784. Self-Assessment of a Wholesaler by the Designated Representative-in-Charge.

This section will be modified to also establish a self assessment process for the third-party
logistics provider by the responsible manager. The changes have not been incorporated below
(a) The designated representative-in-charge of each wholesaler as defined under section 4160 of the
Business and Professions Code shall complete a self-assessment of the wholesaler’s compliance with
federal and state pharmacy law. The assessment shall be performed before July 1 of every odd-numbered
year. The primary purpose of the self-assessment is to promote compliance through self-examination and
education.
(b) In addition to the self-assessment required in subdivision (a) of this section, the designated
representative-in-charge shall complete a self-assessment within 30 days whenever:
(1) A new wholesaler permit is issued, or
(2) There is a change in the designated representative-in-charge. The new designated representative-in
charge of a wholesaler is responsible for compliance with this subdivision.
(3) There is a change in the licensed location of a wholesaler to a new address.
(c) The components of this assessment shall be on Form 17M-26 (Rev. 01/11) entitled “Wholesaler
Dangerous Drugs & Dangerous Devices Self-Assessment” which is hereby incorporated by reference to
evaluate compliance with federal and state laws and regulations.

(d) Each self-assessment shall be kept on file in the licensed wholesale premises for three years after it is
completed.
(e) The wholesaler is jointly responsible with the designated representative-in-charge for compliance with
this section.
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4022.5,4043, 4053,
4059, 4120, 4160, 4161, 4201, 4301 and 4305.5, Business and Professions Code.

□

California State Board of Pharmacy

BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES AND HOUSING AGENCY

1625 N. Market Blvd., Suite N219
Sacramento, California 95834

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
GOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN JR.

(916) 574-7900 FAX (916) 574-8618

Third-Party Logistics Provider
DANGEROUS DRUGS & DANGEROUS DEVICES
SELF-ASSESSMENT

■

All legal references used throughout this self-assessment form are explained on page 21.
All references to “drugs” throughout this self-assessment refer to dangerous drugs and dangerous
devices as defined in Business & Professions Code (B&PC) section 4022.
(http://www.pharmacy.ca.gov/laws_regs/lawbook.pdf).
Third-Party Logistics Provider’s Name ____________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
Phone _______________________________________________________________________
Third-Party Logistics Provider’s e-mail address _____________________________________
Ownership: Please mark one
sole owner
non- licensed owner

partnership

corporation

LLC

Other (please specify) ________________

CA 3PL Permit #________________________ Expiration Date______________
Other Permit #___________________________ Expiration Date______________
(Use additional sheets if needed.)
DEA Registration #_______________________ Expiration Date______________
VAWD Accreditation # ___________________ Expiration Date______________
Date of most recent DEA Inventory ___________________
Hours: Weekdays ____________Sat_______________ Sun____________ 24 Hours_______
Responsible Manager / pharmacist (RPH) _________________________
Responsible Manager’s Designated Representative – 3PL License # / RPH
License#___________________
Expiration Date______________
Website Address (optional):________________________________________________________
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Responsible Manager/RPH Initials _________

Licensed 3PL Staff (designated representative -3PL (DR-3PL), pharmacist):

1. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_______________ Exp. Date ________

2. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_______________ Exp. Date ______

3. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_______________ Exp. Date ______

4. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#________________Exp. Date ______

5. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_______________ Exp. Date _______

6. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_______________ Exp. Date ______

7. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#________________Exp. Date ______

8. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_______________ Exp. Date ______

9. _________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#________________Exp. Date ______

10_________________________ DR-3PL#/RPH#_________________Exp. Date _____
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Please mark the appropriate box for each question. If “NO,” enter an explanation on the
“CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN” lines at the end of the section. If more
space is needed, add additional sheets.

1. Ownership/Location
Yes No N/A

□□□ 1.1. Review the current third-party logistics provider permit for this business. Are the
listed owners correct and is the listed address correct? If not, please indicate
discrepancy. If either is incorrect, notify the board in writing immediately.
(B&PC 4160[a][c][f]) Attach a copy of the notification letter to the board to
this document.

□□□ 1.2. Have you established and do you maintain a list of officers, directors, managers

and other persons in charge of drug distribution, handling and storage? The list
must contain a summary of the duties and qualifications for each job listed. (CCR
(CCR 1780[f][3]) Please attach a copy of the list to this document. (This list
should be dated.)

Note: Upon request, the owner must provide the board with the names of the owners, managers
and employees and a brief statement of the capacity in which they are employed. (B&PC 4082)
CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

2. Facility
2.1. Premises, fixtures and equipment:
Yes No N/A

□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□

2.1.1. Are clean and orderly
2.1.2. Are well ventilated
2.1.3. Are free from rodents and insects
2.1.4. Are adequately lit
2.1.5. Have plumbing in good repair
2.1.6. Have temperature & humidity monitoring to assure compliance with USP
Standards. (The standards for various drugs may differ, see USP 1990 22nd
Edition) (CCR 1780[b])

□□□ 2.2. Is there a quarantine area for outdated, damaged, deteriorated, or misbranded

drugs, drugs with the outer or secondary seal broken, partially used containers, or
any drug returned under conditions that cast doubt on the drugs safety, identity,
strength, quality or purity? (CCR 1780[e])
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Yes No N/A

□□□ 2.3. Are dangerous drugs and dangerous devices stored in a secured and locked area?
(CCR 1780[a])

□□□ 2.4. Is access to areas where dangerous drugs are stored limited to authorized
personnel? (CCR 1780[c])

List personnel with keys to the area(s) where drugs are stored (list by name or job title):
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Yes No N/A

□□□ 2.5. Does this business operate only when a designated representative -3PL or
pharmacist is on the premises? (CCR 1781)

2.6. The third-party logistic provider’s premises is equipped with the following
specific security features:
2.6.1. There is an alarm to detect after-hours entry. (CCR 1780[c][1]).
□□□
2.6.2. The outside perimeter of the building is well lit (CCR 1780[c][3]).
□□□
2.6.3. The security system provides protection against theft and diversion
□□□
including tampering with computers and or electronic records. (CCR
(CCR 1780[c][2]).
Explain how your security system complies with these requirements.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Yes No N/A

□□□ 2.7. Is this business a “reverse distributor,” that is, does the business act as an agent
for pharmacies, drug wholesalers, manufacturers and others, by receiving,
inventorying and managing the disposition of outdated or nonsalable drugs?
(B&PC 4040.5, 4044.5) List Code section

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Yes No N/A

□□□ 2.8. The facility is subscribed to the board’s e-mail notifications. (B&PC 4013)
Date Last Notification Received: ___________________________
E-mail address registered with the board: ______________________

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Yes No N/A

□□□ 2.9. The facility receives the board’s e-mail notifications through the owner’s
electronic notice system. (B&PC 4013[c])

Date Last Notification Received: ___________________________
E-mail address registered with the board: ______________________

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for distribution of controlled substances – these
additional requirements are in Section 11 of this document.

3. Designated Representative-in-Charge - 3PL / Owner Responsibilities
Yes No N/A

□□□ 3.1. The responsible manager of the third-party logistics provider is licensed as a

designated representative -3PL and maintains this licensure while serving as the
responsible manager of the third-party logistics provider premises.
(B&PC 4060[e])

Yes No N/A

□□□ 3.2. The owner and the responsible manager are both equally responsible for
maintenance of the records and inventory. (B&PC 4081[b])

□□□ 3.3. The responsible manager is at least 18 years of age and is responsible for the

third- party logistic provider’s compliance with all state and federal laws for the
distribution of drugs? The responsible manager may be a pharmacist.
(B&PC 4160[e])

□□□ 3.4. The owner must notify the board within 30 days of termination of the responsible
manager or pharmacist. (B&PC 4305.5[a])
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□□□ 3.5. The owner must identify and notify the board of the appointment of a new

responsible manager within 30 days of the termination of the former responsible
manager. (B&PC 4160[g], 4331[c]) The appropriate form for this notification is a
“Change of Facility Manager for Third-Party Logistics Provider Premises,” which
is available on the board’s website.

Yes No N/A

□□□ 3.6. The responsible manager who ends his or her employment at a third-party

logistics provider, must notify the board within 30 days. (B&PC 4305.5[c],
4101[c]). This notification is in addition to that required of the owner.

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

-

4. Designated Representative-3PL/Pharmacist
Yes No N/A

□□□

If a designated representative -3PL or pharmacist changes his/her name or
personal address of record, he/she must notify the board in writing within 30 days.
(B&PC 4100, CCR 1704)

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

5. Ordering Drugs by this Business for Future Sale/Transfer or Trade
Yes No N/A

□□□ 5.1. Are drugs obtained only from a business licensed by this board or from a licensed
manufacturer? (B&PC 4163[b], 4169)

□□□ 5.2. If drugs are returned to your premises by a business to whom you had shipped the
drugs, you document the return with an acquisition record for your business and a
disposition record for the business returning the drugs? (B&PC 4081, 4332)

□□□ 5.3. For license verification, the third-party logistics provider may use the licensing
information displayed on the board’s Internet web site. (B&PC 4106)

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for handling controlled substances – these additional
requirements are in Section 11 of this document.
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6. Receipt of Drugs by this Business
Yes No N/A

□□□ 6.1. When drugs are received by your business, are they delivered to the licensed

secured premises of the third-party logistics provided, and received by and signed
for only by a designated representative -3PL or a pharmacist? (B & P 4059.5[a])

□□□ 6.2. When drugs are received by your business, are the outside containers visibly

inspected to identify the drugs and prevent acceptance of contaminated drugs by
detecting container damage? (CCR 1780[d][1])

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for handling controlled substances – these additional
requirements are in Section 11 of this document.

7. Drug Stock
Yes No N/A

□□□ 7.1. Is all drug stock open for inspection during regular business hours?
(B&PC 4081[a])

□□□ 7.2. Are all drugs you receive and store maintained in a secure manner at your

licensed third-party logistics provider premises? You cannot order, obtain or
receive drugs that you are not able to store on your licensed premises. (B&PC
4167)

□□□ 7.3. Do all drugs you distribute conform to the standards and tests for quality and

strength provided in the latest edition of United States Pharmacopoeia or Sherman
Food Drug and Cosmetic Act? (B&PC 4342[a])

□□□ 7.4. Do all drug containers you store on your premises have a manufacturer’s

expiration date? Any drug without an expiration date is considered expired and
may not be distributed. (CCR 1718.1)

□□□ 7.5. Are outdated, damaged, deteriorated or misbranded drugs held in a quarantine

area physically separated from other drugs until returned to the supplier or sent
for destruction? (CCR 1780[e], CFR 1307.21)

□□□ 7.6. Are drugs with the outer or secondary seal broken, or partially used or returned
drugs held in a quarantine area and physically separated from other drugs until
returned to the supplier or sent for destruction? (CCR 1780[e], CFR1307.21)
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Yes No N/A

□□□ 7.7. When the conditions under which drugs were returned to your premises cast

doubt on the drugs’ safety, identity, strength, quality or purity, are the drugs
quarantined and either returned to your supplier or destroyed? If testing or
investigation proves the drugs meet USP standards, the drugs may be returned to
normal stock. (CCR 1780[e], CFR 1307.21)

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for distributing controlled substances – these additional
requirements are in Section 11 of this document.

8. Sale or Transfer of Drugs by this Business
Yes No N/A

□□□ 8.1. Are drugs sold distributed only to businesses or persons licensed by this board,

licensed by a prescriber board, licensed as a manufacturer, or to a licensed health
care entity authorized to receive drugs?

-

8.2. Describe how you verify a business or person is appropriately licensed. (B&PC 4059.5[a]
[b][d], B&PC 4169) \

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
8.3. List any businesses or individuals that order drugs from you that are not licensed according
to the list above:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Yes No N/A

□□□ 8.4. Are drugs only furnished by your business to an authorized person?

(B&PC 4166[b]) Note: An authorized person can be a business or natural person.

8.5. Does your business only receive drugs from a pharmacy if:
8.5.1. the pharmacy originally purchased the drugs from you?
□□□
8.5.2. your business is a “reverse distributor”?
□□□
8.5.3.
the drugs are needed to alleviate a shortage? (and only a quantity sufficient
□□□
to alleviate a specific shortage). (B&PC 4126.5[a])
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Yes No N/A

□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□

8.6 Are all drugs that are acquired by your business acquired from another
business that is appropriated licensed?
8.6.1. transacted with a business licensed with this board as a manufacturer,
wholesaler or pharmacy?
8.6.2. free of adulteration as defined by the CA Health & Safety Code
section 111250?
8.6.3. free of misbranding as defined by CA Health & Safety Code
section 111335?
8.6.4. confirmed to not be beyond their use date (expired drugs)? (B&PC 4169)

8.7. List any incidents where adulterated, misbranded or expired drugs were received, shipped,
stored or transferred by this business in the past 2 years.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
8.8. If your business sells, transfers, or delivers dangerous drugs or devices outside of
California, either to another state within the United States or a foreign country, do
you:
Yes No N/A

□□□
□□□

□□□
□□□
□□□

8.8.1. comply with all CA pharmacy laws related to the distribution of drugs?
8.8.2. comply with the pharmacy law of the receiving state within the United
States?
8.8.3. comply with the statues and regulations of the Federal Food and Drug
Administration and the Drug Enforcement Administration relating to the
distribution of drugs?
8.8.4. comply with all laws of the receiving foreign country related to the
wholesale distribution of drugs?
8.8.5. comply with all applicable federal regulations regarding the exportation of
dangerous drugs?

8.9. Describe how you determine a business in a foreign country is authorized to receive
dangerous drugs or dangerous devices. (B&PC 4059.5[e])
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Yes No N/A

□□□ 8.10. When you are not an authorized distributor for a drug, a pedigree must

accompany the product when sold, traded, or transferred (Prescription Drug
Marketing Act of 1987).
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Yes No N/A

□□□ 8.11. If preferentially priced drugs are sold by your business, that sale complies with
the Prescription Drug Marketing Act of 1987 and CA Pharmacy Law.
(B&PC 4380)

Yes No N/A

□□□ 8.12. Does your business’ advertisements for dangerous drugs or devices contain
false, fraudulent, misleading or deceptive claims? (B&PC 4341, B&PC 651,
CCR 1766)

□□□ 8.13. Do you offer or receive any rebates, refunds, commissions or preferences,
discounts or other considerations for referring patients or customers? If your
business has any of these arrangements, please list with whom. (B&PC 650)

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for wholesaling controlled substances – these additional
requirements are in Section 11 of this document.

9. Outgoing Shipments of Drugs
Yes No N/A

□□□

9.1 Before you ship drugs to a purchaser, do you inspect the shipment to assure the

□ □ □

9.2. Does your business use a common carrier (a shipping or delivery company —

drugs were not damaged while stored by your business? (CCR 1780[d][2])

-UPS, US Mail, FedEx, DHL) for delivery of drug orders to your customers?
(B&PC 4166[b])
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9.3 List the common carriers (shipping or delivery companies) you use.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for wholesaling controlled substances – these additional
requirements are in Section 11 of this document.

10. Delivery of Drugs
Yes No N/A

□□□

10.1 Are all drugs ordered by a pharmacy or another wholesaler delivered to the

address of the buyer’s licensed premises and signed for and received by a
pharmacist or designated representative where allowed? (
B&PC 4059.5[a])
Yes No N/A

□□□

10.2. Are all drugs ordered by a manufacturer or prescriber delivered to the
manufacturer’s or prescriber’s licensed business address and signed for by a
person duly authorized by the manufacturer or prescriber? (B&PC 4059.5[d])

□□□

10.3. All drugs delivered to a hospital are delivered either to the pharmacy premises
or to a central receiving area within the hospital. (B&PC 4059.5[c])

□□□

10.4 If drugs are delivered to a pharmacy when the pharmacy is closed and a

pharmacist is not on duty, documents are left with the delivery in the secure
storage facility, indicating the name and amount of each dangerous drug
delivered. (B&PC 4059.5[f])

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

11. Controlled Substances
Yes No N/A

□□□ 11.1. Are there effective controls to prevent theft or diversion of controlled
substances? (CFR 1301.71)

□□□ 11.2. Are DEA requirements for storage of Schedule II controlled substances being
met? (specific requirements are listed in CFR 1301.72[a])
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□□□ 11.3. Are DEA requirements for storage of Schedule III III, IV and V controlled
substances being met? (specific requirements are listed in CFR 1301.72[b])

□□□ 11.4. Is a DEA inventory completed by your business every two years for all
schedules (II - V) of controlled substances? (CFR 1304.11[a][c][e])

□□□ 11.5. Is the biennial record of the DEA inventory required for Schedule II – V

1111

controlled substances conducted every 2 years, retained for 3 years? (CFR
1304.11, CCR 1718, 1780(f)[2])

□□□ 11.6. Does the biennial inventory record document that the inventory was taken at the
“close of business” or “opening of Business.” (CFR 1304.11)

□□□ 11.7. Has the person within your business who signed the original DEA registration,
or the last DEA registration renewal, created a power of attorney for each person
allowed to order Schedule II controlled substances for this business?
(CFR 1305.05)

11.7.1. List the individuals at this location authorized by power of attorney to order controlled
substances.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Yes No N/A

□□□ 11.8. Does your business follow employee-screening procedures required by DEA to
assure the security of controlled substances? (CFR 1301.90)

□□□ 11.9. If any employee of this business possesses, sells, uses or diverts controlled

substances, in addition to the criminal liability, you must evaluate the
circumstances of the illegal activity and determine what action you should take
against the employee. (CFR 1301.92)

□□□ 11.10. Are all controlled substances stored and shipped by your business, done so for
legitimate medical purposes? (H & S 11153.5[a][b][c])

□□□ 11.11. If your business distributes controlled substances through an agent (i.e. detail
person), do you have adequate security measures in place to prevent theft or
diversion of those controlled substances (CFR 1301.74[f])

□□□ 11.12. If a person attempts to purchase or secure a shipment of controlled substances
from your business and the person is unknown to you, you make a good faith
effort to determine the person (individual or business) is appropriately licensed to
purchase controlled substances. (CFR 1301.74 [a], 4166)

□□□

11.13. Explain how your business determines an unknown business or individual is
appropriately licensed to purchase controlled substances
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Yes No N/A

□□□ 11.14. If your business uses a common carrier to deliver controlled substances, your

business determines the common carrier has adequate security to prevent the theft
or diversion of controlled substances. (CFR 1301.74[f])

□□□ 11.15. If your business uses a common carrier to deliver controlled substances, are the
shipping containers free of any outward indication that there are controlled
substances within, to guard against storage or in-transit theft? (CFR 1301.74[e])

□□□ 11.16. Are all Schedule II controlled substances ordered from your business using a
fully completed DEA 222 order form? (CFR 1305.03, 1305.06)

□□□ 11.17. When your business fills orders for Schedule II controlled substances, is the
date filled and the number of containers filled recorded on copies 1 and 2 of
DEA 222 from? Is copy 1 retained and copy 2 sent to DEA at the close of the
month the controlled substance order was filled? (CFR 1305.13 [b])

□□□ 11.18. If a Schedule II controlled substance order cannot be filled, does your business
return copy 1 and 2 of the DEA 222 order form to the buyer with a letter
indicating why the order could not be filled? (CFR 1305.15)

□□□ 11.19. When your business partially fills Schedule II controlled substances, is the

balance provided within 60 days of the date of the order form? After the final
partial filling, is copy 1 retained in your files and copy 2 of the completed
DEA 222 order form sent to DEA by the close of that month? (CFR 1309.13[b])
(CFR 1305.13[b])

□□□ 11.20. For all Schedule II controlled substances received by your business, is copy 3
of the DEA 222 order form completed by writing in for each item received, the
date received and the number of containers received? (CFR 1305.13[e])

□□□ 11.21. Does your business use the online CSOS secure transmission system offered
by the Drug Enforcement Administration in place of a paper DEA 222 Form for
Schedule II controlled substances? (CFR 1305.21, 1305.22)

□□□ 11.22. Does your business follow the procedure outlined by DEA to obtain

Schedule II controlled substances when the original DEA 222 order form is lost or
stolen? (CFR 1305.16(a))

□□□ 11.23. Are all records of purchase and sale for all schedules of controlled substances

for your business kept on your licensed business premises for 3 years from the
making? (B&PC 4081, CCR 1718, CFR 1305.09[d], CFR 1305.17[c], 1305.17[a]
[b], and H & S H&SC 11252, 11253, 1304.03)
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Yes No N/A

□□□ 11.24. Are records of Schedule II controlled substances stored separate from all
others? (CFR 1304.04 [f][1])

□□□ 11.25. Are records for Schedule III-V controlled substances stored so that they are
easily retrievable? (CFR 1304.04 [f][2])

□□□ 11.26. Before your business distributes carfentanil etorphine HCL and or

diprenorphine, do you contact the DEA to determine the person (individual or
business) is authorized to receive these drugs? (CFR 1301.75[g], 1305.16[b])

□□□ 11.27. Do you separate records for the sale of carfentanil etorphine hydrochloride

and or diprenorphine from all other records? (CFR 1305.16) (CFR 1305.17[d])

□□□ 11.28. Does the owner of your business notify the DEA, on a DEA 106 form, of any
theft or significant loss of controlled substances upon discovery of the theft?
(CFR 1301.74[c])

□□□ 11.29. Does the owner of your business notify the board of any loss of controlled
substances within 30 days of discovering the loss? (CCR 1715.6)

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

12. Policies and Procedures
12.1. Does this business maintain and adhere to policies and procedures for:
(CCR 1780[f])
Yes No N/A

□□□
□□□
□□□

□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□

□□□
□□□

12.1.1. Receipt of drugs?
12.1.2. Security of drugs?
12.1.3. Storage of drugs? (including maintaining records to document proper
storage)
12.1.4. Inventory of drugs? (including correcting inaccuracies in inventories)
12.1.5. Distributing drugs?
12.1.6. Identifying, recording and reporting theft or losses?
12.1.7. Correcting errors and inaccuracies in inventories?
Physically quarantining and separating:
12.1.8. returned, damaged, outdated, deteriorated, misbranded or adulterated
drugs?
12.1.9. drugs that have been partially used?
12.1.10. drugs where the outer or secondary seals on the container have been
broken?
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□□□

12.1.11. drugs returned to your business, when there is doubt about the safety,
identity, strength, quality, or purity of the drug?
12.1.12. drugs where the conditions of return cast doubt on safety, identity,
strength, quality or purity? (CCR 1780[e][f])

□□□

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

14. Training
Yes No N/A

□□□

13.1 Are training and experience provided to all employees to assure all
personnel comply with all licensing requirements? (CCR 1780[f][4])

List the types of training you have provided to staff in the last calendar year and the dates of that
training.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
14. Record Keeping Requirements
Yes No N/A

□□□ 14.1. Do your business records for receipt, storage and shipping of dangerous drugs
include date of sale, your business name and address, the business name and
address of the buyer, and the names and quantities of the drugs sold? (B&PC
4081)

□□□

14.2 Are acquisition and shipping records for all transactions retained on your licensed

□□□

14.3 Are all purchase, receipt and shipping sales records retained in a readily

□□□

14.4. Is a current accurate inventory maintained for all dangerous drugs?

premises for 3 years from the date of making? (B&PC 4081[a], 4105[c], 4081,
4332) Note: A drug pedigree is considered to be a part of the records of purchase
and sale and must be retained for three years from the making.

retrievable form? (B&PC 4105)

(B&PC 4081, 4332, 1718)
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□□□

□□□

14.5 If you temporarily remove acquisition or disposition records from your

business, does your business retain on your licensed premises at all times, a
photocopy of each record temporarily removed? (B&PC 4105[b])
14.6 Are required records stored off-site only if a board issued written waiver has been

granted?

□□□ 14.7 If your business has a written waiver, write the date the waiver was approved
and the off-site address where the records are stored below. (CCR 1707[a])

Date _________ Address_________________________________________________________
Yes No N/A

□□□

14.8 Is an off-site written waiver in place and is the storage area secure from

unauthorized access? (CCR 1707[b][1])

□□□

14.9 If an off-site written waiver is in place, are the records stored off-site retrievable

□□□

14.10. Can the records that are retained electronically be produced immediately in hard

□□□

14.11. Are records of training provided to employees to assure compliance with

within 2 business days? (CCR 1707[b][2])

copy form by any designated representative – 3PL, if the responsible manager is
not present? (B & P 4105[d])

licensing requirements, retained for 3 years? (CCR 1780[f][4])
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Yes No N/A

□□□

-

I

14.12 Has this licensed premises, or the designated representative-in-charge - 3PL or

pharmacist, been cited, fined or disciplined by this board or any other state or
federal agency within the last 3 years? If so list each incident with a brief
explanation (B&PC 4162[a][4]):

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Yes No N/A

□□□

14.13 Has the licensed premises received any orders of correction from this board? A

□□□

14.14 Has this business received a letter of admonishment from this board? A copy

□□□

14.15 If this business dispenses dialysis drugs directly to patients, are the prescription

copy of the order and the corrective action plan must be on the licensed premises
for 3 years. (B&PC 4083)
must be retained on the premises for 3 years from the date of issue.
(B&PC 4315[e])

records retained for 3 years, including refill authorizations and expanded invoices
for dialysis patients? (CCR 1787[c], 1790)

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Note: There are specific requirements for wholesaling controlled substances – these additional
requirements are in Section 11 of this document.

15. Reporting Requirements to the Board
Yes No N/A

□□□

15.1 A responsible manager who terminates employment at this business, must notify

□□□

15.2 The owner must report to the board within 30 days the termination of the

the board within 30 days of the termination (B&PC 4101[b], 4305.5[c].

responsible manager or pharmacist (B&PC 4305.5[a])

□□□ 15.3The owner must report to the board within 30 days of discovery, any loss of

controlled substances, including amounts and strengths of the missing drugs.
(CCR 1715.6)

□□□

15.4 The owner must notify the DEA, on a DEA form 106, any theft or significant loss

of controlled substances upon discovery. (CFR 1301.74[c])
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Yes No N/A

□□□

15.5 Do your employees know about their obligation to report any known diversion or

□□□

15.6The owner must notify the board within 30 days of any change in the beneficial

□□□

15.7When called upon by the board, your business can report all sales of dangerous

□□□

15.8 I understand that this wholesaler license is not transferable to a new owner. A

□□□

15,9The owner of this business must immediately notify the board in writing if any

□□□

15.10 If this business is discontinued, the owner must notify the board in writing

loss of controlled substances to a responsible person within your business? (CFR
1301.91)

ownership of this business. (B&PC 4201[i], CCR 1709[b])

drugs or controlled substances subject to abuse. (B&PC 4164[a])

change of ownership must be reported to this board, as soon as the parties have
agreed to the sale. Before the ownership actually changes, an additional
application for a temporary permit must be submitted to the board if the new
owner wants to conduct business while the board is processing the change of
ownership application and until the new permanent permit is issued. A company
cannot transfer the ownership of the business via a contract with another
individual or business, without the board’s approval (B&PC 4201[g])

assignment is made for the benefit of creditors, if the business enters into any
credit compromise arrangement, files a petition in bankruptcy, has a receiver
appointed, or enters into liquidation or any other arrangement that might result in
the sale or transfer of drugs. (CCR 1705)

before the actual discontinuation of business. (CCR 1708.2). If the business holds
a DEA registration, the owner must notify the DEA promptly of the
discontinuation of business and all unused DEA 222 order forms must be returned
to the DEA. (CFR 1301.52[a], 1305.14)

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR ACTION PLAN ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

17. 18. Additional Licenses/Permits Required
18.1. List all licenses and permits required to conduct this business, including local business
licenses, wholesale licenses held in other states, permits or licenses required by foreign countries
or other entities (B&PC 4059.5[e], 4107, CFR 1305.11[a]) Use additional sheets if necessary.
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Add requirements for wholesalers and 3PLs co-located.
DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE-IN-CHARGE / PHARMACIST CERTIFICATION:
I, (please print) _____________________________________, DRIC# / RPH # ___________________
hereby certify that I have completed the self-assessment of this wholesale business of which I am the
designated representative-in-charge (DRIC) / pharmacist (RPH). I understand that all responses are
subject to verification by the Board of Pharmacy. I further state under penalty of perjury that the
information contained in this self-assessment form is true and correct.

Signature ____________________________________________ Date __________________________
Designated Representative-in-Charge (DRIC) / Pharmacist (RPH)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BY OWNER, PARTNER OR CORPORATE OFFICER:
I, (please print) _____________________________________, hereby certify under penalty of perjury of
the laws of the State of California that I have read and reviewed this completed self-assessment. I
understand that failure to correct any deficiency identified in this self-assessment could result in the
revocation of the pharmacy’s license issued by the California State Board of Pharmacy.

Signature ____________________________________________ Date __________________________

Legal References
The following Legal References are used in the self-assessment form. Many of these references
can be viewed on the Board of Pharmacy Web site at www.pharmacy.ca.gov (see Laws and
Regulations), at the California State Law Library, or at other libraries or Internet Web sites:
California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 16, unless otherwise noted
Business and Professions Code (B&PC), Chapter 9, Division 2, unless otherwise noted
Health and Safety Code (H&SC), Division 10, Uniform Controlled Substances Act
Health and Safety Code (H&SC), Division 104, Part 5, Sherman Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Laws
United States Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 21, Chapter II, Part 1300, Drug
Enforcement Administration, Food and Drugs and Codified Controlled Substances Act
(CSA)
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California Board of Pharmacy
1625 N. Market Blvd., Suite N219
Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 574-7900
Fax: (916) 574-8618
www.pharmacy.ca.gov

Board of Registered Nursing
1625 N. Market Blvd., Suite N217
Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 322-7697
Fax: (916) 574-8637
http://www.rn.ca.gov/

Pharmacy Law may be obtained by contacting:
LawTech Publishing Co.
1060 Calle Cordillera, Suite 105
San Clements, CA 92673
Phone: (800) 498-0911 Ext. 5
www.lawtechpublishing.com

Board of Optometry
2420 Del Paso Road, Suite 255
Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 575-7170
Fax: (916) 575-7292
http://www.optometry.ca.gov/

Pharmacist Recovery Program
Phone: (800) 522-9198 (24 hours a day)

Osteopathic Medical Board of California
1300 National Drive, Suite 150
Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 928-8390
Fax: (916) 928-8392
http://www.ombc.ca.gov

Prescriber Boards:
Medical Board of California
2005 Evergreen St., Suite 1200
Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (800) 633-2322
Phone: (916) 263-2382
Fax: (916) 263-2944
http://www.mbc.ca.gov
Dental Board of California
2005 Evergreen St., Suite 1550
Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 263-2300
Fax: (916) 263-2140
http://www.dbc.ca.gov
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Physician Assistant Committee
2005 Evergreen St., Suite 1100
Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 561-8780
Fax: (916) 263-2671
http://www.pac.ca.gov
Board of Podiatric Medicine
2005 Evergreen St., Suite 1300
Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 263-2647
Fax: (916) 263-2651
http://www.bpm.ca.gov
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DEA - Sacramento
4328 Watt Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95821
Registration: (888) 304-3251 or (415) 436-7900
Diversion or Investigation: (916) 480-7250

Veterinary Medical Board
2005 Evergreen St., Suite 2250
Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 263-2610
Fax: (916) 263-2621
http://www.vmb.ca.gov

Federal Agencies:
Food and Drug Administration
– Industry Compliance
http://www.fda.gov/oc/industry/centerlinks.html
#drugs
The Drug Enforcement Administration may
be contacted at:
DEA Website:
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov
Online Registration – New Applicants:
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drugreg/reg_
apps/onlineforms_new.htm
Online Registration - Renewal:
www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drugreg/reg_apps/
onlineforms.htm
Registration Changes (Forms):
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drugreg/chan
ge_requests/index.html
Online DEA 106 Theft/Loss Reporting:
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/webforms/a
pp106Login.jsp
Controlled Substance Ordering System
(CSOS): http://www.deaecom.gov/
DEA Registration Support (all of CA):
(800) 882-9539
DEA - Los Angeles
255 East Temple Street, 20th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Registration: (888) 415-9822 or (213) 621-6960
Diversion or Investigation: (213) 621-6942

DEA - Riverside
4470 Olivewood Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501-6210
Registration: (888) 415-9822 or (213) 621-6960
Diversion or Investigation: (951) 328-6200
DEA - Fresno
2444 Main Street, Suite 240
Fresno, CA 93721
Registration: (888) 304-3251 or (415) 436-7900
Diversion or Investigation: (559) 487-5406
DEA – San Diego and Imperial Counties
4560 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123-1637
Registration: (800) 284-1152
Diversion or Investigation: (858) 616-4100
DEA – Oakland
1301 Clay Street, Suite 460N
Oakland, CA 94612
Registration: (888) 304-3251
Diversion or Investigation: (510) 637-5600
DEA – San Jose
One North First Street, Suite 405
San Jose, CA 95113
Registration: (888) 304-3251
Diversion or Investigation: (408) 291-2631
DEA – Redding
310 Hensted Drive, Suite 310
Redding, CA 96002
Registration: (888) 304-3251 or (415) 436-7900
Diversion or Investigation: (530) 246-5043

DEA – San Francisco
450 Golden Gate Avenue, 14th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Registration: (888) 304-3251
Theft Reports or Diversion: (415) 436-7900
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Attachment 8

Prescriptions Dispensed
10/01/2013 ‐
10/01/2014 ‐
03/01/2014
03/01/2015

Products
Hydrocodone & Combination Drugs

6,454,789

5,136,787

Oxycodone & Combination Drugs

1,338,876

1,367,048

Number of Reports made to the CA Board of Pharmacy with Hydrocodone and Oxycodone Product Losses During 2014

I

Hydrocodone Products
Loss Type
Employee pilferage
Night break in
Other
Armed robbery
Lost in transit
Customer theft
Total:

Oxycodone Products

I

Loss Type
Employee pilferage
Night break in
Other
Armed robbery
Lost in transit
Customer theft
Total:

January 1, 2014 ‐ September 30, 2014

I I

October 1, 2014 ‐ December 31, 2014

Number of Reports

Quantity of Loss* (All
Units)

Number of Reports

Quantity of Loss* (All
Units)

30
41
157
15
40
5

346,458
94,389
128,901
23,132
8,665
11,543

12
10
185
19
7
14

61,837
36,420
30,815
17,287
7,134
2,082

288

613,088

247

155,575

January 1, 2014 ‐ September 30, 2014

I I

October 1, 2014 ‐ December 31, 2014

Number of Reports

Quantity of Loss* (All
Units)

Number of Reports

Quantity of Loss* (All
Units)

10
15
219
10
19
1

273
24,504
9,823
11,750
2,971
60

2
5
111
15
6
1

1,549
8,391
2,117
18,066
871
295

274

49,381

140

31,289

*Note: These totals may not match the data in CURES since these numbers represent only the losses reported to the Board of Pharmacy.

I

I
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Effective Date: 08/27/2013
Title: Section 80.63 - Prescribing
80.63 Prescribing. (a) A prescription as defined by the Public Health Law means:
(1) an official New York State prescription;
(2) an electronic prescription;
(3) an oral prescription; or
(4) an out-of-state prescription, which means a prescription issued in lieu of an official prescription by
a practitioner in another state who is licensed by that state to prescribe controlled substances.
(b) The use of preprinted prescriptions which indicate the controlled substance or the strength, dosage
and/or quantity of the controlled substance is prohibited. Such prohibition shall not apply to printed
prescriptions generated by means of a computer or an electronic medical record system, provided
such printed prescriptions are generated at the time a practitioner prescribes a controlled substance for
a patient.
(c)(1) Prior to prescribing for or dispensing to a patient any controlled substance listed on schedule II,
III, or IV of section 3306 of the public health law, every practitioner shall consult the prescription
monitoring program registry for the purpose of reviewing that patient's controlled substance history.
The patient's controlled substance history shall be obtained from the prescription monitoring program
registry no more than 24 hours prior to the practitioner prescribing or dispensing any controlled
substance to that patient. A practitioner shall document such consultation in the patient's medical chart
or, if the practitioner does not consult the prescription monitoring program registry, the practitioner
shall document in the patient's medical chart the reason such consultation was not performed. Such
documentation shall include the specific exception listed in paragraph (2) of this Subdivision.
(i) When such consultation is not performed due to circumstances specified in subparagraph (2)(vii)
of this Subdivision, the practitioner shall further document in the patient's medical chart the
conditions, occurrences, or circumstances that caused such consultation in a timely manner to be
unreasonable. Such documentation shall include a description of the barrier(s) to accessing the
registry, and the efforts made by the practitioner to contact other designees.
(ii) When such consultation is not performed due to circumstances specified in subparagraph (2)(viii)
of this Subdivision, the practitioner shall further document in the patient's medical chart a description
of the circumstances supporting the practitioner's conclusion that consultation of the registry would
adversely impact the patient's ability to obtain a prescription in a timely manner and the relationship
between that delay and the patient's medical condition.
(2) The duty to consult the prescription monitoring program registry shall not apply to:
(i) veterinarians;
(ii) a practitioner dispensing pursuant to public health law section 3351(3);
(iii) a practitioner administering a controlled substance, as defined in public health law section 3302
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(2);
(iv) a practitioner prescribing or ordering a controlled substance pursuant to public health law section
3342(1) for a patient of an institutional dispenser as defined by public health law section 3302 for use
on the premises of, or during an emergency transfer from, the institutional dispenser;
(v) a practitioner prescribing a controlled substance in the emergency department of a general
hospital, provided that the quantity of controlled substance prescribed does not exceed a five-day
supply if the controlled substance were used in accordance with the directions for use;
(vi) a practitioner prescribing a controlled substance to a patient under the care of a hospice, as
defined by public health law section 4002;
(vii) a practitioner when:
(a) it is not reasonably possible for the practitioner to access the registry in a timely manner;
(b) no other practitioner or designee authorized to access the registry, pursuant to public health law
section 3343-a, is reasonably available; and
(c) the quantity of controlled substance prescribed does not exceed a five-day supply if the controlled
substance were used in accordance with the directions for use;
(viii) a practitioner acting in circumstances under which consultation of the registry would, as
determined by the practitioner, result in a patient's inability to obtain a prescription in a timely
manner, thereby adversely impacting the medical condition of such patient, provided that the quantity
of the controlled substance does not exceed a five-day supply if the controlled substance were used in
accordance with the directions for use;
(ix) a situation where the registry is not operational as determined by the department or where it
cannot be accessed by the practitioner due to a temporary technological or electrical failure as defined
in Section 80.64 of this Part. In the instance of a temporary technological or electrical failure, a
practitioner shall, without undue delay, seek to correct any cause for the failure that is reasonably
within his or her control; or
(x) a practitioner to whom the commissioner has granted a waiver from the requirement to consult the
registry. A waiver may be issued by the commissioner based upon a showing by a practitioner that his
or her ability to consult the registry in accordance with this section is unduly burdened by:
(a) technological limitations that are not reasonably within the control of the practitioner; or
(b) other exceptional circumstance demonstrated by the practitioner.
The practitioner's showing shall include a sworn statement of facts detailing the circumstances in
support of a waiver, and should be accompanied by any and all other information which would be
relevant to the commissioner's determination. As part of the application for a waiver, the practitioner
shall also provide any information which would tend to negate the need for a waiver. A waiver shall
be granted by the commissioner for a specified period of time, but in no event for more than one year.
Subsequent waivers shall be applied for in the same manner and shall be subject to the same
requirements as the original waiver. A practitioner who has been granted a waiver shall notify the
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department in writing within five business days upon gaining the capability to consult the prescription
monitoring program registry. Without regard to the original expiration date, the waiver granted to the
practitioner shall terminate within a reasonable period of time as determined by the department,
allowing for the practitioner to make accommodations to begin consulting the prescription monitoring
program registry.
(3) A practitioner may authorize a designee to consult the prescription monitoring program registry on
his or her behalf, provided that the ultimate decision as to whether or not to prescribe or dispense a
controlled substance remains with the practitioner and is reasonably informed by the relevant
controlled substance history information obtained from the registry. A practitioner may only appoint a
designee if:
(i) such designee is located in the state of New York when accessing the prescription monitoring
program registry;
(ii) the designee is employed by the same professional practice or is under contract with such practice.
For purposes of this subparagraph, professional practice shall include, but not be limited to, an
institutional dispenser where the designating practitioner is employed, under contract, or otherwise
has privileges or authorization to practice;
(iii) the practitioner takes reasonable steps to ensure or has actual knowledge that such designee is
sufficiently competent in the use of the registry and that such designee is aware of and conforms to all
relevant federal and state privacy statutes;
(iv) the practitioner remains responsible for ensuring that access to the registry by the designee is
limited to authorized purposes and occurs in a manner that protects the confidentiality of the
information obtained from the registry, and the practitioner remains responsible for any breach of
confidentiality; and
(v) the practitioner selects and maintains all active designees authorized to access the prescription
monitoring program registry in a format acceptable to the department. Upon a designee's
relinquishment or termination of employment or authorization as a designee, a designating
practitioner shall immediately notify the department, in a fashion deemed appropriate by the
commissioner, of the revocation of the designee's authorization to access the prescription monitoring
program registry on the designating practitioner's behalf.
(4) A pharmacist may consult the prescription monitoring program registry in order to review the
controlled substance history of an individual for whom one or more prescriptions for controlled
substances is presented to such pharmacist. A pharmacist may designate another pharmacist or a
pharmacy intern as defined by section sixty-eight hundred six of the education law to consult the
prescription monitoring program registry on the pharmacist's behalf, provided that:
(i) such designee is located in the state of New York when accessing the prescription monitoring
program registry and is employed by the same pharmacy or is under contract with such pharmacy; and
(ii) the designating pharmacist selects and maintains all active designees authorized to access the
prescription monitoring program registry in a format acceptable to the department.
Upon relinquishment or termination of employment or authorization as a designee, a designating
pharmacist shall immediately notify the department, in a fashion deemed appropriate by the
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commissioner, of the revocation of the designee's authorization to access the prescription monitoring
program registry on the designating pharmacist's behalf.
(d)(1) No controlled substance prescription shall be issued prior to the examination of the patient by
the practitioner except as otherwise permitted by this subdivision.
(2) Once the initial examination has been completed, the frequency and necessity for future
examinations prior to prescribing, either for the same acute or chronic condition, will be made by the
practitioner utilizing generally accepted medical standards, including taking into account the drug to
be prescribed and the patient's condition, history and disposition toward the use of controlled
substances.
(3) In the temporary absence of the initial prescriber, an authorized practitioner may issue a controlled
substance prescription for a patient as part of a continuing therapy if the practitioner: (i) had direct
access to the patient's medical records and such records warrant continued controlled substance
prescribing, or (ii) had direct and adequate consultation with the initial prescriber, who assures the
necessity of continued controlled substance prescribing and with which the practitioner concurs. If the
patient record is not available, the practitioner shall document the activity for his or her own record
and shall transmit to the initial prescriber the prescription information. The initial prescriber shall
include the prescription information in the patient's record.
(4) A practitioner may prescribe a controlled substance to his or her patient after review of the
patient's record if the record contains the result of an examination performed by a consulting
physician or hospital and such record warrants the prescribing.
(5) If a patient develops a new condition that would warrant the issuance of a prescription for a
controlled substance, a practitioner may issue such prescription prior to performing an examination if:
(i) the prescribing practitioner has a previously established practitioner/patient relationship with the
patient; and (ii) an emergency exists; and (iii) the prescription does not exceed a 5 day supply as
determined by the directions for use. An emergency means that the immediate administration of the
drug is necessary for the proper treatment of the patient and that no alternative treatment is available.
If the practitioner prescribes such substance orally, the practitioner must comply with the
requirements of section 80.68 and section 80.70 of this Part.
Volume: A-1a
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction. In November 2012, two Federally Qualified Health Centers in California began prescribing

controlled substances electronically in compliance with the Drug Enforcement Administration's (DEA)
Interim Final Rule (IFR) number 21 CFR Parts 1300, 1304, 1306, and 1311. Over the 9-month pilot, the
two sites completed the IFR's required steps to: implement certified functionality for the electronic
prescribing of controlled substances (EPCS) within their electronic health record (EHR), identify-proof
each of their prescribers (DEA-registered physicians and other providers); issue two-factor
authentication credentials and train each prescriber on their use; and establish access to EPCS for each
prescriber within the EHR. Several pharmacies with stores near the prescriber organizations also
activated EPCS-certified pharmacy management software, allowing them to accept and fulfill the
electronic prescriptions for controlled substances. An external project manager facilitated conversations
and shared learning between the two prescriber organizations and communications with local and
national representatives of the participating pharmacies. This evaluation chronicles the experiences of
the pilot participants as they activated EPCS, identifying the impact of EPCS on prescriber and
pharmacist workflows, the benefits of EPCS to the participants and the implementation challenges faced
by pilot participants.
Pilot outcomes. Both sites succeeded in installing the EPCS software upgrade, in registering their

individual prescribers and completing at least some EPCS transactions at EPCS-certified pharmacies.
Mid-pilot, both sites experienced a system problem that brought EPCS down completely for their
prescribers. Prescriber Organization 2 (PO2) was able to recover rapidly; this site also demonstrated a
consistent upward trend in the percent of controlled substance (CS) prescriptions transmitted
electronically. At PO2, EPCS usage peaked at 37% of CS prescriptions sent electronically across all local
pharmacies; it sent about 70% of CS prescriptions electronically when considering only the pharmacies
able to accept these scripts. Prescriber Organization One (POl) struggled to get traction with EPCS,
demonstrating some early acceptance by the prescribers, but then experiencing a rapid and consistent
drop in usage. Only 44 of the 95 prescribers it registered ever sent a CS prescription electronically. Also,
POl had much more difficulty recovering system functionality following the EPCS outage than PO2
experienced. In aggregate EPCS was down for two months at POl; the outage spelled the effective end
of its prescribers' use of EPCS.
EPCS benefits. All participants in the pilot accrued benefit from EPCS. Prescribers, staff and pharmacists

interviewed for the evaluation described the EPCS workflows as "easy" and as requiring little extra effort
over regular e-prescribing. Many welcomed the additional security they believe EPCS provides over
current paper processes. Many appreciated the administrative efficiencies of EPCS over the current
manual processes. Processes eliminated by EPCS included sending a prescription to a printer secured in
a centralized locked location, distributing refill prescriptions securely (locked box, patient identification,
charting pick-up), and the rekeying of paper prescription information at the pharmacy. Many believed
that EPCS could improve patient safety in the same way that e-prescribing operates to reduce errors
associated with paper prescriptions for other medications. Some called out the enhanced ability to trace
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prescriptions for controlled substances and to include information about electronically prescribed
controlled substances in internal patient acuity analyses and quality improvement initiatives.
Facilitators. Physicians working in an environment with a robust e-prescribing process may already be

asking for relief from burdensome exception processing for CS prescriptions and eager to give EPCS a
try. Prescribers' concerns about the security of paper prescriptions also pre-dispose them to appreciate
the secure prescription transmissions offered by EPCS. Physician goodwill can be easily dissipated by
negative experiences with the technology itself however. P02 undertook specific actions to ensure that
errors did not dilute physician demand for the technology, for example, running error reports up to four
times per day and taking immediate steps to resolve errors with both local and national pharmacy
representatives. Leadership commitment and applying the resources needed to ensure the system
works smoothly for the physicians every time also appeared to be important facilitators of P02's
successful implementation . Similarly, a strong effort by P02 to open lines of communication with the
pharmacies and to coordinate business practices helped facilitate the rapid error resolution needed to
keep prescribers engaged.
Barriers. The reliability of relatively new EPCS software proved to be a significant barrier to successful

implementation. While the particular software glitch experienced by the two sites may not be repeat ed,
the larger issue is how any negative experience with EPCS software may affect overall physician buy-in.
The lack of critical mass of prescribe rs and pharmacies using the technology is an important current
barrier to adoption as well. While the number of pharmacies th at accept EPCS has grown rapidly, key
independent pharmacies near the prescriber clinics were not able to participate in this pilot. At POl, an
in-house pharmacy-one that a significant portion of its patient population was required to use-could
not obtain certification within the pilot period. The number of popular pharmacies that are EPCS
certified defines the upper limit of electronic CS prescriptions that prescribers can send without
requiring patients to change pharmacies, and forces the prescribers to maintain paper and fax processes
even after embracing EPCS. For their part, the independent pharmacies may have little incentive to
implement EPCS until many more physicians have adopted the technology and begun to encourage their
patients to use certified pharmacies. Finally, the prescriber organizations found it difficult to interpret
the IFR's requirements around identify-proofing and issuing prescriber authentication credentials, and
the process of completing th ese steps was logistica lly challenging.
Conclusion. There is strong interest, high perceived value to users, technical capacity, societal benefit,

and a business case to devote th e resources needed to implement EPCS. Expansion is interdependent
on prescribers and pharmacies; they must work collaboratively on implementation and incentives for
expansion shou Id address both sides of the EPCS equation. For pharmacies, addressing the cost of the
DEA-required third party audits and uncertainty around the on-going costs of compliance might help
induce smaller vendors working with independent pharmacies to bring the technology on board.
Prescriber adoption might be encouraged by clarifying IFR requirements and by including CS
prescriptions in meaningful use incentives. As for any new software, technology glitches are possible.
With leadership commitment, adequate resources, and strong prescriber-pharmacy cooperation
however, EPCS can work and work well.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have shown benefits to electronic prescribing (e-prescribing), such as improved
patient safety and efficiency.

1 234 5
• • • •

While adoption of e-prescribing technology continues to increase

dramatically year over year, regulations imposed by the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) on the
prescribing of controlled substances have required even those with robust e-prescribing protocols to
maintain parallel paper and electronic faxing processes for controlled substance medications.
In 2010 the DEA published its Interim Final Ruling 21 CFR Parts 1300, 1304, 1306, and 1311 (the IFR). The
IFR allows the electronic prescribing of controlled substances (EPCS) by DEA registrants (doctors,
hospitals and other health professionals) when the software applications of both thee-prescribing
organization and the recipient pharmacy are EPCS-certified pursuant to new security requirements. 6
The IFR legalized EPCS nationally; however, each state must separately integrate EPCS into its own
regulatory rubric for monitoring the prescribing of controlled substances. California approved the use of
EPCS in accordance with the IFR in June 2010. 7
Although the IFR was published in 2010, implementing EPCS functionality has required significant
programming changes to pharmacy management systems, to EHR technology, and to intermediary
systems. The IFR requires those programming changes to be certified by independent auditors or DEA
approved certification organizations before EHR software vendors may deploy new EPCS software. As a
result of these requirements, national pharmacies and EHR vendors were just beginning to bring EPCS
online in 2012. And, while pharmacies are now implementing EPCS in large numbers-more than 40% of
California pharmacies can now accept EPCS prescriptions-prescriber adoption remains very low. 8
In the fall of 2012, the California HealthCare Foundation (CHCF) provided grants to incentivize prescriber
organizations-in this case, two Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) with a robust e-prescribing
culture-to choose the path of early EPCS adoption. For example, the grants helped the clinics purchase
the technology needed to support the issuance of two-factor authentication credentials to prescribers
that is required for EPCS.
By capturing both the successes and challenges of each of these pilot sites and their local pharmacy
counterparts as they implemented EPCS, this evaluation seeks to inform the field on the benefits of
EPCS, factors that may facilitate a successful EPCS roll-out, and potential barriers to success that
organizations considering EPCS implementation should address in their planning processes.
II. THE EPCS FRAMEWORK
The purpose of the DEA's IFR is to ensure that electronic communications of prescriptions for controlled
substances are both secure and auditable to reduce the risk for drug diversion and fraud. To
accomplish these goals, the IFR establishes numerous new security requirements that apply to
prescribers, pharmacies and to the several systems that support the exchange of information that
comprises e-prescribing. An audit trail is created within prescriber and pharmacy applications "to
document those instances in which a controlled substance prescription is received, annotated, modified
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or deleted." Modifications to both the EHR and the pharmacy's management software must be
independently certified as compliant before its users can activate the EPCS functionality.
Prescriber organizations choosing to activate EPCS must also undertake certain required functions,
including new reporting in the event of a security breach along with a registration process for its
prescribers (described below).

10

Similarly, pharmacies must activate EPCS at their individual store

locations, training their pharmacists and staff in how to use EPCS in compliance with both state and
federal regulations regarding the dispensing of controlled substances.
Figure 1 provides a high-level
overview of the security

Figure 1: Overview of EPCS security features
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Two-factor authentication.
"Two factor authentication" means that the prescriber must provide two of three required
authentication factors when signing a CS prescription. The prescriber enters something she knows (e.g.,
a password to use the EPCS software), then accesses an external authentication application to provide
something she has (e.g., a "one time only" code generated by the credential) or something she is (e.g., a
fingerprint or voice recognition). A key modification to the EHR is its integration with the authentication
application to validate the prescriber-entered authentication factors.

Electronic transmissions. The EHR recognizes whether the pharmacy chosen by the prescriber uses an
EPCS-certified pharmacy management system and rejects attempts to transmit an EPCS prescription to a
non-certified pharmacy. Once transmitted, the prescription flows through the intermediary e
prescribing network, which ensures that each prescription meets its pre-established EPCS transmission
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standards, including the requirement that both the transmitting and receiving systems be EPCS-certified.
The pharmacy management system applies additional checks and flags scripts that do not arrive with an
appropriate digital signature. Finally, the pharmacist has the option to reject an electronically prescribed
CS prescription for non-compliance with state or federal regulation (e.g. an electronic refill for a Class II
medication).
Ill. ABOUT THE EPCS PROJECT

A. SCOPE AND T I MELINE

The EPCS project officially began in November 2012 with a kick-off meeting bringing together the project
leaders from the two pilot sites, the external project manager, the eva luation team and CHCF
leadership. The two prescriber organizations each registered a few prescribers in December 2012 and
had sent some initial prescriptions at the point of the first evaluation team site visits in that same
month. The prescriber organizations completed the majority of their prescriber registrations over the
first quarter of 2013 and encouraged their prescribers to begin sending CS prescriptions immediately.
Both sites continue to use their EPCS functionality, although the official "pilot period" ended in July of
2013. Table 1 describes the pilot and evaluation timeline.

Table 1: Pilot and evaluation timeline
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Pilot k ickoff meet i ng
Fi rs t p res,: r1 b er s acti va ted
Sites send 1" EPC S sc ri pts
Pre eva l uat ion s ite v1s1ts
Most p rescr1bers activated

. ..
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In terim eva luation 111terv1ews
~

Post eva lua t ion s ite vis its

,- -----
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-1•1•-•

•

~~~-•-111111111-111111111111111111
•• -~lllllllll-111111111111-111
_____

•

- ~•-111111111111
111111111111111
♦

--

Ev aluatio'l comple te

♦

-

B. PILOT PARTICIPANTS

The two pilot participants, hereafter Prescriber Organization One and Prescriber Organization Two,
differ significantly in size and demographics. Prescriber Organization One (POl) is located in urban
Southern California, operates 23 clinic locations and has over 100 physicians who prescribe controlled
substances. Prescriber Organization Two (PO2) operates six clinic sites with 39 employed physicians in a
largely rural setting in Northern California.
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Both prescriber organizations use the same electronic health record application, one of the first to ·
achieve EPCS certification. Both pilot sites already had plans to implement a new version of their EHR
that included the EPCS functionality and took the additional step of activating EPCS as part of this
upgrade. The organizations expressed similar motives for choosing to activate EPCS within the context of
this pilot, including a desire to create administrative efficiencies for prescribers, reduce medication
errors associated with illegible or misinterpreted handwritten notes for regulated substances, and
improve internal data for medication reconciliation and quality improvement initiatives.
Each pilot site identified pharmacy partners with whom they would implement EPCS. POl had planned
to work with an ext ernal firm that manages on-site pharmacies at four of their clinic locations;
unfortunately that firm's pharmacy management software vendor was not able to provide EPCS
certification in time for the pharmacies to participate. P02 had planned to work with two independent
local pharmacies; only one ultimately was able to participate but that organization brought 10 pharmacy
sites to the pilot. Both POl and P02 worked with the local stores of two national pharmacy retailers
from the beginning of the pilot; a third national pharmacy also activated EPCS in its California stores
early in the pilot period. A few other local pharmacies in POl's region also began accepting EPCS. In
effect, both prescriber sites could send prescriptions to any pharmacy that showed as EPCS certified
within the EPCS module of their EHR. Table 2 provides additional information about the two pilot sites.
Table 2. Prescriber organization environment

I Prescriber Organization 1
Size/environment

•
•

23 clinics in two urban counties
119 medical staff providers and 68
per diem providers

I Prescriber Organization 2
•
•

6 clinics in one largely rural county
39 full-time providers and 16
contracted specialists

Demographics

125,000 medically underserved patients;
primarily Hispanic but ethnic mix is
changing.

36,000 low income patients; 3,650
homeless patients, 200 HIV-positive
patients. Pre-dominantly white (81%) or
Hispanic (9%).

Project leaders

Chief Medical Informatics Officer; IT
Leader and Internal Consultant (also
Project Manager).

Chief Executive Officer; Chief Information
Officer (also Project Director); Chief
Medical Officer; and Division Manager
local pharmacy.

E-prescribing history

Implemented EHR in 2009; Meaningful
Use Stage 1.

E-prescribing for 5 years. ~20% above
Meaningful Use Stage 1.

Two-factor
authentication
approach

EHR password and one-time only code
generated by token.

EHR password and one-time only code
generated by smartphone application.
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IV . PILOT OUTCOMES

In regular project status reports, the pilot participants self-reported their outcomes with EPCS in terms
of the number of prescribers they registered, the number of those prescribers who used EPCS, their
approach to addressing the EPCS outage that both experienced in May 2013, and the volume of CS
prescriptions that they transmitted electronically. EPCS volume for the two prescriber organizations was
also reported by the loca l stores of one national pharmacy retailer cooperating with the pilot. PO2 also
provided information about their EPCS error rates over time. Evaluation interviews captured the actual
changes in workflow imposed by EPCS at the prescriber organizations and pharmacies. This section
summarizes these recorded outcomes.
A. EPCS ROLL- OUT

Both prescriber organizations rolled out EPCS successfully; pharmacies were able to accept
the prescriptions.
At the time of the kick-off meeting in November, both prescriber organizations had completed the
upgrade oftheir EHRs as required to activate EPCS. The prescriber organizations each registered a few
providers with high volumes of CS scripts in December. Both had planned to quickly register successive
waves of prescribers beginning in January. Both organizations found the requ irements of the IFR around
registration difficult to interpret however, and their original plan for registering prescribers was
logistica lly challenging to implement. While both organizations immediately fell behind on their provider
registration schedule, by early spring each had succeeded in registering the majority of their prescribers
and each had prescribers who were actively using the EPCS functiona lity.
National pharmacy retailers and an independent, family-owned group of pharmacies were all able to
receive and fulfill the prescriptions they received without major difficulty.

Table 3. Prescriber organization regi stration results

I

Prescriber Organization 1

Planned prescriber
registrations
Number of actual
prescriber
registrations

I

Prescriber Organization 2

119

39

95 (80%); 44 prescribers have used token
at least once.

39 {100%)

B. EPCS RELIABILITY

Both prescriber organizations experienced a serious EPCS outage; only one recovered fully.
Both sites experienced a failure or "EPCS outage" in early May of 2013, when their EHR suddenly
stopped accepting provider authentication credentials. The problem resulted from the expiration of an
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embedded security certificate within the EHR. The EHR vendor issued a Hot Fix (a patch for operational
software) in May 2013 to correct the problem with the expired security certificate, and PO2 was able to
recover functionality in about one week.
PO1 was not able to install the patch until they had first implemented a number of earlier modifications
issued by the vendor. PO1 sought a solution that would install only the security certificate correction to
minimize the IT resource drain but the vendor was not able to supply a limited fix. In late June 2013, PO1
decided to implement all required modifications to reboot EPCS. Unfortunately, these changes did not
resolve the issue for PO1 prescribers, who continued to report that the system would not accept their
credentials. Research showed the new problem was related to a conflict with security protocols within
the PO1 network. This problem was resolved in early July. In aggregate, at PO1 the EPCS functionality
was out of commission from May 6-July 9, 2013.

C. EPCS VOLUME

P02 achieved significant EPCS volume; P01 had limited success.
PO2 rapidly expanded their EPCS volume over the course of the pilot period. PO1 struggled to convince
their prescribers to use the functionality and their difficulty restoring the EPCS functionality following
the outage substantially diminished prescriber use of EPCS within the pilot period.
At pharmacies that had activated EPCS, PO2 was sending 65-75% of their prescriptions for controlled
substances electronically by the end of the pilot period. While this volume had begun to approach their
e-prescribing rate for non-controlled substances {85%), they still faced the constraint that about 50% of
their prescriptions were sent to pharmacies that had not yet activated EPCS. Looking across all
pharmacies, PO2 achieved a peak EPCS rate of 37% of all CS prescriptions written by their prescribers.
PO1 had only just begun using the EPCS functionality again at the time of the post-pilot interviews.
According the final progress report submitted by PO1, only 14 prescribers have used EPCS since the
functionality was restored in July. PO1 self-reported a peak of 3.32% of controlled substances prescribed
electronically across all pharmacies.

Table 4. Prescriber organizat ion volume results
Prescriber Organization 1

I
Number activated
pharmacies

I

Prescriber Organization 2

>350 area locations of 3 national
pharmacies across the two counties
served, plus a few other local pharmacies

19 total: 10 locations of independent local
pharmacy; all area locations of 3 national
pharmacies

Not reported.

~so%

Pre-pilot% of CS
volume at activated
pharmacies
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Table 4 . Prescriber organization volume results

I

Prescriber Organization 1

I

Prescriber Organization 2

Highest self-reported
EPCS as % of total CS
(all pharmacies)

<3.5 % (July 2013)

37% (August 2013)

Highest volume
EPCS as % total CS
(one certified national
pharmacy)

8% (September 2013)

73% (August 2013)

Not reported

~3.5% first month, 1.35% overall

Error rates for EPCS

Figure 2 displays data provided by one national pharmacy that reported EPCS volume at their stores
near POl and P02 locations. While these data are from only one of the participating national
pharmacies, they provide an interesting view of how EPCS volume varied over the course of the pilot for
the two prescriber organizations, when considering only EPCS-certified pharmacies. Note that the sites
registered physicians in waves; some of the increases displayed in the graph can be explained by the
sites having added registered prescribers. The dip in May (for P02) and the nadir in May and June (for
POl) correspond to the periods when EPCS was out of commission at their respective sites.

Figure 2: Percentage EPCS of total CS prescriptions, one EPCS-certified national
pharmacy retailer, January 2013 - September 2013
80.0%
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D. IMPACT ON PRESCRIBER AND PHARMACY WORKFLOWS

For new prescriptions, post-EPCS processes were nearly the some as for other e-prescribing.
The pre- and post-EPCS processes for new and refill prescriptions were very similar for th e two sites,
given that both sites operate under California regulation and both use the same vendor for their EHR.
This section highlights key impacts of EPCS on workflows at the prescriber sit es and local pharmacies.
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EPCS eliminates secure printer, secure paper and "wet signature" steps for prescribers. In the absence

of EPCS, prescribers must use DEA-certified prescription paper for controlled substances. This paper
includes features that can help a pharmacist distinguish a legitimate prescription from a fraudulent one;
for example, a reflective watermark that shows as "VOID" when copied and a prescription logo that
disappears or changes colors when breathed on or used. Prescriber sites typically stock this paper in a
separate printer in a secure location; for example in a separate room with a keypad entry lock.
Prescribers may send the prescription to print and pick it up themselves to sign and then hand to the
patient, or may have procedures in which a medical assistant retrieves the prescription and brings it to
the physician for signature before giving it to the patient.
To manage security when the patient is not handed a prescription directly by the physician, the clinics
store printed and signed prescriptions (primarily refills) in a locked box. Staff members perform
additional patient identification checks before giving the prescription to the patient and also note in the
patient's medical record when the prescription has been delivered and to whom .
Figure 3 displays P02's description of the steps for filling a new prescription for a controlled substance
without EPCS.

Figure 3: Pre-EPCS prescriber workflow for new CS prescriptions
Select medication

Navigate to medication
module; search for
medication

Enter Rx details
(quantity, refills, Sig,
notes, etc.); save

printer

Print Rx

Retrieve Rx from
controlled substance
printer (rooms are key
coded)

printer
Hand prescription to
patient

Document delivery
of Rx to patient

As shown in Figure 4, EPCS eliminates the printing and manual distribution steps for prescriptions that
may be sent electronically-that is, those going to an EPCS-certified pharmacy. In comparison to the
standard e-prescribing steps (not shown), EPCS adds two steps, selecting an EPCS-certified pharmacy
and completing the two-factor authentication protocol before transmission.
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Figure 4: EPCS prescriber workflow for new CS prescriptions

Select medication
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Patient's
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Yes
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medication module for
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Pharmacies also eliminate manual processes. Pharmacies receiving paper prescriptions first apply

manual security protocols designed to help identify signs of fraudulent scripts. Examples include:
verifying the features embedded in the water-marked paper; verifying a patient's information against
the information on the prescription; and looking out for certain combinations of medications that may
flag prescription drug abuse. Then, they must type the prescription into their pharmacy management
system. Figure 5 displays the typical workflow for a pharmacy receiving a paper or faxed controlled
substance prescription according to interviews with pharmacists near both POl and P02.

Figure 5: Pharmacy workflow for paper CS prescriptions
Input Rx into
pharmacy system

Pharmacy technician
scans hardcopy Rx into
syst em; manually
enters Rx details
(quantity, etc.)

script; if necessary,
calls prescriber for
questions/verification

the prescription;
files hardcopy
script
Counsel patient on
m edication

Pharmacist validates

Rx

How pharmacist s receive an EPCS prescription varies slightly based on their individual pharmacy
software. In general, the prescriptions arrive in almost exactly the same format as other e-prescriptions
and no longer require any manual entry before dispensing the medication.
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Two pharmacists described security features
within the pharmacy's certified system that
detect whether a physician properly signed the
script with their digital signature and is
authorized to send controlled substance
scripts electronically; if the requirements are
not met, the system will instruct the
pharmacist to generate a printout, after which
the prescription deletes from the system.

"But if it doesn't have the digital signature, it self
deletes from my computer. It will actually make it
through typing, the tech will type it, it'll show up
on my computer, I will review it and then it'll pop
up with a box that says this does not have a digital
signature and it will delete and it will print out. So
if somebody tries to send us one and they are not
authorized to do so, on their end it deletes itself.
My computer somehow knows."
(Pharmacist, P02)

£PCS simplifies refill processes; but special issues also affect refills.
In the absence of EPCS functionality, front-line staff members typically handle the first step of
processing the refill request, abstracting information from the chart and typing it manually into a
prescription refill template. They then send a task with the template to the prescribing physician. The
prescriber must accept the task, open the template, and approve or deny the request. If the request is
approved, the written prescription must be printed securely and then faxed to the pharmacy or printed
and given back to staff to call the patient for pickup. If the request is denied, support staff will notify the
pharmacy, typically by phone.

"Every little thing, even if it's an easy
step, it's still time consuming. You've
got to go into the chart. You've got
to verify everything. You've got to
get up, unlock the drawer, get it out,
go to the patient, get ID, go back and
document it."
(Front-line staff member, P02)

Front-line staff store written refill prescriptions in a locked
drawer for patient pickup. Patients need to come to the
clinic for the prescription, sign in, and wait their turn to talk
to staff. Staff members check the patient ID and note in the
chart who picked up the prescription.
With EPCS, refill requests for Class Ill, IV, and IV substances
come directly into the provider's task queue, eliminating the
front-end step of manually creating the refill request and

also the back-end process to securely distribute the refill prescriptions.
A practice PO2 had adopted to expedite refills for CS prescriptions before EPCS caused problems for
them after implementing EPCS. To avoid working from faxed requests from the pharmacies, PO2 had
requested that pharmacies send electronic refill requests for all controlled substances (Class 11-V). The
physicians receive these requests as refill tasks in their respective work queues. Before EPCS, the
standard process was for the physician to immediately decline the electronic request but use this task as
the reminder to speak to the patient if denying the refill or to create a paper prescription to fax or hand
to the patient if approving it. Implementing EPCS meant the physician could now accept the electronic
requests for Class 111-V substances but not for Class II medications because no refills-paper or
electronic-are allowed for Class II drugs. Once physicians began responding to refill requests
electronically for Class 111-V medications however, they sometimes attempted to authorize electronic
refill request s for Class II substances as well. These requests would then be denied at the pharmacy.
One pharmacist remarked that he disliked PO2's process and thought it should be discontinued. Even
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though the refill request is appropriately denied, it still counts as an error and requires a call back to
obtain the new prescription for the patient.
Some interviewees also described a limitation of electronic prescribing related to storing "pending" refill
prescriptions. Before EPCS, a physician wishing to prescribe three months of a medication with a 30-day
prescription limit might write three paper prescriptions simultaneously and give the future prescriptions
to the staff to store for pick-up when each new prescription is due. When pi-escribers tried this same
approach for electronic prescriptions they found that some of the pharmacy systems are able to store
future prescriptions while others cannot.
V . EVALUATION FINDINGS

A . EPCS BENEFITS

EPCS Benefit s

When the technology works as planned,
prescribers and pharmacists alike found that
EPCS offers significant benefits.

EPCS pilot participants-including physicians,
pharmacists and their parent organizations
described many benefits from adopting EPCS.

Participants reported high satisfaction and
positive impacts on productivity. Staff and

providers commented that they and their teams

Benefits for physicians and clinic staff
✓

had concerns about the technology problems and

✓

Saves physician and staff time on both new
and refill prescriptions.

long delays to get to smooth operations, for the
most part they still believed that EPCS was more

Easy to use; prescribe from any secure
computer (not tied to secure printer).

were satisfied with EPCS. While POl prescribers

✓

Reduces use of expensive watermarked
prescription paper.

efficient than manual processes.
✓

Direct communication channel between

PO2 prescribers and staff cited the ease and

prescriber and pharmacy improves ability to

efficiency of the system and reported that

track prescriptions and eases prescriber

improvements in workflow contributed to staff

concerns about security.

satisfaction. Several providers and pharmacists

✓

reported the integration of EPCS with the
electronic prescribing system made it easy for
them to learn and use. Participants did not

Provides robust data on CS prescribing
patterns for quality improvement.

Benefits for pharmacies

formally measure changes in productivity as a

✓

Easy to use; close to regular e-prescribing.

result of EPCS. Most believed however that EPCS

✓

Saves time by eliminating rekeying of Rx
information.

had enhanced productivity through: saving
physician time to print and retrieve prescriptions;

✓

improving patient safety.

allowing physicians to prescribe from anywhere;
reducing pharmacy time to enter a prescription;

More accurate prescriptions, potentially

✓

Stronger security reduces the opportunity

and avoiding clarification callbacks. Several

for fraudulent prescriptions to escape

physicians and pharmacists commented that EPCS

detection.
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allowed them to spend more time seeing or counseling patients. Prescribers and front-line staff
reported that EPCS reduced their work handling refill pick-ups and pharmacy call-backs.
Improved patient safety. Participants across all roles-managers, providers, pharmacists, and front-line

staff-believed that electronic prescribing would avoid errors that might harm patients, for example,
those caused by illegible prescriptions.
Potential cost savings. Many participants cited cost savings stemming from eliminating the use of costly

watermarked prescription paper and time spent by staff on controlled substance prescriptions. One
senior manager stated there was an $8,000-10,000 savings just from reduction in the use of the secure
prescription paper, but most could only assume that EPCS reduced costs.

"I hate printing ... because I'm

always nervous, like are these
people legit, or is it just a drug
seeker? I don't know, and sometimes
it's a gamble, especially because I'm
not the primary so I don't know
these people well enough. I hate ...
printing prescriptions, and oh and on
our prescriptions actually if you flip it
over it has everybody's DEA number,
so when you pass that out, I mean
it's like a gold ticket to somebody
that knows how to use that stuff. 11

Stronger security. Nearly half of respondents across sites

reported that improving security for prescribing controlled
substances was a primary driver behind implementing EPCS.
Participant concerns with fraudulent or tampered written
prescriptions were common in pre-EPCS interviews; post
pilot, few noted security concerns or worries about using
EPCS. One prescriber mentioned that EPCS caused leadership
to revisit how to handle sensitive prescribing issues around
drug-seeking patients and communicating with the primary
provider. With EPCS, an on-call provider could choose
whether or not to prescribe a controlled substance to a
patient just as before (i.e., paper or electronic fax), or
exercise the option to delegate the CS prescribing decision to

(Prescriber, P01).

the primary care physician.

Increased ability to track prescriptions and analyze physician prescribing habits. A few physicians

called out the ability to track where the prescription was sent and whether it was picked up.
Representatives from both sites valued the potential for new EPCS data on physician prescribing habits
to enhance quality improvement initiatives.
B. IM PACT ON WORKFLOW

EPCS imposed only minor modifications to prescriber and pharmacist work/lows (compared
to standard e-prescribing) and those modifications were well-received.
Concerns about provider reaction to the two-factor identification process are largely unwarranted.

Early in the project, some senior leaders expressed concerns that the physicians wou ld not like the two
factor authentication process. As has been reported in other studies however, prescribers in this pilot
seemed unfazed by the need to carry a token (POl) or use their smartphone application (PO2) to obtain
the one-time only code they used to sign electronic CS prescriptions. 11 Prescribers saw the additional
security as adding value, given their worries about the security of current paper processes.
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Pharmacists, physicians and staff called post-EPCS workflows "easy." Prescribers noted the new

processes were extremely similar to existing e-prescribing processes, adding only the steps to obtain
and enter the PIN. The physicians appreciated that EPCS freed them to write a prescription from
anywhere, not just when they were down the hall from a secure printer. One spoke in the preinterviews about how he hated having to physically go
to the clinic to access the secured printer and special

"Like what if it's Friday night and I
remember that I didn't do a morphine
script? I really have to drive in the
following morning, take my kids, because
I have to take my kids, take my kids into
urgent care ... sign in, print it out [on the
urgent care printer], then sign it, then tell
the urgent care person that it's there. I
mean, what a waste of time and energy
for a stupid piece of paper. Come on.
We got computers. So that's why I want
this e-prescribing thing immediately."

paper in the evening or on the weekend because he had
forgotten an urgent prescription. Post-pilot, he
particularly appreciated the ability to prescribe from
home.
Front-line staff at P02 valued how EPCS diminished the
effort to distribute paper refills for controlled
substances-a process that involved several extra steps
and many phone calls from patients about whether the
refill was ready.

(Prescriber, P02)

Behind the scenes, prescriber organizations and
pharmacies will need new processes and policies.

Prescriber organizations needed to determine: how
to register and train new physicians; how to address
lost tokens or phones; and whether and how to
educate or encourage patients to use EPCS-certified
pharmacies. Senior leaders at P01 mentioned they
had concerns with new liabilities imposed by EPCS,

"It's actually smoother because we don't have
the 45 minutes of the angry patient having to
wait to pick up the prescription."
"Or them calling, is my prescription ready to
be picked up yet?"
"{Or asking] did the doctor print it out yet?"
'7hat happens a lot. That is very good. That
happens a lot. I'll get 3 or 4 calls a day with
that on the hard copies."
(Three front-line staffmembers, P02)

including how to ensure compliance with new
reporting requirements related to security breaches, as they debated whether to participate in the pilot.
Pharmacies must also prepare their pharmacists to accept EPCS, and must develop procedures to ensure
substitute or "floater" pharmacists are made aware of the availability of EPCS when they take a shift at
an EPCS-certified store.
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C. FACILITATORS

Facilitators for successful EPCS
implementation include physician demand,
leadership commitment and prescriber
pharmacy partnerships.

Tactics for Success

'

There's more to EPCS implementation than
ensuring the technology works reliably. The
evaluation identified several tactics that might
improve the likelihood of successfully

Physician demand and a strong e-prescribing

implementing EPCS.

culture. At both sites, prescribers had previously

expressed a desire to enhance security over the

✓

Nurture physician and staff demand.

prescribing of controlled substances. Given the

Current processes are a pain-point for

strong e-prescribing history at both organizations,

prescribers and staff alike. Identify those

physicians also looked forward to relief from the

feeling the most pain for early adoption; let

administrative burden of manual processes for

them spread the positive word.

ordering controlled substances.

✓

Develop the pharmacy relationships before
you begin. Find partners that want to work

P02 took active steps to nurture physician

with you. Put their problem solvers on

acceptance and usage through immediate error

speed dial and let them know how they can

resolution-including monitoring errors up to four
times per day at the start of the pilot- and
through regular interactions with the physicians to

quickly reach you to resolve their issues.
✓

for prescribers. Jump on errors and other

celebrate milestones and communicate timelines

problems. Let the physician know when the

for fixing any problems. The close relationships
that P02 developed with the local pharmacies and
with their national representatives during the pilot
also helped to facilitate immediate error
resolution. For example, when faced with the

Consciously create positive first experiences

problem will be resolved and then deliver.
✓

Pave the way for patients to demand EPCS
from their physicians:
•

Highlight service in patient newsletters.

•

Develop handouts for physicians and

problem of a substitute (or floater) pharmacist

staff to explain EPCS and identify EPCS

denying EPCS prescriptions because he was
unfamiliar with the new processes, P02 could pick
up the phone and have a pharmacy manager or
national pharmacy representative immediately
contact the pharmacist to say it was okay to accept

certified pharmacies.
•

Train staff to explain EPCS in response
to refill requests. If prepared, this group
can sincerely promote the convenience
of EPCS refills.

the prescription.
Leadership support and adequate internal resources to address problems before they negatively
affect user experience of EPCS. EPCS is not yet at a point where implementation is routine. Leadership

commitment must include the internal resources needed to address unexpected issues. P01's outage
was much longer and deeper than that of P02, in part because they had not anticipated the need to
implement a large backlog of noncritical system fixes before rebooting EPCS.
Implementation as a prescriber organization-pharmacy partnership. EPCS is not an initiative that is

implemented solely within any one organization. A successfully filled prescription for a controlled
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substance represents a complex interplay of manual and
electronic processes, the transfer ~f information across
several independent systems, coordinated business
processes between prescribers and pharmacies and a
common interpretation of the mix of state and federal
regulations surrounding controlled substances. P02 included
the Division Manager of a large local pharmacy on the pilot
implementation team and worked closely with the
manageable number (19) of pharmacy partners to install

"...as soon as we went live, [the
project director] sent us an email and
we did a lot of test claims to make
sure we were receiving them and it
was fine ...We've had a lot of
communication keeping each other
informed as to what is going [on] ... /
think that has been very helpful."
Pharmacist, P02

EPCS-a set of integrated systems and processes-as an
integrated team. Both the pharmacies and the clinic found
value in the new or stronger relationships that resulted from their joint effort and in working
collaboratively with the local pharmacies to resolve early issues with EPCS.
The pharmacy with which POl had the closest existing relationship-their in-house group-was unable
to participate in the pilot. While POl had contacts at the regional level for each of the national
pharmacies, they did not try the one-to-one communications and testing strategies with individual
stores that P02 employed with apparent success. These tactics might have proven more difficult to
implement in a large urban area; however, they might also have facilitated quick responses to any
process or communication blips between the pharmacies and POl prescribers and thus helped to ensure
that physicians' critical first experiences with EPCS were positive.
D . BARRIERS

Key barriers to wide-spread use of EPCS include: lack of critical mass; cost of pharmacy
entry; reliability of new technology; and challenging prescriber registration processes.
Lack of critical mass. In both pre- and post-interviews, pharmacists wished more physicians would use

EPCS and physicians wished more pharmacies were certified so EPCS could become the norm rather
than an exception process. The maximum potential EPCS volume at each of the pilot sites was
significantly constrained by the inability of key pharmacies to participate in the pilot. At POl, an in
house pharmacy-one that a significant portion of its patient population was required to use-could not
obtain certification within the pilot period. At P02, a pharmacy located onsite- and one to which
prescribers felt patients were particularly loyal-was similarly unable to participate. Each of these
pharmacies asked their pharmacy system vendor to quickly complete EPCS certification and participate
in the pilot, but these overtures were rebuffed. While the critical mass issue will likely resolve itself over
time, the current state remains a significant barrier to the rapid expansion of EPCS and to realizing the
benefits it promises to provide.
Cost as a barrier to pharmacy entry. Several interviewees cited cost as a barrier to entry for the

pharmacies. While the DEA's economic impact report for EPCS assumed a cost of about $15,000 per
audit for both practices and pharmacies, participants interviewed were hearing anecdotally that actual
costs were much higher- from $30,000 to $100,000 and up. 12 Since audit costs are borne by the
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pharmacy system vendors, each vendor makes its own decision as to how to allocate the expense across
their customer base. For large national pharmacies with in-house systems, the cost of the audit is a cost
for the pharmacy system, spread over a great number of stores nationally. A smaller vendor might have
more difficulty recovering costs from its customer base; on the other hand, one of the independent
pharmacies participating in the pilot reported that their vendor had not assessed any specific expense
for the EPCS functionality. This issue intersects with the critical mass barrier described above. That is,
more physicians and physician organizations need to implement EPCS before the pharmacy
management system vendors that supply smaller pharmacies will perceive a clear mandate to initiate
the effort and expense of EPCS certification.
Reliability issues. EPCS technology is new and relies on multiple systems interfacing around complex

security requirements. Glitches can occur and starts and stops may damage physician receptivity. Both
sites experienced a problem where prescribers were suddenly unable toe-prescribe, receiving a
message that the system would not accept their credentials. In addition, one of the pilot sites
discovered a serious problem with all incoming refill
requests-including non-EPCS refills. This problem was
not captured by vendor monitoring reports, pointing out
the need for strong internal testing and monitoring for
the unexpected. Staff members at POl reported
ongoing problems following the EPCS outage. One, they
discovered an issue involving proxy settings of their
internal system that was blocking EPCS prescriptions and
had to be reprogrammed. Two, a couple providers
reported problems with the functionality of their tokens
that POl was in the process of addressing at the time of
the post-pilot interviews; these negative experiences
affected prescriber ongoing willingness to use EPCS.

"... it was a small group of us, maybe 5
or 6 ofus trying it first and then it was
supposed to get bigger and eventually it
got bigger but then, you know... if you
get burned, so to speak a couple times,
you just stop using it. So like Dr. --
hasn't, I told him, hey, it should be
working, try it. So he finally tried it
again yesterday after a month or
whatever and his still didn't work. So
he's like, really?"
(IT staff member, P01)

Challenge of initial registration effort. Both sites found it challenging to interpret the registration

requirements, that is, the required steps to identify-proof prescribers, issue two-factor authentication
credentials and to set system access controls to allow prescriber access to the EPCS functionality. Both
sites found that the registration effort went more slowly than expected. Their initial plan to register
prescribers en masse at clinical meetings did not work well. Attendance was low and the physicians did
not like waiting in line for others to be credentialed. Both sites subsequently decided to send the two
registrars to the clinicians at their respective locations and to register them individually according to a
schedule. Registration was combined with training on how to use EPCS, including how to obtain the one
time only code. The registrars estimated the combined process took about 15 minutes to complete.
Along the way, P02 discovered that both registrars did not need to meet in person with each physician
prescriber. The project director met with each physician to authenticate the physician's network user ID,
to load and authenticate the device, and to provide the training. Later, the IT representative and the
second registrar would meet separately to complete the final step-authenticating the user in the EHR.
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This approach saved significant time for the DEA-licensed registrar, a senior physician leader, and P02
shared it with POl. Even after making the change however, POl continued to find that their original
team of two registrars was insufficient to register so many prescribers. They added a second registration
team late in the pilot.
Substitute or "floater" pharmacists were not ready for EPCS. Both sites experienced problems where a

substitute pharmacist coming in to cover a shift would be unaware of EPCS and begin denying electronic
prescriptions for controlled substances. The sites reported that the problem occurred most frequently at
the national pharmacy retailers, pointing to a need for these pharmacies to develop procedures for just
in time communications about EPCS and training for their contingent workforce.
Many prescribers are reluctant to ask patients to change pharmacies. While a few physicians reported

that they actively encouraged their patients to use EPCS-certified pharmacies, several commented that
they were unwilling to mention EPCS to their patients. This reluctance may derive from several factors;
one that was mentioned was a desire not to interfere with the patient's ability to price-shop
prescriptions or to choose a more conveniently-located pharmacy. This barrier may become less salient
as patients become more familiar with the availability of EPCS and the conveniences it offers them.
E. EPCS AND PATI ENTS

Prescriber and staff opinions on patient reaction to
EPCS were mixed.

EPCS-certified pharmacy.

"I think the patients like it, the ones
that are using it. I think they enjoy
not having to come back here and
stand in line and wait and pick their
prescription up and then go to the
pharmacy... We hear about I can't
come in because I don't have gas or I
don't have a ride or my caregiver
can't get there and I'm due today..."

Participant perspectives on the impact of EPCS on patient

(Front-line staff member, P02}

The evaluation did not include any direct contact or
interviews with patients, however the evaluation queried
participants about patient reactions to EPCS they had
observed and how their organizations were handling the
question of whether to encourage patients to choose an

experience were mixed. Clinic staff generally believed that
patients had not been significantly impacted by EPCS or that patients took the change for granted
because they were used to other electronic prescriptions. Several pilot participants noted that the
patients who had previously complained about the distance from the clinic to their home or the wait
time for refills were most likely to comment about EPCS benefits.

Encouraging patients to choose EPCS pharmacies was neither the policy nor the norm, but
some physicians did so.
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Neither POl nor P02 established a specific policy to encourage patients to use EPCS-certified
pharmacies. At POl, a senior leader said that at the beginning of EPCS they actively told patients they
could send their prescriptions electronically, but some patients were vocal about wanting to use their
same pharmacy (that may not be EPCS-certified).

"In the beginning we were putting
[on] a little pressure. You know, why
don't you go next door and get it, but
now we are not. We just, you want to
use this pharmacy, fine. If that
pharmacy doesn't do it, then we'll
[give you paper]. And the computer
knows. The system knows if that
pharmacy allows [EPCS] or not ... we
saw so much pushback from the
patient that they want to use only
one pharmacy or their pharmacy that
we said ... continue. You know, even
asking, it doesn't make sense."
(Senior leader, P01)

The project director at P02 noted that some physicians were
apprehensive about directing patients to use EPCS-certified
pharmacies. To address this discomfort, P02 published
information about EPCS and the participating pharmacies in
their patient newsletter. The organization's role was to
inform the patients of the option; the patients retained the
choice of pharmacy. Physicians determined individually
whether to suggest EPCS.
Prescribers were free to communicate the potential
advantages to the patient if they desired, and it appeared
that a good number of physicians were taking this step. P02
physicians seemed to be more comfortable making a
suggestion to the patient, perhaps because EPCS was more
firmly established there by the end of the pilot. A few

physicians there reported that they now inform patients that they have the ability to send controlled
substance scripts electronically and that only some
pharmacies accept controlled medications in this fashion.
Two front-line staff members at P02 concurred that some
physicians now encourage EPCS. They've been asked by
the physicians they support to educate patients about the
EPCS option; one of the physicians had developed a
handout for the staff member to provide to the patient
after the physician had verbally advised the patient about
the EPCS process. She added that many patients have
become familiar with the ability to send their
prescriptions via EPCS and are now using pharmacies with

"Like if they call and ask for a refill, I
know through Dr. ---, he's asked us to
always ask them do you want ... this
on a paper script or would you like
me to send it via the computer to one
ofthese three pharmacies? And like I
said, educate them that that's a
possibility."
(Front-line staff member, P02}

EPCS capability; others continue to ask for paper
prescriptions.
While P02 physicians appeared farther along with the idea of suggesting a patient choose an EPCS
certified pharmacy, the practice was not unknown at POL A POl staff member also remarked that the
physician she supports explains EPCS to his patients; her role is to reinforce the explanation.
VI. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
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Participants called current lack of critical mass the most significant barrier to widespread EPCS adoption.
Because many physicians are reluctant to suggest patients change pharmacies, the independent
pharmacies most often used by clinic patients must participate to achieve high EPCS volumes. To
encourage pharmacy adoption, policymakers might take steps to address the frequency and cost of the
required third-party audits. Greater clarity on the type of system changes that would require an EPCS re
audit might allay pharmacy vendor concerns about ongoing compliance costs.
Physician organizations are only just beginning to adopt EPCS and may need stronger incentives since
the market share incentive that encourages pharmacy adoption does not apply. Previous research
suggested that physician adoption of regular e-prescribing was accelerated in response to federal
incentive programs under the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act. 13 For EPCS,
policymakers might consider adding EPCS to federal meaningful use incentives, for example by including
CS prescriptions in the calculation for thee-prescribing measure.
VII. AREAS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

Although many interviewed participants believed that EPCS has the potential to improve care quality
and patient experience while simultaneously producing efficiency gains, additional research is needed to
test these perceptions. Studies might address:
•

Whether perceived improvements in prescriber and staff workflows translate into measurable
changes in staff productivity and savings that exceed the costs of implementation.

•

The impact on patient experience. The evaluation did not include direct feedback from patients on
their experience with EPCS. Participants had mixed views on how EPCS impacted patient experience.
Further research might address whether EPCS-which should increase patient convenience-has
any unintended consequences on their experience of care.

•

The relative security of EPCS over current manual processes. Nearly all interviewed participants felt
that EPCS is more secure than current processes, and since a desire for increased security is a key
driver of physician demand, research confirming this belief might incentivize physician adoption.

•

The possibility that EPCS might improve care coordination. One prescriber suggested this intriguing
idea, noting that EPCS allows an on-call provider to delegate the decision to prescribe a controlled
substance to the primary care physician. Research into the impact of EPCS on prescribing habits and
the use of EPCS data in internal analyses might answer these and other care quality questions.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

EPCS is an innovation that appears here to stay. There is
strong interest, high perceived value to users, technical
capacity, societal benefit, and a business case to devote
the resources needed to implement this functionality.
Expansion is interdependent on prescriber and pharmacy
adoption; society will not realize the full potential of
EPCS until both groups decide jointly to make the effort
and work cooperatively on implementation. Incentives to
accelerate wide-spread adoption should address both
physician groups (e.g., include EPCS in meaningful use
standards) and pharmacies (e.g., address the timing and

"You know, as a culture here we have
embraced technology and this is such,
this component ofour practice is such a
big one, a large one, that it just seemed
it was ripe for solution, and why not us?
You know, why not us? We have good
partners, we have good technology, we
have great leadership, we have a
medical staffbuy-in.... So that, I mean,
all those conditions, all right. I think it's
a culture issue for us. I think it was a
leadership issue for us."

cost of third party audits).

(Senior leader/project director, P02)
EPCS also presents implementation challenges that must
be carefully addressed. The failure to devote adequate attention or resources to both systemic
problems and episodic errors may erode physician support and cause the effort-which should enhance
physician and staff satisfaction- to create physician resistance instead. With leadership support,
adequate resources, and strong prescriber-pharmacy cooperation, EPCS can work and work well.
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH METHODS

AIR used qualitative research methods to address the following research questions:
1.

Did participants perceive operational efficiencies and benefits that exceeded burden as a result of
implementing EPCS? What data are available to support these perceptions?

2.

How were prescribing and pharmacy fulfillment workflows affected by the implementation of EPCS
compliant with current national and state regulatory requirements? What facilitators and what
barriers did each pilot site experience during implementation?

3.

What lessons can provider organizations and pharmacies considering EPCS learn from these early
adopters?

4.

What are the implications of the implementation pilot for policymakers and regulators, such as the
DEA and the California Board of Pharmacy? Can opportunities be identified to streamline
requirements for EPCS while maintaining adequate security protections?

Research activities included pre- and post-pilot site visits with in-person interviews and observations,
interim telephonic interviews with project leaders, and document collection. Al R's Institutional Review
Board approved all data collection protocols, recruitment, and interview procedures before contact and
data collection. In total, AIR conducted 55 individual and small group interviews with 42 key
stakeholders involved in the EPCS pilot. Both in-pe~son and telephonic interviews were transcribed
verbatim and systematically coded in NVivo 10.0. Table A-1 categorizes participant interviews.
Table A-1. Interviewed participants by organizational role
Position in organization

POl

P02

Total

I
Senior leaders/project directors

3

2

5

Physicians

4

5

9

Front-line staff (nurse and nonclinical)

1

3

4

Pharmacists

8

5

13

Information technology staff

3

0

3

External individuals/vendors (both local and national)

--

--

8

Total participants

19

15

42

Total interviews

25

23

55

Quantitative data used in the report were self-reported or provided by the external project manager
and have not been validated.
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surescr1pts,·
Second Update Regarding Industry Progress in Implementing
Electronic Prescribing for Controlled Substances (EPCS)

To:

State Boards of Pharmacy
State Controlled Substance Agencies
State and National Pharmacy Organizations

From: Ken Whittemore, Jr., RPh, MBA
Senior VP, Professional & Regulatory Affairs
Da~: December16,2014
It has been four years since the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) published its
interim final rule (IFR) allowing electronic prescribing for controlled substances (EPCS).
Over the past four years, Surescripts, as the primary network facilitating e-prescribing in
the U.S., has worked with the pharmacy and prescriber application vendors that connect to
its network to ensure that EPCS is implemented in the ambulatory healthcare setting in a
way that is fully compliant with the DEA's EPCS rules.
Surescripts published an update similar to this two years ago and distributed it to the
pharmacy community with the goal of answering the questions that were being asked most
frequently about EPCS by a variety of stakeholders, both within and without the industry.
Given that Surescripts continues to receive general and technical questions from the field
with respect to. the adoption and .utilization of EPCS processes, this second update seems
appropriate, an'd a question and answer format is being used again as a vehicle to share
such information. We hope you find this information useful.
Question: How can prescribers and pharmacists confirm that EPCS is legal
according to the DEA?
Answer: This might seem to,be an unusual question, but Surescripts continues to receive
reports of both pharmacists and prescribers not believing that EPCS is a legal practice.
The best resource for confirming the legality of EPCS is the section of the DEA website
that discusses the issue at: http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/ecomm/e rx/index.html
At this website, the following highly recommended FAQs can be found:!
•

General: http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/ecomm/e rx/faq/faq.htm

•

Pharmacies: http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/ecomm/e rx/faq/pharmacies.htm

•

Prescribers: http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/ecomm/e rx/faq/practitioners.htm
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Of course, in addition to the DEA's rules, one must also comply with state rules when
choosing to engage in EPCS communications. At this writing, 49 states and the District of
Columbia allow EPCS, and the remaining state is in the process of adopting enabling
legislation. It is assumed that the readers of this update will be aware of and will
understand the rules regarding EPCS in their respective states.
Question: How can pharmacists be assured that EPCSs transmitted through the
Surescripts network are compliant with DEA's EPCS rules?
Answer: Surescripts is committed to full compliance with the DEA's EPCS IFR. The
Surescripts network adheres strictly to the sections within the DEA's EPCS rule that place
requirements on intermediary networks. Surescripts also requires that pharmacy and
prescriber application vendors that would like to connect to its network for EPCS purposes
prove that they have successfully completed a Part 1311 EPCS audit as required by the
DEA prior to being activated for EPCS transactions on the Surescripts network. This is
accomplished by insisting that all such application vendors submit a copy of their
successful EPCS audit reports to Surescripts, both at their initial activation and on a
biennial basis as is required by the DEA. Further, it should be noted that the DEA's EPCS
IFR makes very rigorous requirements on prescribers and their application vendors, which
include prescriber identity proofing according to Federal security standards, issuance and
use of highly secure two-factor authentication credentials to sign EPCSs, and extensive
application audit trails. Finally, Surescripts requires that pharmacies and pharmacy
system application vendors display an indication to pharmacists to confirm to them that the
EPCS that they are viewing is in fact DEA EPCS IFR compliant.
Question: What must be done in order for a pharmacy practice management
application vendor or prescriber electronic health record application vendor to be
able to connect its users to the Surescripts network for EPCS purposes?
Answer: The first step is that the application vendor must study the extensive technical
requirements made by the DEA in its EPCS IFR and then work through the software
development process necessary to meet said requirements. It is Surescripts' experience
that this effort typically takes a minimum of several months to complete.
Once the development process is concluded, the application vendor must:
(1) Successfully complete the Surescripts EPCS certification process, which is in
addition to the basic Surescripts certification that is required in order for an
application vendor to connect to the network for general e-prescribing purposes,
(2) Submit to Surescripts documentation satisfactory to Surescripts in form and
substance confirming the successful completion of the application vendor's third
party audit or certification as required by the DEA in§ CFR 1311.300 Application
Provider Requirements-Third-party Audits or Certifications, and
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(3) Fill out, sign, and submit to Surescripts a form attesting to the application
vendor's compliance with all EPCS aspects of 21 CFR § 1300, 1304, 1306, and
1311 along with a copy of the application vendor's third-party audit or certification.
These procedures are designed to confirm and document that all application vendors
connecting to the Surescripts network have met all of the applicable DEA EPCS I FR
requirements, thereby ensuring that EPCS communications on the Surescripts network are
legal. It is only upon complying with all of these requirements that a pharmacy or
prescriber application vendor is permitted to connect its end users to the Surescripts
network for EPCS purposes.

Question: Do pharmacy or prescriber applications need to be approved, audited or
certified by the DEA prior to their use to receive or transmit EPCSs?
Answer: This is a commonly misunderstood aspect of the DEA's EPCS IFR. The answer
is no, the DEA itself does not approve, audit or certify any pharmacy or prescriber
applications for EPCS purposes. What the DEA does do in the EPCS I FR is identify the
types of entities that the agency recognizes as being capable of conducting what are
commonly referred to as Part 1311 EPCS audits. These audits are mandated by the
DEA's EPCS IFR, and it is the responsibility of pharmacy and prescriber application
vendors to identify and contract with such entities in order to have their EPCS audits
performed.

Question: What entities are available in the industry to conduct the third-party Part
1311 EPCS audits required by the DEA's EPCS IFR?
Answer: In Surescripts' experience, the types of entities that are allowed to conduct third
party Part 1311 EPCS audits is probably the least understood aspect of the DEA's EPCS
IFR. To review, here is an excerpt from the DEA's EPCS IFR that specifies what types of
entities are recognized as being able to conduct such audits:
(b) The third-party audit must be conducted by one of the following:
(1) A person qualified to conduct a Sys Trust, WebTrust, or SAS 70 audit.
(2) A Certified Information System Auditor who performs compliance audits as a
regular ongoing business activity.
(c) An audit for installed applications must address processing integrity and
determine that the application meets the requirements of this part.
(d) An audit for application service providers must address processing integrity and
physical security and determine that the application meets the requirements of this
part.
(e) If a certifying organization whose certification process has been approved by
DEA verifies and certifies that an electronic prescription or pharmacy application
meets the requirements of this part, certification by that organization may be used
as an alternative to the audit requirements of paragraphs (b) through (d) of this
section
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Surescripts does not recommend any entities to its network participants as being able to
conduct Part 1311 EPCS audits. This said, Surescripts has been informed by its network
participants that they have used many different entities for such audits. The following
entities have been reported to Surescripts as belonging to the first two DEA EPCS IFR
categories mentioned in sections (b)(1) and (b)(2) above, and they have therefore been
employed by pharmacy and prescriber application vendors to conduct such audits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A-lign CPAs
Assurance Concepts
BOO USA, LLP
Brightline
Chief Security Officers, LLC
Coalfire Systems, Inc;
ComplySmart, LLC
Deloitte & Touche, LLP
Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KPMG
McGladrey, LLP
NetSPI
Paladion Inc.
Price Waterhouse Coopers
Roosa CPA, LLC
Schneider Downs & Company, Inc.
SunGard Availability Service
Weaver & Tidwell, LLP

In addition, since the publication of the agency's EPCS IFR, the DEA has identified six
entities pursuant to the third EPCS IFR category, which is in section (e) above. These·
entities have all applied directly to the DEA to be recognized as being able to conduct Part
1311 EPCS audits, and they all have been approved to do so:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ComplySmart, LLC
Drummond Group Inc
EHNAC (approved for this category by the DEA on 12/03/2014)
Global Sage Group, LLC
iBeta, LLC
lnfoGard Laboratories

It is important to note that the DEA does not list entities in the first two categories on its
website, but the agency does list entities in the third category on its website as industry
stakeholders otherwise would not know who they are.
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To reiterate, Surescripts has chosen not to recommend or endorse any of these specific
entities over another, and the first list should not be considered to be comprehensive. It is
simply meant to share examples of the types of entities that are offering Part 1311 EPCS
audit services in the industry. Surescripts does, however, recommend that application
vendors interview several potential Part 1311 EPCS auditors prior to engagement,
because it has been reported to Surescripts that services offered and fees charged by
these entities vary dramatically.
Question: Does Surescripts publish the names of pharmacy and prescriber
application vendors that have completed the necessary processes and have been
allowed to connect to the Surescripts network for EPCS purposes?
Answer: Yes, Surescripts posts the names of application vendors that have been certified
and audited as being able to engage in EPCS transactions at the following links on its
website:
•

Pha_rmacies and pharmacy application vendors: http://surescripts.com/epcscertified

•

Prescriber application vendors: http://surescripts.com/epcscertifiedehr

In addition to these resources, if individual pharmacists or prescribers want to confirm that
their own applications have been audited and found to be in compliance with the DEA's
EPCS IFR, all they need do is ask their application vendor for a copy of its audit report.
The DEA's EPCS IFR requires application vendors to give documentation of their Part
1311 EPCS audit reports to their current and potential customers upon request.
Question: To what extent have DEA-compliant EPCSs been transmitted across the
Surescripts network?
Answer: Since the first legal EPCS transmission took place on the Surescripts network in
August 2011, approximately 1.8 million new EPCSs and 60,000 refill responses have
traversed the Surescripts network. (Note that refill responses must meet DEA EPCS IFR
requirements and are treated as new prescriptions by pharmacies.)
Question: In which states have EPCS transactions been transmitted and received
via the Surescripts network since August 2011?
Answer: EPCS transactions have been transmitted by prescribers and received by
pharmacies in all states except Montana.
Question: Is Surescripts doing anything to facilitate the EPCS process that is not
required of it by the DEA in its EPCS IFR?
Answer: Yes, Surescripts is offering the following value-added services and/or
implementing the following additional requirements that are not included in the DEA's
EPCS IFR: .
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•

As mentioned above, Surescripts requires all application vendors to prove that they
have successfully completed their Part 1311 EPCS audits as required by the DEA
prior to being activated for EPCS transactions on the Surescripts network.

•

Pharmacy directories in prescriber applications are required to indicate which
pharmacies are enabled to receive EPCSs, and prescribers are only able to send
EPCSs to those pharmacies.

•

Prescriber directories in pharmacy applications are required to indicate which
prescribers are using applications that have been certified and audited for EPCS
purposes.

•

As an added security feature, Surescripts is digitally signing all EPCSs that include
the "Signature Indicator" flag so as to augment transaction traceability.

•

Surescripts is monitoring compliance with EPCS rules, e.g., reminding network
participants that EPCS procedures must be followed for state controlled drugs and
that schedule 11 drugs should not be electronically prescribed in states in which it is
not yet permitted.

•

In instances in which an EPCS crosses a state line, Surescripts requires that both
the transmitting prescriber and the receiving pharmacy be in compliance with both
the DEA's EPCS IFR and the controlled substance rules of the state in which the
prescriber or pharmacy is located. For example, Surescripts does not allow a
prescriber in a state in which EPCS is legal to transmit an EPCS to a pharmacy in a
state in which EPCS is not yet permitted.

Question: To whom should additional questions about the implementation of EPCS
on the Surescripts network be posed?
Answer: More information about EPCS is available on the Surescripts website at:
http://www.surescripts.com/epcs. Individuals who have additional questions about EPCS
processes not answered in this memo or on the Surescripts website can send an email to
ken.whittemore@surescripts.com and said questions will be triaged and replied to in a
timely fashion.
·
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Attachment 10

12/1/2014 to 3/18/2015

Total

Inspections by Type:

• N= 220
Renewals…………. 200
New………………… 20

 Total

Inspections by Location and Type:

N=220
• Hospital:

 Renewal:125
 New: 12
• Pharmacy:
 Renewal: 76
 New: 5
• Out of State Pharmacy:
 Renewal:19
 New: 3

 Finding

of 220 inspections:

• 384 total corrections or violations at 165

facilities:

 55 Hospitals
 96 Pharmacies
 14 Out of State Pharmacy

 Findings

Hospitals: N=55 sites
• 135 corrections
• 9 violations

 Findings

Hospitals: Top 3 corrections

• 23 corrections for CCR 1751.4; Facility and

Equipment Standards
• 22 corrections for CCR 1735.3;Records for
compounded drug products
• 14 corrections for CCR 1735.8; Compounding
Quality Assurance

 Findings Hospitals: 9 violations
• 3 violations for CCR 1735.3; Records for

•
•
•
•

compounded drug products
2 violations for CCR 1751.4; Facility and
Equipment Standards
1 violation for CCR 1751.3; Sterile injectable
Policies and procedures
1 violation for CCR 1735.2; Compounding
Limitations and requirements; self-assessment
1 violation for CCR 1250.4; Compounding Area
for Parenteral Solutions

 Findings

Pharmacy: N= 96 sites
• 174 corrections
• 41 violations

 Findings

Pharmacy: Top 3 corrections

• 19 corrections for CCR 1735.3; Records for

compounded drug products
• 18 corrections for CCR 1735.2(j); Failure to
complete a self-assessment.
• 18 corrections for CCR 1751.4; Facility and
Equipment Standards

 Findings

Pharmacy: Top 3 violations

• 5 violations for CCR 1735.2(j); Failure to

complete a self-assessment
• 4 violations for CCR 1751.4; Facility and
Equipment Standards
• 4 violations for CCR 1735.5; Compounding
Policies and Procedures

 Findings

Out of State Pharmacy: N= 14

sites
• 24 corrections
• 1 violation

 Findings

Out of State Pharmacy: Top 3
corrections
• 4 corrections for CCR 1751.4; Facility and

Equipment Standards
• 4 corrections for CCR 1735.3; Records for
compounded drug products
• 2 corrections for CCR 1735.2; Compounding
Limitations and requirements; self-assessment

 Findings

Out of State Pharmacy: violation

• 1 violations for B&PC 4127.2/4112: Failure to

notify the board of a change of location.
Unlicensed location shipping into California.

Thank you!

